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SYNOPS I S
The thesis deals with optimisation of vehicle suspensions based on
integral square values of system response as the performance criteria
for comparison.
lntegraì square vaìues are calculated for step input excitation which
is shown to be equivaìent to random velocity input to road wheels of
constant power spectral density, closely apProximating the sPectra of
a typi caì road surface.
The integraì square val ues are calculated by appl ication of Laplace
Transformation and Parseval's Theorem'
The concept of performance index is introduced as a measure of suspen-
sion quaì ity, and is defined as the weighted sum of seìected integral
square values which best characterise the system'
Further it is shown that the integral sguare values and the performance
index due to random road input can aìso be calculated by application of
statevariabìetheoryinconjunctionwithco-variancematrixand
soìution of the LYAPUNOv Equation. The resuìts are comPared, and found
to be identicaì.
Mostoftheanalyticaìworkisbasedonasimplef,-carmodelandclosed
form solutions are establ ished for integral square vaìues. The analysis
is extended to å-car model with a time-delay between front and rear
inputs, but the analysis for the general case (coupl ing rat¡o I 1 '0)
breaksdownowingtoitscomplexity,andAcsLdigitalsimulation
language is used to calculate the integral square response for different
.values of suspens ion parameters '
Aìso the state variable analysis with covariance matrix and LYAPUNoV
equation are extended to caìculation of integral square values and
performance indices of a å-car model, using the digital computer to
calculate numerical results'
The role of the performance index as the criterion of suspension
nqual ityrr is criticaì ly examined, with the concìusion that the perform-
ance index is a useful concept in a computer minimisat¡on Process'
but is not an absolute measure of system qual ity in case of road
vehicles, hence direct comparíson of suspensions on the basis of the
performance index alone is strictly not val id.
The simulation on the analogue computer is aìso conducted with the view
to obtaining a large amount of response data with different values of
suspension parameters in a shortest possible time'
The general impression is, however, that the accuracy and repeatability
of the analogue machine is not adequate for establ ishing the points of
minima for integraì square responses owing to the flatness of the
response characteri st i cs. The characteri sti cs are so shal low that
statistical processing of analogue computer resul ts is necessary if
the uncertainties involved are to be reduced to acceptable level for
meaningful results.
Final ly different optimisation criteria are comPared, wi th the conclusion
that there cannot be an absolute optimum since the final choice and
judgement regarding the overaìl "qual¡ty" of a susPension will still
remain in the subjective realm of a particular designer, but within
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OPTIMISATION OF ROAD VEH I CLE SUSPENS I ON SYSTEMS
BY APPLICATION OF D I G ITAL AND ANALOGUE COMPUTERS
1. INTRODUCTION
lnrecentyearSalargenumberofpapershavebeenpublished
deal ing with the response of road vehicles to road surface inputs, and
the associated performance criteria such as the ride comfort, road
holding ability, maximum wheel travel relative to vehicle body etc'
A comprehensive list of relevant references has been provided
in the appendix which give closer information regarding various aspects
of perfornËnce cri teria.
Much of the theoreticaì work is associated w¡th the analysis of
passive and active suspension systems \^rith a view to optimising dynamic
response of the vehicìe, the response criteria being based on various
practi cal cons iderations or on national and international performance
s tandards.
Road surface irregularity is a random Process with power spectral
density expressed in terms of spatial frequency' consequently dynamic
response is usual ly obtained from the output spectral density using
i nput-output t ransfer funct i on techn i ques '
Mean square values of response can be obtained from the output
spectraì densi ties by integration which can be carried out analytical ly
for símpìe transfer functions, or numericaì ly for more comPlex systems'
The method tends to be cumbersome since ¡t inherently involves
lot of complex aìgebra and can be quite tedious and prone to acciden-
taì errors.
Hence, other methods of analysis have been investigated, and are
being used to obtain the same end results, sometimes more elegantly'
The analysis in s-domaÎn using Lapìace transformation in con-
junction with Parseval's Theorem is very neat, enabl ing one to cêlculate
the mean square responses for simple systems directìy for a random road
profile having a particular power spectrum density, but will become
a
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rather forbidding for more complex systems, esPecially if the time delay
is involved in input excitation as ¡t is usually the case for successive
sets of road wheels.
ln several recent papers (8, 16,17,23), a method of analysis
based on differential equations involving co-variance matr¡x in conjunc-
tion with state variable theory is proposed for evaluating dynamic
responses, but even this latest development has íts I imitations when
appl ied to passive systems.
The mqthod originates from the studies in the control system
theory, and involves the solution of Lyapunov matrix equations which in
itself can be a formidable task for large systems. The method can be





A clearly defined performance criterion is aìways an essentÎal
basis and starting point for any optimisation Process irrespectìve
of the actual method of optimisation. There cannot be real ly any
optimisation without a wel ì defined performance criteria, i.e' the
desi red system output to a speci fied input'
ln case of a road vehicle the more significant output Parameters
are:-
1) Ride comfort of the driver and passenger as infìuenced by
transl ational and rotat ional acceìerat ion components ' A
general translational and rotational acceleration vector
wiìì be present, but only the components most significant
to ride comfort are usual ìy considered'
2) Vehicle road holding characteristics whÌch usuaì ly are
related to the minimum contact force between the tyre and
the road surface, i.e. di rectìy related to dynamic tyre
defl ect ion.
Ð Maximum practical wheel travel, i.e. relative displacement
of wheel suspension. Several practical considerations set
a I imit for the maximum wheel travel '
The performance criteria as I ìsted above can be analysed individ-
ually,andthenthesystemParametersselectedtoprovidethe
des i red output. unfortunately, most of the performance cri teria
are interrelated in such a way that a change in one Parameter may
result changes in other performance characterîstics, often in
opposition to the desired effect. 0n the other hand, a quantity
known as the performance index could be formulated for the whole
system under investigation. The performance index wil I involve
al I the significant features of response, and susPension paramet-
ers could be adjusted in order to minimise the performance index
so ês to ensure the desired overall performance'
A computer optïmisation routine can be employed, usually involving
two dimensional search, and by adjusting the system parameters a
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minimum performance index and corresponding system parameters can
be establ ished. The method, in principle, is simple and straight-
forward, but has some doubtf'ul areas in pract ice '
The major shortcoming of the method when' applied to a road vehicle
is that there are no preciseìy defined performance standards. ln
case of a road vehicle the performance criteria is the system out-
put which is directly related to system input such as road rough-
ness and vehicìe speed. ln order to define the standards for the
output it also is necessary to define the standards for the input
as it cannot be expected that the desirable ride comfort level
could be maintained at any arbituary vehicle speed and road rough-
ness.
ln order to appreciate al I the impl i cations associated wi th optim-
isation, the quantity defined as the performance index for a
vehicle will be examined in detail. Refs. 64 and 65 discuss the
selection principles of such an index at length'
For a typical vehicle suspension the performance index is usual ly
defined as:-
J
The performance index is the
various responses cons idered
cri teria for the system.
I
defl ect i on ,
ely, and q
sum of weighted mean square values of
important in def in ing the perforrn€ìnce
o 6'+põ2'2 2 362+q
2 - 2 -Lô'and ô- "t" the 
mean square values of dynamic tyre
23
ielative wheel travel and body acceleration respectiv-
, Q and p are the corresponding weighting factors'
2
ôrewhe
\{ithout loss of general ity one of the weighting factors can be
taken as unity, and the other two varied to emphasize one or the
other aspect of suspension Performance'
The mean square values appearing in the performance index can be
obtained by one of the several methods such as Laplace transform-
ation, integration of output sPectral density function, appl ication
of co-variance matrix analysis, digital computer simulation or
5
anaìogue comPuter s irnuì at ion.
constraints can be imposed on the response, and ¡f the constraints
are violated, i.e. the I imits of set performance criteria exceeded,
the respect ive weighti ng factors can be increased unt i I the perfor-
mance criteria are met.
Refs. 6\ and 65 list a number of FoRTMN algorithms for constrained
and unconstrai ned oPt imi sat ion.
ln a broad outl ine, the principal procedure is to select P, 9, and
gz, and then minimise the performance index by varying the suspen-
sion parameters. The resPonse is then calcuìated with the parame-
ters as obtained in minimisation process, and compared with desired
performance. lf for example the acceleration criterion is not met'
weighting factor p is increased and minimisation process repeated
until the acceìeration meets the set ì imits. Finally Q, can be ad-
justed to Satisfy the road holding criteria if q, is taken equaì to
unity. But acceleration I imits may be violated in the latter proc-
ess, hence a continuous verification of vehicle response is essent-
ial.
Thustheweightingfactorspandg,canbevariedtoproduceasoft
ride with a correspondingly ìarge suspension deflection or a st¡ff
ride with considerably reduced deflections. lt is a process of
t rad i ng off one aga i ns t the other '
The difficulty with any suspension optimisation problem is that all
criteria are relative and the selection of weighting Parameters is
somewhat arbitrary, depending on individual judgement'
An optimal system is one which mÎnimises the selected performance
index. lt should be realized, however, that a system would not be
optimal under any other performance index, e'9' the vehicle susp-
ension would no longer be optimal if the tyre pressure varies from
the selected design value, or the mass distribution of the vehicle
varies with the passenger load and luggage' Hence the trends'
rather than the points on the plane become significant'
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A method of optimisation whích would show trends rather than the
spot values would be more usefuì in a situation where several
other significant parameters are known to vary as well ' lt is
known that for a given wheel load and tyre pressure the stiffness
of a commercial tyre can vary nearly +207" about the nominal value'
Aìso dynamic stiffness of tyres decreases sharply as soon as the
tyre is rol I ing. Attempts have been made to determine the relat-
ionship between static and dynamic stiffness of tyres but no gen-
eral conclusions have been reached.
2.2 Ride Comfort
Probably the most important aspect from the point of view of road
veh i cl e performance i s the ri de comfort. Th i s aspect has attract-
ed- considerable amount of attention in the past, and a large amount
of research has l¡een devoted to it over a number of years' There
is an extensive amount of ì iterature available deal ing w¡th th¡s
type of research over the past few decades, but there is no agree-
ment between the various research workers as to what are the limit-
ations and how to really measure and evaluate the ride comfort on
a quantitative basis since the whole aspect of ride comfort is too
subject i ve.
It is not the intention here to I ist alì reìevant papers dealing
with the topíc, but to refer the interested reader to ref. (25)
which gives an extensive literature survey dealing with human sens-
itivity to vibration. The resuìts of various exPeriments suggest
that the subjective response of an individual to an imposed vibra-
tion depends not only on the mechanical impedance of the human
body, but also on a number of psychiological and envi ronmental
factors.
It has also been establ ished that human sensitivity to vibration
is not only a function of veìocity and acceleration amplitudes and
frequencies but also depends on the character of motion (translat-
ion, rotation), di rection of motion (horizontal, vertical) and dur-
ation of exposure to vibration.
There are currently three basic concepts in use which have been
proposed for descr i b i ng the r i de comfort cr i teri a: -
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1) The concept of a ride index (26, 27)
2) The concept of vibratory Power absorbed by human
body (12, 28, 29)
Ð Power Spectraì Density envelope (30, 31, 32)
Ride indices are numerical evaìuations of human resPonse to comb-
inations of acceleration and velocity ampl itudes over a range of
exciting frequencies.
Fundamental research in this area was conducted mainly by Janeway'































































The comfort I imits as establ ished by Janeway are shown
wh-i le the 1.s.0 graphs defining the I imits exPosure as
time are shown in Figs. 2-2, 2-3 and 2-4'
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The tolerance curves shown t'¡ere obtained by exposing test subjects
to various vibration ampì itudes and frequencies and asking them to
describe the ride sensation in terms such as uncomfortable, dist-
urbing,objectionable,fatigueingandintolerable'0nebasicshort-
coming of estabì ishing a ride index by these means is the imprecise
defini tion used to describe the acceptable I imít of vibration'
This, however, can never be avoided in any subjective assessment
of the ride qual itY of a vehicle'
The second shortcoming is that the research workers have used mainly
sinusoidal vibrations in the laboratory to establ ish the comfort
cri teria. Since the road surfaces are random profi les ' the passen-
gersaresubjectedtorandomvibration,butitisdifficulttocor.
relate sinusoidal and random vibration criteria for meaningful end
resul ts.
To overcome the trend of placing a heavy emphasis on subjective
testSfortheevaluationofcomfortcriteria,andavoidingthe
short-com i ngs ment ioned regard i ng the r i de i ndex concept, Pradko
and Lee (28) introduced the concePt of "absorbed powerrr. They
proposedtheideathattherateofflowofenergybecomesthepar-
ameter that characterises the i nteraction of vibrating human body
and the environment. The energy flow is a function of complex npb-
il ity (or mechanical impedance) of human anatomy'
Whenvibrationalforcesdistorttheelasticbody,dimensional
changes take place, producing reactions that tend to restore the
bodytotheoriginaìposition,andtheworkdoneintheprocess
balancestheappliedload.Consequentlytheelasticityofthe
body produces restoring forces that are related to the di splace-
ment. The vibratory motion continues unt¡ I the energy imparted
i s d i ss i pated on i nternal damp i ng '
The energy flow rate is the I'absorbed power'r' defined as




ln tests a limiting value of 290 watts of absorbed power was estab-
lished as the tolerance limit, and the constant power curve was
fitted to sinusoidal as well as random vibration curves' The res-
uì ts indicated that the'åbsorbed power'r displayed the same chara-
cteristics as the subjective judgement criteria'
since the "absorbed powerrris an energy flow rate determined by the
elastic properties of human anatomy, it is possible to measure the
variation of this parameter for different people having different
seating arrangements.
usualìy the average "absorbed poweril is computed as a weighted int-
egral of the acceleration spectral density where the weighting fun-
ction is the squared magnitude of mechanical impedance of the human
body at the boundary between the body and the medium imposing the
motion where the acceleration is measured'
ln the power spectral density concept of ride comfort, the acceler-
ation spectrum is broken into different frequency bands. A correl-
ation of the square of acceleration in each band with subjective
response to vibration wiìl then give a meaningful and useful ride
criterion. A good example of this is gÎven in ref. (20) relating
to urban Tracked Ai r cushion vehicle specification.
The lnternational Standard 0rganisation's'rGuide for the Evaluation
of Human Exposure to Whoìe-Body Vibration", lS0 2631, has incorpor-
ated most of the experimental data regarding human exposure to vib-
ration avaiìable from severaì countries, and has recently gained
acceptance for many appl i cat ions '
LS.0 .2631 def ines and gives numerical vaìues for ì imits of expos-
ure to vibrations transmitted from sol id surfaces to the human
body in the frequency range of 1 to 80 Hz. These limits cover hum-
an sensi tivi ty to vertical , lateral and fore-and-aft vibrations of
a periodic, non-periodic or random nature with exposure times rang-




i nput vel oc i tY.
10.
terms of r.m.s. acceleration ampl itude whi le broad band excitation
is evaluated in terms of r.m.s. acceleration levels measured
th rough a th i rd octave band f i I ter.
According to 1.S.0. guide, the humans are more sensitive to vibra-
tion frequencies in the range of 4 to 10 Hz for vertical mot¡ons,
and 1 to 2 Hz range for fore and aft motions, and human tolerance
to vibrations is assumed to decrease wi th increasing exposure
t ime.
The authors in ref.(27) set out to verify the various ride quality
criteria in real istic ride environment. The investigation involv-
ed two different automobiìes, seventy eight test subjects and
ei'ghteen different roadway sections. The investigation incìuded
the fol lowing comfort criteria:-
(1) \,/eightíng functions derived from 1.S.0.2631 ,197\
'rGuide for Eval uation of Human Exposure to Whole
Body Vibration'r (lz).
(2) Urban Tracked Ai r Cushion Vehicle specification (30)'
(3) I'Absorbed power' of Lee and Pradko (28)
(4) Accelerat ion I imí ts as function of frequency establ i shed
by Janeway Q6).
ln the experiments a 1971+ Buick Century Luxus and a 1975 Ford
Maverick were driven over a variety of highway test sections, the
roughness of which was identified by serviceability index (S.1.)
on a six point scale 0 = very rough,5 = very snrooth). The actual
sections used varied from S.l. 1.9 to 4.3. Each section was about
38Om long.wi thout any significant curves or grades throughout the
sect i on .
ln the tests the vehícle was driven at a constant speed of 80 kn/hr
over the test sections of varying roughness, from some fairìy rough
farm roads to very smooth highway sections. Vertical and horizon'
tal accelerations were measured at the floorboard and on a 300 mm
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dia pìywood disc 6 mm thick placed between the seat of the vehicle
and the 70 kg passenger sitting on the disc.
After riding over each test section, the subjects were asked to
rate the respective ride from the point of view of ride comfort'
Separate rUnS were made over each test section to record the accel-
erations and to conduct subjective rat¡ng tests. Subjective rat-
ings were based upon a five point scale, ranging from 1 ("the worst
ride you can think of") to 5 ("the best ride you can think of")'
Examination of al I the subjective ratings obtained indicated sign-
ificant agreement between the individual subjective ratings and
the average or mean rating which was called the Mean Personal Rat-
ing (MpR) by the authors. ln addition, M.P.R's were highly correl-
ated with S.l. ratíngs originaììy assigned to each test section by
Texas State Department of Highways and Publ ic Transportation, based
on the measured roadwaY Profi ìes.
The final evaluation of the test results showed that a number of
different weighted indices, using either the floor-board data' or
the seat vibrations, correlated with Mean Personal Ratings' ln
general, the indices using vertical vibrations correlated better
with acceleration measured at the floor-board, while the indices
using lateral vibrations correlated better wi th measurements taken
at the seat i nterface.
since. a number of the proposed ride indices provided equally good
correlation, the authors found it difficult to decide which among
them is the best críterion, and concluded that most of them may be
considered to be equallY good.
Since the statistical difference between various ride indices is
small, the authors suggest that the choice be based on general ity
and ease of use. From the standpoint of ease of use, the simple
r.m.s acceleration cri terion is preferable as no compl icated
weighting functions or fiìters are required. ln addition, the
rcsuìts indicated that there is very I íttle additional information
relating to ride qual ity above 40 Hz band. Therefore, the r.m.s
acceìerations within 0 to 40 Hz band were recommended by authors
12.
as the best al ì -around ride qual ity indicator, and the "unv'/eightedrt
r.m. s accelerations were proposed for general use'
Based on the test results, the authors found that the following
reìationship between the Mean Personal Rating and the r'm's accel-
erat¡on gives the best fit:-
MPR = 5.t+3 - 4O.O cr
where cx is the magnitude r.m's (g) (the square root of the sum
of the squares of vertical and ìateraì r.m.s accelerations) '
Acceìeration measured at either the floorboard or at the seat'
V/here acceleration measurements are available only on one axis,
the vertical axis is recommended if the measurements are taken at
the floorboard, and the best fit equation using the vertical accel-
eration is
MpR = 5.55 - 49.4 cr
lf seat vibrations are used the lateral r.m.s acceleration is
recommended in the relationshiP:-
MPR=5.57-5\.9a
b/ith this ride index MPRzi (c<0.0314 g or 0'31 n/s2) corresponds
to the ride in a good automobiìe on a very smooth highway at B0
kn/hr, 3<MPR<4 (0.¡l>cr>O.31 n/s2) to a ride on a typical state
highway, and 2<MPR<3 (0.64>cl>0'51 n/s2) to a ride on a rough sec-
onda ry road .
Since the study involved the use of different automobiles and var-
iety of road spectra, the authors recommend the results for use
with automobiles in general, but caution against directly applying
the results of the study to vehicles which may have vibration
characteristics significantìy different from those of the test
vehicìes.
Since tl're work in ret.(27) ís of recent origin (1978) '




pension optimisation, but aqain the corresPonding road input
spect ra and the veh i cì e speed are add i t iona I factors wh i ch have
to be cons i dered.
It thus appears that all a designer can do is to aim for the low-
est possible r.m.s acceleration level achievable at the floor
ìevel or at the centre of rnass of the vehicle, and ensure that
for a comfortable ride the r.m.s acceleration should not exceed
0.3 n/s2 at 80 kn/hr vehicle speed on a road profile corresPond-
i ng to a smooth h i ghwaY.
Another aspect of ride comfort is the maximum duration of exPosure
to vibration at certain acceìeration level as recommended in l 'S'0
2631 , 1974.
A number of research workers have been in substantial disagreement
with parts of existing guidel ines, and doubts have been expressed
as to rhe appl icabil ity of the rules in 1.s.0 2631 regarding the
duration of exposure to vibration.
ln order to shed some ìight to general confusion that seems to
prevail, ref.(34) sets out to review in detail the evidence and
data which have been used to support the claims in the guidel ines
that:-
1) There is a change of human reaction to vibration as a
resul t of duration of exPosure.
2) That this change is necessarily such that it results
in decrease of comfort and reduces the abil ity tcl
perform certain tasks (driving the car) '
Ð That the form of the change is adequately represented
by the time dependance chart in l 'S'0 '2631'
The paper then goes on to review the results of some recent studies
invoìving ride comfort of passengers in publ ic transport vehicles,
and some recent laboratory results on the performance of simple
14.
tasks, all of which apparently show no evidence of change with
time, at least for periods up to four hours'
ln summing up all the available evidence,
that the time dependence curves quoted in
based on: -
the author concl udes
1.S.0. 2631 seem to be
1) Subjective tolerance to extreme vibration at levels
corresponding to vioìent ai rcraft manoeuvres'
2). Some unrel iable test data obtained from ai rcraft
experien*ce which are limited entirely to frequencies
beìow 1 Hz where motion sickness and other effects
are I ikeìY to dominate.
Ð Some curves used in railway vehicle design for which
the background research data seems to be unobtainable.
According to the author, the curves relating to duration of expos-
ure were based on results obtained from a laboratory experiment in
which the subjects were exposed to vibration for some 5 minutes
and then asked to estimate the duration of the exposure which they
feìt they could accept, in other words, the subjects were asked to
extrapolate the exPosure curves.
The final concìusion is that there is no evidence to indicate any
clear reduction of comfort, or any reduction in performance abi I ity
with duration of exposure to vibration which is not aìready present
in the absence of vibration. The author suggests that the effects
of duration of exposure on ride comfort which have been quoted by
research workers in the past could well have been due to inadequate
seating or the effects of tiredness which are Present irrespective
of vibration.
The author draws a general conclusion that there is no evidence to
support l.S.O time dependence effect in so far as it relates to
rrreduced comfortil or to'rfatÎgue reduced proficiency'r at vibration
levels typicaìly met in vehicles in service, and for periods up to
four hours.
A further cìaim is made that Lee and Pradko (28) apParently did
notmeasuretheabsorbedpo\^/ersincethereisnoevidenceof
phase angìe measurement in thei r report' lt thus apPears that
they mereìy provided an acceleration weighting function in the
form of human bodY imPedance, i'e'
p = + FV cos þ = llzlv2 cos þ= +lzll2 cos $/u2
The average absorbed power is computed as a weighted integral of
the acceleration spectral density where the weighting function is
the squared magnitude of the mechanical impedance of human body at
the boundary between the test subject and the medium imposing the
motion where the acceleration is measured'
2.3 Road Holdinq an d Ri de Safetv
Longi tudinal and lateral friction forces
interface are necessary for acceleration'
15.
developed at the tYre-road
braking and steer¡n9.
These forces depend on the tyre-road friction characteristics,
tyre construction, road surface condition, and the force normal to
the tyre/road interface, as well as suspension parameters and dyn-
amic characteristics of the vehicle'
Friction forces are relatively high on a smooth, dry plane pavement'
but are reduced due to dynamic wheel force exerted through the wheel
of a moving vehicle which is excited by the road surface input'
To maintain adequate directional control of the vehicle, it is nec-
essary to minimise the loss of road-to-wheel contact, i'"' to mini-
mi se dynami c tyre force i n order to res i st I ateral ski ddi ng and
transmi t acceleration and braking force from tyres to the road'
Hence, the knowledge of dynamic tyre forces is of considerable
importance i n studi es of veh i cìe safety '
since most road surface profiìes are random functions, the result-
ing dynamic wheel forces are also random functions, and statistical
representation of these forces is requi re<J. one statistical method
most commonly used to estimate dynamic wheel forces is to determine
theroadsurfacepowerspectraldensityfunction,andthevehicle
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response characteristics in order to obtain the power spectrum of
dynamic wheel force. The power spectrum may be used to comPute
the r.m.s vaìues of probabiì ity of exceeding a Part¡cular range
of given value of wheel dynamic load. Ref.(39) deals with this
aspect qu i te extens i ve I y, and the genera I concl us ion i s that dyn-
amic tyre forces should be kept smal I for ride safety'
It has also been shown (40) that the variations in the normal
forces between the tyres and the road influence the steering caP-
abiì ity that in turn affect the lateral forces needed to control
the veh i cl e.
The mean square dynamic tyre force is generally used as a measure
of control of di rection and stabi I i ty (39, 41)'
Optimaì road holding is defined as the minimum probability that
the randomly varying part of the road-wheel contact force will
exceed a given level during a sPecified time period'
Dahl berg (37, 38) estabì ishes the expected largest val ue of dynamic
force on statisticaì basis by theoretical ly evaluating the expected
vaìue of the algebraical ìy largest maximum of a stationary random
function during the ìength of sampì ing period (calculates the mean
of the ìargest vaìue of a stationary Gaussian random process) '
The expected value of the algebraicaìly largest maximum of a stat-
ionary random function f(t) during the sampl ing period T is approx-
imately given by (¡6):-







the Euler's Constant ( Y= 0.572)
the standard deviation of function f(t)
the average frequency of positive mean vaìue crossings.
using a typical valuevT=20 according to ref. (36), the result is
f (.)r"" = 2.7 afE
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Thus one might as well use the expected maximum value as
E f(r) 3xRMS
ma
lf the tyre contact is not to be lost for 99.977" of time, ¡t
fol lows that
3 x RMS Dynamic TYre Force \< static gravitational force
on the wheel.
This is probably the best assumPtion the designer can make, but
the problem here again is that the value of dynamic tyre force
must be associated with a road roughness profi le and vehicle
speed, i.e. the designer would have to estimate the probable
vehicle speed approPriate for traversing a rough road'
This criterion would set an upper I imit for dynamic tyre force.
The minimum value then follows from trade-off studies in minimis-
ation process.
2.4 \,/heel Travel
The primary purpose of a vehicle susPension system is to isolate
the passengers and cargo from road roughness and to maintain the
desi red vehicle body attitude under varying loads and external
disturbances such as accelerating and decelerat¡ng forces appl ied
to the vehicìe through the road wheels.
It is desi rable that the dynamic and static characteristics should
be invariant under changing vehicle mass and ínertia.
For an effective isolation and comfortable ride a soft suspension
is required which would have a large deflection. 0n the other
hand, to minimise rolì angìes and to provide a stable ride, a rel-
atively stiff suspension would be preferabìe. The implications
for passive suspension systems arising from these confl icting re-
quirements are discussed at length in ref ' (4t{) '
Evidently the requirements to satisfy different criteria will al-
ways confl ict to varying degrees, and the I imiting wheel travel




i ca I cons i derat i ons.
According to locaì car industry practice the testing and develop-
ingofthesuspensionsystemiscarriedoUtontheroad,starting
with a set of springs and shock absorbers which sat¡sfy certain
basic criteria, and then modify the component values unti I the
suspension performs sati sfactori ly accordi n9 to the subjective
judgement of the susPension engineer who tests the vehicle by
driving over various road surfaces and spoon drains' A local
manufacturer uses a particu'lar spoon drain as the proving ground
for the finaì acceptance testing' lf the suspension performs
sat¡sfactori ìy when driven over the drain at certain speed, and
provides acceptable ride comfort on various road surfaces, the
suspension is considered to be acceptabìe'
Broad des i gn gu i del i nes
vehicles are as under :
relating to local ly manufactured passenger
Clearance to bump stops when fuìl laden (including luggage and
full tank of fuel) 25 to 30 mm. Total static deflection from un-
laden to fuìly laden condition 75 mm max. This figure is mainly
stipulated by customer acceptance and vehicle styl ing. lf the de-
fìectíon is in excess of 75 mm, the vehicle would stand up too
high and would not be acceptable to styl ists'
publ i shed figures in motor magazines suggest that larger vehicles
generallytendtohavelargerspringdeflections'henceprovide
more comfortabìe ride. A comprehensive survey of suspension data
for different models of passenger vehicìes is given in ref' (53)
from which i t appears that the bump traveì (unladen) varies from
70 to 100 mm, with an average vaìue of 80 mm for the front suspen-
síon and 85 mm for the rear.
Asastartingpointforselectionofspringsaridefrequencyof
1 to 1.8 Hz is taken as basis, the aim being that the vehicle
shouìd only bounce when hitting a bump and not pitch since pitch-





absorbers are selected to give a damping ratio of approxim-
sys tem .0.3 for the sprung mass
The smaìler the car, the more effect has the load on its suspension
characteristics, hence smaì'l cars when laden only by the driver
feel rough on roads.
The bump clearance is real ly only a compromi se. Suspension engin-
eers would like to have much more clearance, but the stylists
would prefer to have much less.
Rebound travel is
providing "stops"
usual ly I imited to 75 mm, either by straPs or
in the shock absorbers.
The guidel ines as outl ¡ned above provide
model I ing.
some I imiting values for
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3. MATHEMAT I CAL MODELS
3 1 I ntroduct ion
The type of model selected to represent a Particular system is
closely related to the specified system performance and the re-
quired output information.
The motor vehicle is a complex assembly of distributed mass and
elasticity, hence a lumped parameter representation wil I exhibit
some inherent shortcomings. ln principle, the distributed mass
and elasticity of the chassis, drive shaft, transmission, engine
etc. couìd al'l be incorporated in the model , but then the model
itself wouìd become far too complicated, and it is always question-
able if excessive compìication wiìl actually lead to more accurate
analysis.
The simplestmodel that provides all
an acceptable degree of accuracy is
of obvious reasons.
des i red output i nformat ion to
to be preferred for a number
ln case of a motor vehicle, the simpìest model would be a t car
modeì (Fig.3.1) incorporating one wheel, sPFing damper and the
proportion of the sprung mass supported by that spring' Despite
the apparent simpl icity of the model, much useful information can
be derived by its use as shown successfully by several research
workers in this f ieìd' Ref ' (15, 35, 36, \2, 52' 55) outl ine some
of the work.
A å car model (Fig.3.2) however, is more reaìistic since the
pitching of the vehicle body is also an important aspect of inves-
tigation. ln case of a å car model it is possibìe to investigate
the coupl ing between the front and rear motions w¡th time delay
that occurs between the inputs to the front and rear wheels' Also
the effect of shifting the mass centre of the vehicle by Passeng-










The å car model with its four degrees of freedom is quite popular
an_ìong the research workers , and has been extens ivel y used for sus-
pension analysis and synthesis, but it cannot give any information
regarding the body roll. lf body roll is considered to be a si9-
nif icant performance criterion, a full car nrodel with 7 degrees of
freedom as in Ref. (8) would be the minimum requirement.
3 2 Model ì inq of Tyres
The basic functions of a pneumatic tyre are to provide support and
guidance to the vehicle and filter the vibration transmitted from
road surface irregularities. lt also wilì reduce the dynamic forces
ìmparted to the road surface which is quite important from the point
of view of damage to road surface'
The cushioning characteristics of a Pneumatic tyre can be rePresen-
ted by various mathematicaì models, and the simplest modeì consists
of a mass element and a ìinear spring, in parallel with a viscous
damper as i I I ustrated in Fi g.3.3. A better aPproximation to actual
tyre behaviour is displayed by the viscoelastic model shown in Fig'
3.4, but this modeì wil I add additional compl ications to analysis'
Tyre damping has a relatively I ittle effect on susPension behaviour,





Fis. 3.3 FrG. 3.\
Many di fferent tyre nrodel s have been proposed and investigated in
detai l. nef. (54) gives a comprehensive overview of various tyre
models and discusses their characteristics at ìength. References
$il and (58) show how surf ace i rregular it ies a're ef f ectivel y snpoth-
ed due to deformation of the tyres and proPose suitable mathematical
funct ions to descr i be the resuì t i ng road i nput '
For good filtering of vibrations, the tyre should have low vertical
stiffness, but for good handl ing a high lateral stiffness would be
required. ln the present form of construction as an inflated tor-
oidal envelope ê low vertical stiffness also results in ìow lateral
stiffness. To improve the lateral stiffness radial ply tyres have
been deveìoped by tyre manufacturers, and these tyres have a sl ightly
improved lateral/vertical stiffness ratio but there is a ì imit that
can be ach i eved i n Pract i ce.
ln general, the tyres have a reìatively high vertical stiffness by
their function, and there is not very much that can be done in red-
ucing verticaì stiffness without significant deterioration in vehicle
handl i ng.
As to the actuaì values of spring and damper elements in the model,
there are compl ications since three distinct types of tyre stiffness
nray be def íned dependinq on test conditions:- stat¡c' non-rol I ing
dynami c and roì I i ng dynami c st i ffness '
Static stiffness of a tyre is determined from the slope of static
Ir-r¿d-deflection curve, it depends on tyre construction and inflation
pressure. since up to 15% of the load may be supported by the tyre




the deflection curves is to be expected' especially in ìow load
region. Ref. (59) deaì s quite extensively with this aspect of
pneumatic tyres. ln the range of practical interest the load-
deflection characteristics for both the bias-ply and radial-ply
tyres are more-or-less I inear, and it can be assumed that tyre
stiffness is indePendent of ìoad.
The graphs of stiffness v.s. infìation
are I inear for al I pract i caì purPoses '
are shown in Fi g.3,5 plotted wi th data
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pressure of Pneumatic tYres
Typical characteri sti cs
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Fig. 3.5: STATIC TYRE STIFFNESS AS
Non-rol I ing dynamic stiffness and damping are usual ly determined
in a ,'drop-testrr, i.e. the tyre loaded with a certa in additional
mass is allowed to fall freely from a height at which the tyre is
just in contact with the ground. consequently the tyre remains in
contact wi th the ground during the subsequent vertical osci I lations'
The vertical acceleration of the tyre can be recorded which on. int-
egration give the velocity and displacement records. From the res-
uìting ampì itude decay curve tyre stiffness and damping can be cal-
culated if the nrass of the wheel assembly is known'
Typical damping characteristics of pneumatic tyres as function of
inflation pressure are shown in Fig.3.6. The inflation pressure
has relativeìy smal I infl uence on tyre damping since damping is
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Fig. 3.6: DAMP ING C0EFFI C I ENT 0F TYRES AS. I NFLAT I ON PRESSURE.
The roìling dynamic st¡ffness of a tyre is obtained by subjecting
the tread to a specified roìl ing harmonic excitation and measur-
ing the response of the tyre. The response is usually measured
at the hub whiìe the tyre is excited by roìl ing it against harmon-
ic profi le. The dynamic stiffness and damping are determined from
output-input transfer function.
Dynamic stiffness of a pneumatic tyre decreases sharply (tV tsy'-
20Ð ês soon as the tyre starts roll ing but the graph tends to
flatten out with increasing speed so that at speeds in excess of
20 kn/hr the infl uence of speed is comparatively insignificant.
Since in simulatÎon studies of vehicle ride characteristics the
rol I ing dynamic stiffness is more meaningfuì ' attemPts have been
made to establ ish the relationship between the static and dynamic
stiffness of pneumatic tyres but the results of these attempts
have been i nconcl us i ve so fa r.
It is generally accepted that for car tyres the roll ing dynamic
stiffness may be 10- 15% less than the static stiffness.
The author in Ref. (60) expresses the opinion, however, that the
differences between the static and dynamic stiffnesses as reported
in the I iterature may not be due to dynamic effects at all, but
the resuìt of applying I inear analysis to a non I inear system such




ln addition to operational parameters such as inflation pressure'
speed and vertical wheel load, also the design parameters of the
tyre such as the crown angìe of cords, thread width, number of
pl ies and materials used in tyre manufacture will affect the
st i ffness.
The damping of a pneumatic tyre is mainly due to hysteresis of
tyre materials. lt is neither Coulomb friction nor is it the
viscous damping but some combination of both' and certainly non-
I inear. An equivalent damping coefficient is usual ìy arrived at
in dynamic tests, and its value depends on design and construction
as'welì as on operating conditions'
There is some evidence that tire damping of pneumatic tyres manuf-
actured from synthetic ntaterials is somewhat less tharr thât Prov-
ided by shock absorbers, and its influence on predicting the dyn-
amic behaviour of the vehicìe is relatively snraì1. Hence, in most
simulation studies the tyre damping effect is usual ìy neglected,
i.e. the parallel damper with the tyre stiffness is omitted from
the dynami cal model of the tyre'
3.3 l4odeì ì inq of Road Surface
The road surface over which the vehicle is to travel is always more,
or I ess i rregul ar, random prof i ì e, and measurements i nd i cate that
it can be described in statistical terms'
Theirregularitiesofmanyroadscanapproximateìybedescribedin
terms of vertical ampl itude mean square spectraì density S(y) where
y ¡s the wave number (cycìes/m) or spatial frequency. lt is not
possible to establ ish S(y) for a given road with great precision
since the road profiles are not truly real isations of stationary
random processes, also the profile records are of finite length of
necess i ty.
Two basic methods are in
road profi le:-
use for establ ishing the spectra of a
26.
1) A road prof ilometer vrhich follows
towed behind a test vehicìe as in
the road profile is
references (8, 56, 57).
2) The profi le is establ ished by direct verticaì measure-
ments from a truly horizontal rai I (or beam) which is
set up by means of a theodoì ite. The usual beam length
is of the order of 6m, and typical sample length is
taken over 3 I engths ( nef. (9) ) .
Where profi le measurements are avai lable, profi ìe spectral density
S(V) can be computed directly for a Particular section of road.
The spectra must cover the range of wave numbers relevant for the
required response spectra, i.e. if the response spectra is to be
eitablished over the frequency range of 0.5 Hz< f<50 Hz for the
range of vehicle speeds of 5 n/s<v<50 m/s (18 kmlhr(v( 180 km/hr)
then the road spectra must cover the wave number range of 0.01
cycles/m <Y< 1O cycles/n s ince T = f/v.
\^/here road prof ile measurements are not available, arid a spectrum
representative of a class of roads is required, Robson S Dodd
(Ref. (2, 3, 4)) recommend that the fol lowing mathematical model
for spectral densitY be used.
s (v) - 5 (y" ) (v" /v) -* ( s.t1
where (V" )
(m3lcycle)
1 /2 n cycì eslm
Two values are recommended for the exponent w, as under:-
i s the vert i caì ampl i tude mean square spectraì dens i ty






These values have also been adopted by l.s.o standards for descrip-
tion of road prof ile.
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Typical panameter values for road spectra as presented by MIRA
Report No. 1970/5, are tabul ated below'
TABLE 3.'I
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0(y) measured in units of 10-6 m3lcycle
Since two different exponent values are used in describing the
roadspectra,therewillbeabreakinthesìopeutYoifthedata
is presented in the form of a log-log plot as ¡t is usually the
case. Now the spatial frequency of 1/2r 
'cycles/n (V") corresponds
to a wavelength of 2n m, and the author of Ref'(4) points out
that rhis length (ZO ft) also happens to be the standard ìength in
road construction technique i n u.s.A. Thus the break in spectral
density envelope may be reìated to a part¡cular method of road
constructionratherthanbeingacharacteristicfeatureofaìl
road s urfaces.
A road with a large value of w impìies decreasing road roughness
at shorter wave-lengths. As the state of repai r of road deterior-
ates, a decrease in the value of the exPonent is to be expected'
Also rough country roads suggest a smalì value of exponent'
Measurements from a
nef.(1).
large number of roads have been compiled in
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The description of the road surface in the form of a precise
mathematical function can only be an apProximation to any part¡c-
ular road profile, and in most cases of ride simulation there
would be nothing gained by employing a discontinuous road surface
funct ion as g i ven by equat ion 3. 1 .
Robson in Ref. (6) recommends that for most simulations a simple
road surface model of the form
s(v) = ôy would be quite adequate and recommends
n = 2.5 to be used in conjunction with the range of values for the
road roughness coefficient as I isted beìow.








6 0.5 x 10
-6
-6 - B.o x 10-6
0.10 x 10
-60.50 x 10
-65.0 x 10-6 30x10
The values listed give s(y) ¡n m3lcycle where y is in cycles/n
and n = 2.5. lt is important to real ize here that the road rough-
ness coefficient ô is not a dimensionless quantity in this defini-
tion but wi ì I have the dimens ions (Length) 3-' . Thi s aspect re-
quires éareful observance when road surface data in imperial units
are converted into metric and vice versa.
ln practice, a departure from a straight line log-log plot is also
expected at low vaìues of space frequency (large values of wave-
length), since the road roughness ampl itude cannot increase indef-
in i tely wi th i ncreas i ng wavel ength.
To overcome this dilemma some research workers(52,70,71) have sug-




which represents fi rst order lag, whi le others (6) recommend the
use of a road spectra with I imited ampì itude at low frequencies














a) First order lag
FIG.
b) cut-off




Modi fi ed road spectra are more real i sti c s ince they overcome the
problem of the ampl itude tending to infinity on ìow frequencies,
but they will create complications in the analysis'
Since a number of workers have used straight-l ine road profi le
spectrum guite successful ly, i t is reasonable to examine the
justification for its use.
The input to the model is filtered through the system ¡mpedance,
and the only frequencies that are effective are those which come
within the system pass-band. very low and very high frequencies
are cut off by system filter. consequently, as long as the mean
squares of differences of response are used as the performance
crîteria and not the absolute displacements, the fact that the
road model spectral density tends to very high vaìues at low
frequenc i es shoul d be of l i tt l e concern '
No spectral description based on road profile measurements can be
reì iable over more than a few decades of a wave number, hence no
anaìytical representation can be val id outside the region of act-
uaì measurement, and a profile spectrum must be obtained over the
range of wavenumbers ì ikely to be relevant in prediction of veh-
icle response over the desired frequency and speed range'
The relationship between the frequency, speed and wave-number
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range is shown on the plot in Fig'3'8'
The range of wave numbers for any given range of vehicle speeds
and the requi red frequency range can easi ly be establ ished from
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FIG. 3.8: RELAT IONSH IP BETÌ^/EEN FREQUENCY, SPEED
AND \^/AVE-NUMBER.
The road surface description S(y) as a function of the wave numb-
erorspat¡alfrequencyisconvertedintoaninputtimefunction
S (f ) or S (r¡) as the vehicìe travels over the road surface with
speed V.
The input spectraì density is now described in terms of frequenpy
f or angular frequency u = Ztrf, where f = VY = Y/I"
It can be shown (Ref.(18,46)), that S(y) and S(f) are reìated by



















s (v) ôy it then follows-ll
s (o) (znv) 
- t ôy-o






Thus the input spectral density can be expressed in terms of t¡
and vehicle speed V.
s (o) (znv)
-t -t¡




large amount of road surface data have been pub-
aì I iterature, some data are tabulated below for
ROAD SURFACE DATA ( Met ri c Un i ts)










































Very rough minor road 2.0 x 10-tt 2.0 Ref. ( 14)
Old concrete road 1.0 x 10-6 2.0 Ref . ( 15)
The inspection of tabulated val ues indicates a wide variation
among the roughness Parêmeter ô and the exponent n'
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lf the model analysis is restricted to a surface corresponding
to a typicaì highway then ô = 1.0 x 10 
6 t w¡th n = 2.0 could be
used for comparative analysis, and the input spectral density for
a vehicle travelling on a typical highway could be described by
the express ion:
S (r¡) = 2tV 6/u2
(zrv) x 10-6 /u2 ß.e)or s (o)
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4. CALCULATION OF VEHICLE RESPONSE DUE TO
ROAD EXC I TAÏ I ON
\.1 lntroduction
There are several methods which can be appì ied to obtain the res-
ponse of a vehicle travell ing with a constant speed V on a random
road surface described by spectral density funct¡on S(o).
Some research workers (Ret. (7,8)) argue that mathematical road-
way model of the form S(y) - ôy-" is too inaccurate for road sur-
face description, and have used the actual values obtained by pro-
fi lometer measurements sui tably processed.
The actual method of analysis is often dictated by the required
form of the response, e.g., the output sPectral density can be
obtained from the input spectral density by di rect transformation.
This, however, is not the only method of obtaining the output
spectral density. ln Refs.(16,17) the transition matrix solution
is used but the output state variables are processed as passenger
acceleration spectral density. ln Ref. (B) the response is again
obtained by transition matrix solution, and the output is trans-
formed into passenger acceleration data in the time domain.
A more widely used technique is to use the transition matrix and
covariance analysis to obtain the integral squared values of
resPonseS.
\.2 output Spectral DensitY bv Di rect Transformat ion
lf the required response is in the form of specified spectral den-
s i ty envelope such as body acceleration I imi ts of some transport
authori tÎes, the spectral dens i ty of the response can be obtained
by di rect transformation
S
o
(o) = H"'(o) s, (o) ut (o) (4.r)
whe re S is the output spectral density matrix
i s the i nput spect ra I dens i ty matr i x
(including cross spectraì density terms)





pl icable under discrete frequency excitation, and H" is the com-
3\.
The road spectral density can be expressed in the form
s (o) (znv)"-l ôr¡-
as previously discussed.
ln a å car model the front and rear wheels will follow the same
track and are subjected to the same excitation, but since multiple
excitation is involved, cross-sPectral densities are required.
It is shown in Ref. (6) that
2
(o) = S (o) -r(¡Te
and S (r¡) = S(o) eJor2L
where'r is the time delay between the front and rear wheels, i.e
T = wheel base length/velocity.
The exc i tat i on sPect ra I
then be expressed as
dens ity of a 2-wheeled å car n¡odel




It is evident that
simplified if n is
S i nce harmon i c transfer funct ions depend










the evaluation of the response is considerably
an i nteger.
Very often the performance criteria are specified in terms of
mean square values which can be obtained by integration of output
spectral densitY, i.e.
Y2
æ>= I S (t¡)
OO
dul
closed form solutÎon is possible only for very simple cases, and
numerical integration techniques invariably become necessary for
35.
anyth ing beyond a s i ngì e-deg ree-of-freedom nrodel .
ln general, a variety of methods can be applied for the solution
of the problem, either in frequency domain or in time domain.
4.2 System Response in Frequency Doma i n
Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function R*"(t), and

























Thd mean square vaìue of a stationary random process can then
be expressed as:
= h t7* s"*(t¡) do
S imi larly the bi lateral Lapì ace transformation can be used to
def i ne
/: R (r) "-" d.
E R **(o)1",] =
s **(s)
jæ
f rom Eq . l+.6 it fol I ows di rect ly that
E S,*(s) ds
The time response y(t) of a passive linear system to an arbitrary
input x(t) can be caì culated from convol ution integral
v (t)
@
I_* x (t - t)s(t) dr
where g(t) is the unit impulse response function.
By the use of convoìution integraì and Laplace transformation,
is shown in Ref. (19) that the Laplace transform of the output s Pec-
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tral density can be exPressed
s 
"" 
(s) c (-s) c (s) s *,(s)
as
/i- c(.) ste ds







Ztt ¡ - joo
This is analogous to Fourier transformation where
s 
"" 
(r^r) H (r¡) n (t¡) S,*(tl)
where H (o) =_-f g(t) .-i'' dt
and s (t) = *n J* H(o) "'t' dt











very smooth, wel I maintained roads are characterised by n = l
rraveragerr road surfaces corresPond to n : 2 '
r Ivl 12r¡ .ri- G(s)c(-s)s*"(s) ds
The input spectral density due to road profile was discussed at
length in chapter l, and it was shown that the road input sPectrâl




\^/ith n = 2, the equat ion for the mean square vaì ue of the response
can be expressed as
)ds (4.13)
Equation 4.{3 impl ies that in case of an I'averagerr road prof i le,
the mean square response of a linear model to the random road sur-
' [ ,'J = *,, -J- 2nvô 
(n{')lt !!-:-)-s
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face input is of
since F(s) = 1/3
the same form as the response to a steP inPut,
and Y(s) = G(s) F(s).for a unit step,
This aspect wil I simpl ify the analytical treatment of the problem
to the extent that some closed form solutions are Possible. l'J¡th-
out this simpl ification it would be almost impossible to handle
the problem analytical ly.
The use of a step input is also advantageous in the case of an
analogue or digital computer simulation since it is much simpler
to apply a step function repeatedly and make suitable adjustments
to system parameters between trÎals rather than to apPly random
input, since the optimisation in statistical sense may requi re
very long integration periods to ensure consistent results. These
aspects have been extensively discussed in references (ZO) and (Zl)'
The mean square value of the response in Eq.4.{3 is basical ly in









Y(-s) ds (4 . 14)




d) Tables of integrals, provided that G(s)/s in Eq'
4.13 i s a rat iona ì f unct ion of s and can be exp-












and do + drs
lf the integraìs can be expressed in the form
E [-r t.l J= tsv = h, 1t.'- i(¡
then the tables pubì ished in references
to evaluate the integraìs, provided the
(tg) and (zz) can be used




for integrals involving powers of s greater than
in error (zl) .
t+.3 sy stem Response in Time Domain
The most direct way of evaìuating the response of the mathematical
modeì in time domain is to carry out digital or analogue computer
simulation.
A large number of simulation languages are available' some of them
quite fìexible and powerful. ln the framework of this thesis ACSL
(Advanced Continuous S imulat ion Language) has been used qui te ext-
ens ively for performance cal culations '
I t is a general type simulation language using Runge-Kutta integr-
ation routines, very simple to program but has a rather high usage
of computer storage. An example of a tyPical ACSL simulation pro-
gramme is shown in APPendix C.
Digital simulation has the advantage of very high precision and
repeatabi I i ty, usuaì ly not achievabìe in analogue computation.
The main disadvantage of digital simulation is its discrete nâture'
and occasionaì ly some unexpected phenomena may remain hidden aÍìong
discrete points whiìe it would be observable in a continuous simu-
I at ion process.
The analogue computer has the advantage of continuous simulation
and extreme flexibil ity in regard to setting the different param-
eter vaìues but ¡t is much more suited to qualitative rather than
to precise quantitative investigation, especial ly in a situation
where the response changes very slowly for different Parameter
val ues, and the minima are very flat'
Di rect computer simulation in time domain has the additional adv-
antage that alì relevant aspects, such as the peak values and the
duration of transients can be investigated in addition to calcula-
ted mean square values of the resPonse'
ln frequency domain anaìYsis
h i dden un I ess d i rect LaPì ace
used for eva I uat i ng the t i me
the peak ampl i tude i nformat ion rema ins
transform i nvers ion techn i ques are
response. But this is an almost im-
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poss¡ble task in the case of a complex multi-degree-of-freedom
system, especiaì ly if a time-deìay between the inputs is involved
as is the case for a road vehicle.
An alternative method of evaluating the resPonse in time domain is
the analysis based on differential equations for the co-variance
matrix of state variables of the nrodel.
It was shown that the road profile Power sPectrum can be approxim-
ated by the expression
S(o) = 216V/u2
Thi-s envelope represents the integrated white noise of ampl itude
2T|ôV, and the veìocity input spectrum at the wheeìs is approx¡mat-
eìy white noise of amplitude 2nôV since s* = uJ2 Sx'
Since the velocity input to road wheeìs is approximated by white
noise of constant ampl i tude, covariance equations developed for
the analysis of stochastic optimal controì systems can be appl ied
for response caì cul at ions .
The method can
occur when the
be extended to handle time-delayed ¡nputs such as
successive wheels traverse the road profi le'
A number of research workers have successful ly appl ied this method
to vehicle suspension analysis and synthesis'
The method ís adaptabìe to digital computer processing without the
complex aìgebra associated with harmonic transfer functions. lt
aìso avoids the integration associated with calculation of integral
squared values, and the output can be obtained in the form of time
functions by the use of transition matrices'
A more common practice, however, is to compute the weighted inte-
gral square values di rectìy by matrix operations since this app-
roach is rnore su i ted for the opt imisat ion process '
The programming, however, is quite extensive, much rnore so than
for ACSL.
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5 MODEL RESPONSE BY APPLI CATION OF PARSEVALIS THEOREM
5 lEq uations of Motion and Lap lace Transformation
Consider å car model as illustrated
parameter defini tions aPPIY:-
kl = tyre st i ffness
mI = unsprung mass (wheel, axle,
some spring mass)
= sti ffness of suspens ion sPring
= damping rate of shock absorber
= sprung mass, i.e. part of body
mass effectivelY suPPorted bY
the respect i ve susPens ion.










as the we i ghted sum
o
FIG.5
Evidently, the model is an oversimplification as it w¡lì give no
indication of body pitching which is a significant ride comfort
cri terion.
A suitable performance index couìd be defined






p u2 + qr Xol * qz xv dt for a steP inPut'
or P.I
where u = fz
r [o u' * q, ,'", * q, ^rr] for random 
road input,





Xtz = xr - xz (relative wheel travel)
Ç¡ and q, are the we i gh t i ng facto rs .
Equations of motion:-
-(*r-xo)k, - (xr ^r) k2 
-(ir - *r)8, = m, Ï, (s.t)
(i, - ir)82-(xr-xr)k, = mz'iz ß.2)
4t.
Taking Laplace transforms, vrith alì initial conditions equal to
zero, the equations can be expressed in matrix form as:-
+
+
X(t", s B, + kl + k2) -(s B, + S(o
0
(5.3)






+ s B, + k2(t'^,
where xr(s) and Xr(s) are the
respectively, and X"(s) is the
For an input steP of magnitude
of (5.3) is
Laplace transforms of Xr(t) and Xr(t)
Laplace transform of the input X.(t).



















































Hence, the Laplace transforms of the resPonse due to step input
are:-
x, (s) t2\s m
&þ)
xo




5 2 lnteqral Square Va I ues by Pa rseva ì rs Theorem.
(") Dynam i c Tyre Deflection
42.
_t5 X S DET 5
m
S








S + s2B2(m1+m2) + t kz (mr+mz)
mrm, + s3 B, (mr+mr)





= k, (mr+m, )
=Q
Xr(s) "rrt 
+ crsz + crs + co

























According to ref.(19), Appendix D, Table of lntegrals, the integral
square value of the function is given by the expression












*.o' {-drdu2 +d 234
rq=
2 + drd2d3)
Noting that co = 0 and c,
r4




the appropriate val ues into equation 5. I I , the





kr (m1+r¡2)23, + ffitffiz 2 krkrmrm, (mr+mr)2
2 2k2 (mr +m, )3 ] B,k +r4
2 k.' n^' g 2t¿2
After cancellation of some common terms, the final form of the








(b) Relative V/heel Travel
Laplace transform of relative wheel travel is
Xr (s) - Xz (s)
o














c3 = c2 = co = 0
cr=k1m2
The integral square val ue
d4 = fll¡ fì12
da = Bz (mr+m2)
dz = frt kr+ m2(t<r+t<r)
d¡=Brk,
do = kr k2
is given by
2cr dr4
2 -d od -d I d ld2d 3+J






Fz (s) [x, (')-x, (s)] ('
Hence,
F, (s) kr mz s2 (s Bz + kz)-x"=Ð
B r+kr) =fi25 X 2 (s)
2
z +s k k mS B
s 4mrm, +s 3
k
"(t)= ã1;)














czz dt + c13 da
z(-d" dr'-dr'du * drd2d3
and d+ = mt m2
d¡ = Bz(mr+m2)
dz = fit k2 + m2(kt+kr)
d, = B, k,







on subst¡tuting the values into eq.5.21, the result is:-
kr3 2 2 + k12 k 2 m B (m +m
2 kt' mzz Bz2
k1z 1
g. * tr kr2 (nr+nr) /8,
The performance index was defined as:
It was shown earlier that in the case of a vehicle travelling
over a road profile which has a velocity input sPectrum given
by white noise of constant ampl itude 2 nôv, the mean square
values of response will correspond to those of the step input
of the same magnitude.
Hence, the performance index for the model can be expressed
, =o/'I p u2 +q1(xo-xr)' * qr(xr-xr)' ] oa




where c = 2n6, and the mean square values as under:
2




62<(xo-",.) > = cV[











<(xl-xr) t = cV[ mr*mz2Bz
5.3 I n f I uence of Mode I Pa ramete rs on I nteqral Square Val ues
It is now proposed to consider the mean square values of
(¡) Body force
(ii) Dynamic tYre deflection
(¡ i i) Reìative wheel travel
in turn, and to examine how these are affected by changes to
model parameters.
Since the aim of the optimisation process is to minimise each
of these quantities, it is instructive to examine their depen-
dence on model parameter values. A designer could draw a num-
ber of useful conclusions from such a prel iminary study'
(a) Body Force
The integral square value of the body force due to step
input is given bY
<u,> = +Þ .É4Hù
Effect of Body Mass (tr)
The expression for the integral square value of body
force indicates that the force wiìl increase with the
total mass.
The integral square value of body accelerat¡on which is
the bas ic ride comfort cri terion is then given by
<a,> = .u,>/^L = f# - yW ß.ze)
which indicates that it wil I decrease with increasing
\6.
body mass. lt is a wel I
un I aden veh i cl e prov i des
known fact that PartlY laden or
a rougher ride.
The designer has very ¡ ¡ttle control over the unladen
mass of the vehicle, since the basic aim in any vehicle
design is to reduce the mass as much as poss¡ble to save
the material and cost of fuel. There is very little left
to skimp since the basic safety aspects must be maintained.
Effect of Rad i a I St i ffness of Tyres (kr )
For minimum body force the radial stiffness of tyres should
be as ìow as possible. 0wing to characteristics of pneum-
atic tyre construction, the radial stiffness cannot be red-
uced without reducing the lateral stiffness, but high lat-
eral stiffness is essential for good road holding'
Thus minimum radiaì stiffness is determined by tyre const-
ruction, and the designer cannot influence Ît to any signif-
icant degree, except to select tyres that will give adequate
lateral stiffness. This in general, results in far too
h i gh vert i ca I st i ffness for good ri de comfort '
Effect of Spri ng and DamPer Rates (kz, Bz)
Since the vehicle mass and radiaì tyre stiffness are real ly
beyond the controì of the suspension engineer, the basic
infìuencing parameters ìeft for suspension optimisation are
the stiffness of the susPension springs and the damping
rate of shock absorbers. S¡nce body force decreases as the
square of the stif fness of the susPension spring (iq'5 '25),
the vehicle should have as soft springs as possible. But
here the ì imits are set by permissible deflection from
unìaden to laden condition. Styl ing requirements dictate
the maximum desirable deflection, and usual ly I imit the
bump travel to approx. 60 mm. Also, for consistent hand-
ling, the height of the mass centre of the vehicle should
vary as I i ttle as poss ible wi th the load.
4t.
These I imitations dictate a minimum suspension spring stiffness
of approximately l5 kN/m for a 4-passenger vehicle, and of
approximately 18 kN/m for a 5-passenger vehicle'
h/ith the constraints on susPension parameters as discussed,
this only leaves the damping rate of shock absorbers which








I<u2> = cv[ k,r-n, z .kzåÏp- 1
on differentiating with respect to Bz, the result is:-
d <u2>i-E; = "v[ t'-
kz2 (n +m
2Bz l ß.29')
which gives the value of Bz for minimum body force as:-
Bz =kz (mr+mz)/kr (¡. ¡o)
The minimum value of integral square body force is then given
by the expression
kr (mr+mz) (¡. rt )
i.e. the minimum value of body force is directly ProPortional
to the st i ffness of suspens ion springs '
<u2> = cV kzmln
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(b) Dy nami c Tyre Deflection
Dynamic tyre deflection relates di rectly to the contact
force between the tyre and the road surface' For good
handl ing, braking' accelerating, etc' th¡s contact force
should be as large as Possible.
Total contact force = static force + dynamic force, but
since dynamic force can have a +ve or a -ve sign, the
minimum contact force wi I I be:-
Fcmin = (m1+mz)9 - krlxollmax
where l""rl is the absolute value of tyre deflection.
Hence, for good road holding and control of the vehicle'
dynamic tyre deflection should be as smal I as Possible'
The integral square value of dynamic tyre deflection is
given by eq .5.26 as
2
2
4¡ ol = c V[
+m Bz
2 lffiz
kz mr ( m r+m2 )
kl mz
m *t? +
The various factors that affect the integral square value
of dynamic tyre deflection and road-tyre contact force
will be examined in turn.
(¡) Radial tyre stiffness - kr
I t is evident from eq. 5.26 that
decreases with increasing radiaì
But the integral square val ue of
given by
22
.f1, = (¡o1) k1
dynamic tYre def lection
s t i ffness of the tY re.
dynamic tyre force is
$.tz)
which indicates that the dynamic tyre force will increase
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with increasing radial stiffness of tyres' This impl ies
that in order to maximise the tyre-road contact force'
theradialstiffnessoftyresshouldbeasìowaspossible.
Low radial sti ffness of tyres was found to be desi rable
from the point of view of ride comfort aìso' Thus there
is no confl ict between the different performance criteria,
except the manufacturing limitations regarding the radial/
lateral stiffness ratio of tYres'
(ii) uns run and s run mass - m and mz.
Equ. 5,26 suggests that the integral square value of tyre
deflection wi ì I increase wi th increasing values of mr and
tr12¡ but the overal ì ef fect wil I be smal I since their rat¡os
mainly wilì be invoìved'
(iii¡ St i ffness of sus pens i on sp rinqs - kz.
The effect is not immediately obvious' but on different-
iation with respect of kz, and setting the result equal
to zero, one obtains the value of kz that wil ì minimise
the tyre deflection. The value is given by
k, opt = k,ffi¡= k{(fr)('ffi)
lf mr ))mz as ¡t is usually the case in practice'
the minimum value of tyre deflection
k2 opt ' kr mrlmz
$.33)
( ¡v) Damp i nq rate o f shock absorbers Bt.
The value of Bz that minimises the dynamic tyre deflection












lf now the suspension springsÕreoptimised
tyre def lection according to eq ' 5'33, and
stituted into eq, 5.35, the result is








when these vaìues are subst¡tuted into eq ' 5'26, the min-
imum vaìue of integral square tyre deflection is obtained
+
2 (tt +mo ) m.,
kr mz"vI
(") Relative V/heel Traveì
The integral square value of reìative wheel travel was




It probably comes as a surprise to notice that the wheel
travel is independent of elastic elements of the suspension,
and depends only on total mass suPPorted by the wheel' and
the damping. For minimum wheel travel the total mass should
be as smaìl as Possible, and damping should be as large as
possible.
The quantity is inversely proportional to damping and there
is no turning Point-
Note. P,st. Dueto befoming of the. euspe¡sion oh enc6u¡þrìnq
or rqmp or lorge bunrþ fhere mqg be. subctontial\g
rnore bumþ frovel þrovided thqn ir reqtlìred oh q staþlonorg
rqndo ra yodd. Hence. eqn (6.S) is not tikelS to Le çe-\iqb\e.
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6. PERFORMANCE I N DEX AN D WE I GHT I NG FACTO RS
6.1 lntroduction
ln chapter 5 the performance index for the suspension was defined
a5
I f* lo u' * 9, xo'' + q2 xtz) dt
with p, Ç1 and g, as the respective weighting factors' Also cìosed
form solutions in terms of suspension parameters were obtained for
integral square values for a t car nrodel'
The index as formulated above places indi rect constraints on the
magnitude and duration of vert¡cal accelerat¡on (ride comfort),
dynamic tyre deflection (road holding) and relative wheel travel
(bottoming of susPension) .
It is evident from the general form of the performance index that
one of the weighting factors could be assigned quite arbitrarily,
and the others adjusted so that the weighted integral square values
have approximately the magnitudes of the same order. Otherwise the
changes in individuaì integral square values are not adequately
reflected in the changes to performance index'
6.2 \^/e is Factor for Dy namic Tyre Def lectionhtinq
For random road roughness of Gaussian distribution, an approximate
ratio for q,/q, can be obtained by comparing the static tyre defl-
ection ô., and the bump travel ô* of laden vehicle' S.o notf
To prevent the loss of tyre contact and bottoming of susPension on
rubber stoPS for 99.87% of time, the necessary conditions are:
3 ô*or kr-((m1+m2)g = 6st kr (6'1)
and 3 ô*r2 _< ô* (6.2)
where ô - RMS dynamic tyre deflectionx0 I
ô - RMS relative wheeì travel 'xl2
2 2
I f the we i ghted quant i t i es a re to be of
then 22
the same order of magnitude,
9r o*ot 92 Õ xt2 (6.3)
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Hence z 2
er = e, (l*) = olt##lnl (6'4)- "xol
The weighting factors can be normaì ised without loss of general ity
by taking one of the weighting factors equal to unity. lf 9z is
taken equal to unitY, then
2
Ç, =[hfoal (6.5)
6.3 l,/e i q htinq factor for body force
lf the limiting R.M.s. value of body force is known, the weighting
factor can be approximated from the relationship
2 2
g O., = qz oxtz = 9z (ô¡,/3)








The exact value of p is immaterial for the PurPose of optimisation,
only an initial value is required which will be changed during the
process of oPt i mi sat i on.
The expression for p is quite simple in principle, but the diffic-
ulty lies in estimating the R.M.S. value of the body force for the
case when the R.M.S. value of wheel travel corresponds to one third
of total laden bump travel.
Theoretical ly it would be possible to specify the R.M.s. accelerat-
ion limit ou based on ride comfort criteria, then calculate the
corresponding value of R.M.S. body force from the relationship
m¿ üq
But the permissible leveì of RMS body acceleration is a function of
exposure time to acceìeration (48,49) . I t would be completely un-
realistic to expect B nr. exPosure at road and speed conditions
when the RMS value of wheel travel corresponds to 1/3 total bump
U_u
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travel. This situation corresponds to a very rough road surface
travel led at a moderate vehicle speed.




For what continuous periods of time
expected to travel on rough roads?
At what speeds would the vehicle be
sections of road?
\,/hat road roughness Parameter val ue





I f -the answers to




the questions can be found, it is a simple matter
initial weighting factor for the mean square body
to overcome the problems associated with road roughness and
speed i s to argue as fol lows:-
The integral square value of wheel travel is given by
Hence,
.Írr, = cvtËl =,for,'
cV (6 .8)
Eq. 6.8 would give the product of road roughness and vehicle speed
which corresponds to bottoming of suspension for 0.13% of the time.
The corresponding body force is given by eq. 5.25 as
<u2> = cVl'kr-9,









chapter it was shown that for minimum tyre deflection




After substituting the expressions for k2eO¡
the result is










or p = Ik r' *,. m 22
The nurn'erical values
pension optîmisation
in eq. 6.11 are usually known before the sus-
procedure is commenced.
6.\ Pa ramet er Values of Mathematical Mode I
To demonstrate the various po i nts d i scussed by way of a ntlrnerTêa I
example, the equations wiìl be applied to a model of a typical small
4- passenger sedan of Br i t i sh des i gn and manufacture (n I llmnH) '
The data for the model
are reproduced below.
Front SusPens Ìon
mr = 28.58 kg
mz = 288.94 ks (inc\uáesdrìvør)
kr = 155860 N/m
kz = 19JJ2 Nln
Bz = 2015 Ns/m
For * car model:
Total sprung mass
Body p i tch i ng moment of i nert i a
Length of wheel base
Di stance of front wheel s from
centre of mass
Distance of rear wheels from
centre of mass
Bump travel
as pubì ished in references (So) and (51)
(Suff¡x p refers to rear suspension values)
Rea r Suspens ion
Un I aden
= s\.43 kg
= 216. 1 4 k9 [in c\ . dri ve t)








m = 505.08 kg
J = 569.63 kg m2
L = 2.565 n
a = 1.098 m
b=1.\67n
ôw = 63 nrn'
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The mass distribution of passengers and luggage on loaded axles
is typical lY taken as fol lows:-
5o%/50%
25',2/75%




for a front seat occuPant
for a rear seat occuPant
for I uggage.
The usual practice in passenger vehicle industry
a 68 kg aduìt passenger, and a total of 68 kg of





The load distribution on the axles of a vehicle occupied by four odu\ts,
drìver.and full luggage load would then be


















Tota I 92 ks 248 ks
Henèe, the laden sprung masses for the model will be
= \6 + 288.9\ ks = Jj\.94 ks for the front
= 124 + 216.14 kg = 340.14 kg for the rear
The data for a typical 5-passenger sedan of
















= 1 600 N/m
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For tr car model:
Total sprung mass m = ît2 * rlì2r¿ = 703'07 kg
Body pitch¡ng moment of inertia J = 1151'78 kg t'
Length of wheelbase L = 2'820 m
Distance of front wheels from C of M a = 1 '292 n
Distance of rear wheels from C of M b = 1 '528 n
Bump travel 63 *t.
Laden mass distribution.
Front Axle Rear Axle
2 front seat Passengers
3 rea r seat passengers







Tota I 109 kg 299 ks.
Laden sprung mass for å car model
Front mz = 381 .02 + 5\.5 kg = \35.52 kg
Rear Ítzp = 322.05 + 1\9.5 kg = 4J1 .55 kg
6.5 Theoretical 0pt i ma
It is now appropriate to caìculate the values of opt¡mum suspension
parameters for the model, and compare these with actual values'
(a) Suspens i on sprrnqs
It was shown that the stiffness of the susPension spring for
minimum integraì square value of tyre deflection is given by
the express ion
k2otr= k1 m1 m2Ttrr
The va I ues ca ì cul ated from th i s equat ion for the model s are
I isted below for comParîson.
Front Suspens ion Rear SusPens ion
kz opr kzp opt
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ln comparing the values, it is interesting to note that the
front springs of HILLMAN are considerably stiffer than re-
qui red from the point of good road holding criterion, whi le
the rear sPrings are near optimum.
ln case of CHRYSLER sedan,
whi le the rear springs are
for optimum road hoìding.
I t appea rs
traded off
the front springs are near oPt¡mum
considerably softer than requi red
that optimum road holding of rear wheels has been
for some additional Passenger comfort.
(b) Shock absorbers
It was shown that the damping rate which corresponds to the
minimum integral square vaìue of body force is given by eq.
5.30 as
Bzopr = kzli-l
and the damping corresponding to minimum tyre deflection by
eq. 5.35 as
L
kr mr mz262 = Tr-r*r;I' mt+m2
ki (m1+mz)
kr
Again, the optimum values of damping wi l I be tabulated belo|.
Damping rates for minimum RMS acceleration are:-
Front Suspension Rear SusPension
Bz opt Bzp opr
940 Ns/m
I 1 35 Ns/m
H I LLMAN















1 I 12 Ns/m
Damping rates for minimum RMS tyre deflection:-
Front Suspension Rear SusPension
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The exami nat i on of tabul ated va I ues i nd i cates that the actua I damp-
ing rates used are generally higher than the optima for ride comfort,
but lower than optima for road holding. There seems to be no obvious
relationship between the calculated optima and the actual êomponent
values, but nevertheless in each case considered the actual component
values are somewhere in-between the range of the calculated optima,
some closer to one end, the others closer to the other.
This is to be exPected since a
influence the actuaì seìection
during the develoPment stage.
number of subjective cri teria wi I I
and road testing of the susPension
6 .6 Ro I e o t Pe rfo rmance I ndex i n Suspens ion 0p timisation Process
The concept of a performance index for the mathematical nrodel was
discussed at length in Chapter !, and for the model at hand it was




with p, g, and q, AS the we i ght i ng factors .
Some guide-l ines for the selection of the weight¡ng factors were
established at the beginning of this chapter where it was shown that
if q, is taken equal to unity then the remaining weighting factors




The vaìues of weighting factors calculated from equations 6.5 and











F ron t Susoens ion


















1.9 x 10 -10
-102.3 x 10
It should be noted that the weighting factors are rather strongly
dependent on radiaì tyre stiffness kl which in a practical situat-
ion can vary over a wide range. The usual variation anrong identi-
cal commerciaì tyres inflated to the same Pressure could be as
much as +15% about the nominal value. ln addition, the stiffness
is a I inear function of inflation pressure which can aìso vary over
a wide range in practice.
Consequently, there is no point in calculating the weighting factors
to any great degree of precision, especially in view of the fact
that the weighting factors would be modified in subsequent optimis-
ation process.
0nce the weighting factors for the model resPonse have been deter-
mined, it is now a simple matter to vary the Parameters in such a
way that the performance index'is minimised. This would then cor-
respond to an opt¡mum condition.
The process is qui te stra ight-forward in principle, but there are
some inherent uncertainties which wi I ì be discussed later.
It was shown that a particular random road input characterised by
road roughness parameter 6 and vehicle veìocity V could be sim-
ulated by a step input of mangitude cV where c = 2nô, and the
performance index of the model was then defined by eq. 5.2\ as
60
f = pcv[






(m1+m2 ) Bz - k, mr (mr+mz)kr mz
kz mr ( mr+mz)
kr mz
2 kt mzz * {ä' 1
Since cV is the common multiplier for all terms invoìved, a perf-
ormance index could be defined as the sum of weighted integral
square vaìues of the response to unit step. There would be no
loss of information if the common factor is omitted for the sake
of s impl ici ty in mathematicaì manipulat ions, provided the investi-
galions are confined to constant speed whi le the model Parameters
are varied, and the multipìier is inserted later if absolute
integral square values are required. Also if qz is taken equal to
unity, then qr can be denoted simply as q.









which in turn can be expressed as
r = d1z + ß/ø, (6.13)
0n differentiating the index with respect to 82, and equating the
result to zero, the equation can be solved for Bz opt which miní-
mises the performance index, i.e.
2 (6. 14)Bz opr ß/a
where






. rlì I *nìZ*T
6t.
Evidentìy, the value of Bz that minimises the performance index
is not only a function of system Parameters but it also involves
the we i ght i ng factors .
To gain a better insight into the
to expand eq . 6 .1 \ , wh i ch def i nes
ormance index, and exPress P as a
pa ramete r.
The result of this operation
relationship between P and q
ance i ndex as
kz mr (mr+mz)
23kz (mr+mz)
relationships, ¡t is instructive
the condÍt ion for minimum Perf-
function of q with Blo,.a as a
îs eq . 6.15 below which expresses the





Ii + 2(ktmz) ¿ - 
82 (m1+m2)







It is evident from the relationship above that for every value of
Bz oprthere corresponds an infinite number of pairs of I and q
that minimise the performance index' and p wi ll plot as a I inear
function of q with Bzopr as a parameter for the condition of min-
imum performance index.












The slope tends to infinitY ¡f
,)
B2




to the condi tion of minimum body force given
can
2
2 +mz )or if B2
Thi s aì so corresPonds
by eq . 5.30.
The value of q where the vertical graph intersects the q-axis
be calcuìated from eq. 6.15, and is given by
kr mz (mr+mz
U_,\¡ERT
m, {kr mz' 2 kz (m1+m2)}
(6.t8)
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The abci ssa has a negat i ve va I ue unl ess
ln normal suspensions kz =11/101 hence this condition will arise
only with a -ve weighting factor which is most unlikely. since q
is here constant for all values of P, the minimum performance index
is a function of P onlY.
The other aspect of interest is the graph of horizontal slope'
From eq. 6.16 it is seen that the graph has zero slope if
kz >













This vaìue of 82 corresponds to the condition of minimum integral




point of intersection of the horizontal characteristic with
p-axis is obtained from eq. 6't5 as
(m1+m2) (6. zo)
kr mr m2t k1 m2 - 2 kz (mt+m, )]
Al I other characteristics corresponding to different values of
B2 opr (different slopes) will pass through the point defined by




shown in Fig. 6.1 which has been plotted with
to unl aden H I LLMAN front suspens ion '
Similar pìots can be prepared also for other nodels, laden or
un I aden.
lf the weighting factor p is selected to correspond to the value
given by eq. 6.20, then the minimisation of the performance index
will lead to the value of Bz which corresponds to minimum tyre
63.
F 16 . 6.1.
R el ql ionship betwe<,n W"ighting
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R el qtionshi¡c between l,rlei thtinq foctors

































defì ect ion, i rrespect i ve of the val ue of q ' Hence,
response will be the same for different values of q,
of minimum performance index wil I vary with q'
I t was shown




Similarìy if q is selected to correspond to value given by eq.6'18
(this is hypothetical since q will be -ve), then the minimisation
process will lead to the value of Bz that corresponds to minimum
body force, irrespective of the value of p' Again, the model
response wilì be the same for all values of Q, but the minimum
performance index wil I vary with the value of p'
These observations suggest that a closer examination of the perfor-
mance index concept, and the associated weighting factors ¡s
wa rÏa n ted .
("q. 6.15) that in case of minimum performance index
relationship between the weighting factors and damp-
r futqrT - kz mr 1tt+tr)kr mz




This relationship can be used to el iminate p from the expression
for the performance index given by eq. 6.12, and the result is
t q {ir - 
kz-Tr lrr+mz)1a mrlmz ] (6.21)
It may be noted that there is an asymptote for the grouP of charac-
teristics when
.)
kr B; - k; (m1+m2) = o





man tBz 2 ûì 1 *tlì2
Eq. 6.21 gives the minimum value of the performance index for any
selected value of Bz and q, hence enables to Plot I*r' as a function
of Bz wíth q as a Parameter.
I
This value of Bz corresponds to minimum integral square body force,
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and the corresponding value of q ¡s given by
fiìt*mz
2 _ kr mz (mr+mz)
mr{ k1 mz - 2 kz (mr+mz) }
(6.22)










Simiìarly, q can be eliminated from eq.
AS





k1 B, I p{
ml ml (ml+mz





th is operat ion isand on subst i tut i ng i nto eq . 6,12,
k
2 r rlìZ (6.2\)
Tki nzz
Now Ir¡n can be plotted against Bz with p as a Parameter'
There is an asymptote when the denominator tends to zero. The
vertical asymptote is located at 82 calculated from
m
z - 




The expression is famiìiar from the condition of minimum tyre
deflection ("q. 5.35).
The corresponding value of p is then givey by
(m1+mz)3p= I rÏt m2 krmz- kz mr finz Ì
This is also familiar, and corresponds to the height of horizontal
slope I ine above the origin on p-q graph discussed previously.
lf now sets of values of Irin are plotted against Bz t^Jith p as a
parameter, and on the same graph are superímposed sets of values
of I ,._ wi th q as a pa rameter, a f iel d of intersect ing character-mln
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F ig. 6.3 RELATI ONSH I P BETWEEN I,/E I GHTI NG FACTORS
The points of intersection of the characteristics define the vaìue
of Bz which wilì minimise the performance index for the values of
q and p that correspond to intersecting characteristics'
Fis. 6.3 cìearìy demonstrates that for any val ue of Ir¡n (any
horizontaì I ine), there corresponds an infinite number of pairs of
weighting factors, each pair defining a unique value of Bz which
minimises the performance index for the given weighting factors'
Since Bz changes with weighting factors, the model response will
also change, but the value of minimum performance index remains
constant. Hence, depending on the weighting factors, ânY resPonse
is possible for a given vaìue of minitnum performance index' conv-
ersely, if Bz is kept constant (¡.". the model response remains
constant), the value of minimum performance index wi I ì vary with
the weighting factors as one moves along the vertical line drawn
through the points of intersection of the characteristics and the




















It may now be argued that the performance index has no significance
atallintheoptimisationprocesSsinceitisclearlyafunction
of arbitrary and subjective weighting factors' and any value of
performance index is possible i rrespective of the actual system
response. Thus the comparison of different models on the basis of
a performance i ndex i s qu i te poi nt ì ess '
However,theperformanceindexwillplayanessentialanduseful
role in a computer oPtimisation process'
Referring to Fig. 6.3, it can be seen that if any value of q is
held constant and the value of p is increased, the minimisation
process wi I ì travel along the constant q characteristic towards
th+ value of Bz that corresponds to the minimum body force, i'e'
by increasing the weighting factor on body force and minimising
the performance index, one wiìl arrive at the model which has a
lower body force than the previous model. l¡/hen p reaches infinity
Bz wilì correspond to the value that results in the minimum body
force, irrespective of the other weighting factors' This also
corresponds to the case when the body force is taken as the sole
performance cri ter ion.
Simi larìy, as q is increased along a constant p characteristic'
the minimisation process wil I lead to the values of Bz which wil I
result in lower value of tyre deformation. when q+-, Bz will
correspond to the value that gives the minimum value of tyre defor-
mation.
This situation corresponds to the case when the tyre deformation
i s taken as the sol e performance cri terion '
Fortran program Bz opr shown in Appendix c was developed to calcu-
ìate the data for plotting the graphs' Some of the plotting was
carried out on CALCoMP plotter using program 82PLT, also shown in
Appendix C.
Figs.6.4 and 6.5 show graphs pìotted for HILLMAN front suspens¡on'
urlladen and,ufiaden respectively, while Figs' 6'6 and 6'7 show the
correspond i ng graphs for CHRYSLER front suspens ion '
69.





























































































































To verify the correctness of graphs, a few check points were cal-
culated us¡n9 HILLMAN front susPension data.
0n subst¡tuting the numericaì data into eq . 6.11+, the val ue of Bz
for minimum performance index is given by
^29  OPT
6.3326 x tolo + 13 .\1\ + 158.76 (6.2\)
3x p+ x q
and the value of min. performance index is then calculated from
-6
I=
mrn 0.lgl x loa p+ 3.874 x to q)Bz opr
+ (6.3326 x ldop+ 13.t+1\ q + 158.76) /Bz or, rc.25)
The results of the check calculation are I isted in Table 6.1 below
TABLE 6. I
























These points are shown on graph in Fig. 6.4
It is worth noting that while the performance index is approximately
of the same magnitude for the points considered, the response of
the model varies from point to point as can be seen from Întegral
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ti9.6.6. RelotionshiP bet'r¡ een rnih. Perf orm qnce
DqrnPing Rote qn d \ñei ght in g Fa ctor s .
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6.7 0pt i mi sat i on by Computer
Computer oPt imi sat ion Process
i ng sequence:
is usual ìy carried out in the fol Iow-
1) Establ ish approximate values for weighting factors' such
thattheweightedintegralsquarevaluesareofthesame
order of magnitude
2) Minimise the performance index by an aPPropriate computer
routine usual ly a two dimensional search), and obtain the
úa I ue of Bz opr correspond i ng to mi n i mum performance i ndex'
3) Calculate (or s imuìate) the response wi th the value of Bz
as found, and check if the performance is acceptable'
- 4) I f body accel erat ion i s excess i ve, i ncrease the val ue of
g,minimisetheindexagain,andcaìculateperformancewith
the new value of Bz
5) lf tyre deformation is excessive, increase the vaìue of q'
minimisetheperformanceindexandcheckiftheresponse
is satisfactory with the vaìue of Bz established in the
mi n imi sat ion Process.
Evidentìy, the optimisation by a computer can be a fairly long
process requi ring considerable computing time, and the question
will then arise if the use of a computer and the associated perf-
ormance index concePt have any advantages at al l '
ln the case of a simple å car I inear model considered in the Prev-
ious section, closed form solutions for integral square values can
be obtained without excessive effort, hence the optimisation by
computer is completely unnecessa.ry as al I the requi red quantities
can be obtained by simple algebraic manipulations'
0n the other hand, computer optimisation becomes an absolute nec-
essity for models having non-l inear characteristics and many degrees
of freedom since cìosed form solutions are seldom, if ever available
or possible.
Th is is even more so when a large number of performance criter'ía
are to be considered with the associated weighting factors'
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MODEL RESPONSE BY APPLICATION OF STATE
VARIABLES AND CO VARI ANCE MATRI X METHODS.
7 1 lntroduction
State variables and covariance matrix methods have gained popular-
ity for the analysis and synthesis of dynamical systems, mainly
due to ready accessibi I ity to powerful, fast digital computers
w¡th large merlìory caPacitY.
State vari ables and covariance matrix techniques were fi rst devel-
oped for the analys is, synthesis and optimisat¡on of control syst-
ems but the techniques have been rapidly extended to aìl types of
dyrtamical systems, and a large number of technical papers and
texts have been pubì ished on the subject. (lz, 73, 7l+, 75, 76, 77',)
7 2 State variable analYsis appl ied to t car model
The model is again represented by a 2-degree-
of-freedom lumped parameter model as in section
5.1, shown in Fig. 7.1.
The equations of motion are:-
-(vr.-vr)kz -(vz'vr)Bz = n2 vz (z.l)








The control force u apPl ied to the unsprung
mass m2 is given bY
U fz = mzYz (yr-yz)kz +(ir-iz)Bz 0-3)
lntroducing now state variables
Xt = Yl - Yo then
xz = Yz - Yt
xg = i, "no
x,+ = Yz



















The equation is of the form
{i} + Ar {x} + sr{u} + B{w} ( 7.4)
where {w} denotes the external disturbance vector'
The disturbance velocity input v(t) to the road wheels of the model
can be approximated by sca I a r wh i te no ise of intens ity cV as shol^'n
in section 4.1 PreviouslY.


























The performance indexrdenoted by n,is again defined as the weighted








z2xt*9zxz*,t{ /tr þu2 
+ q, )¿t] 0 .5)
for o(t( t¡
where 0, g1 and q, are numerical weighting factors, and E{'} denotes
the expectat¡on or average.
t,ttJ"[*'qx+urpuJdt]
index can be expressed in matrix form as
Q.6)





















The body control force u can also be exPressed in terms of state











Also the performance index can be expressed as





t¡ +æ tt "t 
R * dti






where R Q + Frp F
matrix of the dlsturbance vector can be expressedThe covari ance
AS
\"(t,t¡ r {w(t) wr(t) }
which can be ideal ised as
\"(t,t¡ = cvô(t-t)
where ô is the DIRAC delta function (66) '
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The solution of matrix differential equation of the form
{i<}=a{¡}+Biw}
is given by the exPression
r(t) = o (t,to) x (to) + It o (t,t) a,(t) w(t) dtto
where O(t,t) is the state transition matrix'
For the modeì being considered to=O and x(to)=O, hence













lf M and N are compatible arbitrary matrices, then tr(mH) = tr(Nl4).
Using this rule, and changing the order of integration, the result
is











'' g(r) cv Br(t)[ ,/t'd 
(t,t) Ro (t,t)dt ] dr]
0.tt)
tr oI 







is a symmetr¡c non-negative-definite matrix given by
p(t) = .r'' ot (r,t)R o (t,t)dt
t
It can be shown by differentiation (66) that p(t) satisfies the
matrix differential equation
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-pt.l = R(t)rp(t) + p(t) n(t) + n (t)
For a time-invariant case with constant matrices A, B and R











which after the change of variable T -t = Tr
o












R eAT' da' 0 .17)
BcV Br p ¿t] = cvtr[ B Bt Þ] (7.18)
eq.(1,17) shows that P is a constant matrix'
The performance index can now be expressed as
'Í= Lt
Since P is a constant matriX, e9. 7.15 becomes
o=ArÞ+ÞA+R 0 .1e)
from which the value of matrix Þ can be caìculated'
Eq. 7.19 is known as the Lyapunov equation, and a number of comput-
er,programs have been publ ished in I iterature for its numerical
solution (7g,80,81 ,82,83,84) . Closed form soìutions in symbols
are feasible only for the most elementary systems having one or
two degrees of freedom.
A closed form solution will be attempted for the * car model ín
order to compare the results with those obtained in Chapter 5.
7.3 So I ut i on of LvaPu nov Equation
where
0 0







































The matrix wi I I be symmetrical about the main diagonal.
9t
R=Q+FT pF =
The number of simuìtaneous equations is expected to be n(n+1)/2
for the case under examination.
The simultaneous equations are
pa9e.
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The simultaneous equations in simpl ified form are I isted below:-
p11
kr (ps¡ + psq)
mt











mt p) pru pzs '* kz Bz
Pzz
kz kz






pzg + 21qr+kz2 o)l
(




P34 )t Pt2 + (











It is now a reìatively simple matter to solve for the elements of
the Þ - matrix by successive substitution'
The performance index is given by eq' 7'18 as
fi=
wh i ch becomes






































= c V prrwhich gives T 0.zt)
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Thus it is not necessary to solve the complete matrix, but
theless, the algebraic manipulation will be considerable'










The valueb of the elements of the Þ-matrix have been calculated,
and are ì isted below.
, (mr+rr)2 B z




























t,m*zPse = 9r( m1kl 2mzkt










^ , (mr+mz) Bz *,Pq+ = qtl-nT7
2ktkzBz





kz mz ] 1t,+
m
+ qz 2ktBz
Final ly, the performance index can be expressed as:-
2
fllr k, ( m1+m2)
*{ ä' mz kr
+
fr12 (kr+k2) k
fT = cV q1[
'|
B 2
+ cV qzl m t *Íìz2Bz
+ cVp[
It can be verified that the expression for the performance index
as obtained here is identical with eq. j.zl+ derived in chapter 5
using Parsevaì's Theorem, which proves that different methods of
analysis will lead to the same result' Matrix methods have the
advantage that digital computers can be appl ied quite readily to
handle large matri ces associated wi th systems having a large numb-
er of degrees of freedom'
The manual method of evaluating the integral square values by
applicationofParseval'sTheoremisaverytediousProcess'and
prone to manipulative errors ' There is also some doubt about the
correctness and ready avai labi I ity of I isted integrals for higher
order sYStems.
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8. ANALY S I S OF THE å CAR MODEL
8.'l lntroduction
ln case of a t car modeì, the front and rear motions are couPled
through the body moment of inertia, hence a simple extension of
the various integraì square values as derived for a t car model is
not directìy applicable since the model wilì have four degrees of
freedom, and a time delay between the inputs to the front and rear
wheeìs.
Also, since the overall stiffness of the model is to remain const-
ant, representing a fixed permissible amount of deflection due to
ìoad, the front and rear spring stiffnesses are no longer independ-
ent..lfonespringstiffnessischanged,theothermustalsobe
changed so as to maintain approximately constant overall stiffness
of the suspension, i.e. constant deflection of the mass centre of
the vehicle under a specified static load'
B.Z Overall static stiffness of susP ens r on
ln this section the concept of static stiffness of the model will
be deve I oped .,
A simpìified ! car model is shown in Fig. B.l where kz represents
the stiffness of the front suspension spring and kzr that of the
rear. Let 6o represent the static deflection of the mass centre
of the vehicle due to a vertical force Fo applied at the mass
centre G. The equations for force and
moment equi I ibrium are:-
FG
(ôo+b0) kzr + (6o-a0)kz = Fc (8.1)




El iminating Q between eqs. (B'l) and (8'2) by division
-ôc (kz-kzp ) o (¡ r<Fc d k
kôc (a kz-b kzp ) k2 +b 2P0
Hence
ko (kr +kzp )
trtG 
=¡uc
2 2Final ìy kz kzp
ko
2 kz+bz kzp a2 k2+b2k2p
(a+b) kz kz LP (8 .3)
a
wherê L is the length of the wheel base'
0nly the stiffness of suspension springs is considered since the
defìection of the susPension springs under sPecified payload is
the critical factor.
0nce the permissible static deflection has been specified, the min-
imum value of overall static stiffness Ç for the vehicle is more-
or-less fixed.
previous analys is has indicated that for good ride characteristics
thesuspensionspringsshouldbeassoftasPossible'buthereob-
viously a lower I imit is set'
lf k is to remain constant, then kz and kzp are no longer indep-
endent.lfk"istoremainconstantforanychosenvalueoffront
spring stiffness kz, the rear spring stiffness kzp must satisfy the
relationshiP
kzp
kt k" .' (8.4)
t2 kz-bzt",
Since the overaìl stiffness ko is related to the position of the
mass centre, the values of ko for a ìaden vehicle will differ











The values are I isted below for HILLMAN and CHRYSLER models'
H I LLMAN modeì










kz kzp L2 = 4og.t3 N/m
¿2 y2+b2 k2p
, mzP _1a =L;: =t.293n
þ =Lk =1.273n











40289 N/m k" = 41 146 N/m
m2 = 33\.94 kg
m2p = 340. 14 kg
m = 615.08 k9
m2 = 435.52 kg
Ít2P = \71.55 kg
















8.3 Anaìysis of L car model
purpose of ana I Ys i s the car is divided ìongitudinal ly by a





vert i ca I
resen ts
through the centre of mass'
The model thus enables to investigate the bounce and pitching but
wi I I provide no information regarding yaw and rol l '
The front and rear unsprung masses mr and mrp each correspond to a
single wheel while k1 and k1p are the radial tyre stiffnesses of
the f ront and rea r ty res respect i vel y '
Tyr'e damping has relatively smal I ef fect on overal I model behaviour,
hence will be disregarded in present analysis'
0nly verticaì and pitch¡ng motions are considered, and body forces
uzandUzpareassumedtoexistbetweentheaxlesandthebodyat
the front and rear support points respectively' The model has four
degrees of f reedom and is illustrated in Fig' 8'2' Aì I vert¡cal
dispìacementSaremeasuredfromthestaticequilibriumposition
with the model on a level ground. The suffix P denotes the quant-














F¡q. 8.2 + CAR DYNAMICAL MODEL
xo
lf the moder traveìs with a constant speed v, then the time delay
between the inputs to the front and rear wheels is given by







(xo-xr)kl - t)z = mr Ïr
(*o"-*rr)kr" - uzp = mrplrp
avz-buzp=Jö
uztuzp =mi<ä
Not+ 0 = (^r-xrn)/L
Xz=/,e+a0
xzP = ¡ç - b0 (a xzr + bxz) /Land X6
After eì iminating 0 and xç
equations become
from equations (8.7) and (8'8) the
a u2 - b ur" = J(Tz-'izp)/L = m r2(lz-'izr)/L
and tJ2 * rJ2p = m(a ÏzP + b iz) /l
where r denotes the radius of gyration in
J = mr2
The forces appl ied to the support points
are
uz = (xr-xz)kz + (j<r-iz) Bz
uzp = (xrp -xzp ) kzp + (*rp -izP ) BzP
\^/¡th these substitutions, the equations of motion become
(xo-xr) kr - (xr-xz) k, - (*r-iz) B, = tt it
(xop -xrp ) krp - (xt" -xzp ) kzp - (xr" -izp )Bzp = rfllp Ïtp
-b(xrp -xzp)kzp -b(irp-j<r")Bzp + a(xr-xz)k2 +a(ir-i<z)Bz =
= n r\xz''izp) /L
(8. e)
(8.10)









(xr-xz)kz + (ir-iz)gz + (xrp -xzp ) kzp + (ilp -xzp )Bzp
m(a ïzp + ø ':liz) lL (8.17)
For a step input of magnitude Xo êt the front and xopat the rear'
delayed by D sec., Laplace transformat¡on gives
(rrs' + Bzs + kz+kr)Xr (s) (Bzs +kz)Xz(s) = kr Xols (8.18)
(m,os2 + B2ps +k2p)xr"(r) - (Br"s +kzp)xz (s) = ktp .-ot Xo"/s (8'19)
+kre
-a(gzs + kz)xr(s) + (^ r's2/L + a B, s + a kr)x2(s)
+b(Brrs +kzp)xr"(s) - (tr'sz/L+ b Br"s +b kr")xrr(s) = Q (8'20)
- (Bzs +kz)xr (s) + (m b s'/L * B2s +k2) Xz (s)
-(Bzrs *kzp)xrp (s) + (m a s'lL * B2ps +k2p)Xz" (s) = Q (8.2t)
The equations could be solved for
I xc(s)-Xr(s)], I xr (s)-Xz (t) ], I X""(s)-Xrp(s)],I Xt"(s)-Xzp(s)]'
and then integral square values determined by contour integration
on complex plane (52¡, but the algebra involved would be unmanageable.
l/ithout too much algebraic manipulation Xz(s) and Xzp (s) can be
el iminated from equations 8.18 and 8.19, leaving two simultaneous
equations in terms of Xr(s) and Xrp(s) as under
m1s2*B2s + kz+kl
tt




_11* s'(.'+"')+ Bzps + kzr] (
L2
s+k +k (Bzps +kzp) ] Xrp (s)m s2 + B
Bzp s * kzp
kl Xo
s
m s1r2-a b )
(Bzs + kr)L' Bzps = kzp
krne-osXo" m s1r2+a 2) /t2 r Bzp 5*kzn (8.22\
5
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m s1r2-a b )
IB*s+E;)12
r2-a b ) m s¿ + B¿ps + k¿p+ k 1 x," (s)P
z
L





It is cl.ear that equations (8.22) and (8.23) become uncoupled if
12 = ab. lf the coupl ing ratio of the model is defined as
R = J/m = y2/ab, then th.e front and rear motions become completely
uncoupled when the coupl ing rat¡o R = 1.0. For an uncoupled
sys'tem with R = I.0, the eguations for the f ront and rear axle
d i spl acements a re: -
Xr (s) kr(mzs2 + Bzs + kz)
Xo nz ** B2s + kz) (mr { + Bzs + kz+kr)-(ars + kù'l
(8.24)
-DS .e Kl (mzp s' * ,r, s + Krp)
S
s [(tr" s2 + Bzps + kzp)(*r* sz + Bzps + kzp+krp)-(Bz"s +k2P)2]
(8.25)
m2 = m (r2+b2) /L2 = nb (a + b) /L2 = n6/L when 12 = ab
flzp = ¡(¡2+a2) /t2 -- na (a + b) /Lz = na/L
V/hen the equarions (8.24) and (8.25) are compared with the equations
derived for t car model anaìysis, ¡t is evident that the expressions
are identical . Thus for an uncouPled system al I equations derived
for the t car model are directly appl icable, and integral square
values for an uncoupled å car model (with R=1.0) are sums of corr-
esponding integral square values for front and rear susPensions
respectively.
Time delay will not affect the integral square values of an uncoup-
led system s ince the front axìe resPonse is completely independent
of the delayed rear axle response and vice versa'
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8.4 I nteg ra I squa re response and performance index of uncouDled * car
mode ì R=1 .0) .
The performance index can be expressed as
I pl .u| , *.ur?r r]* qr[ < (to-*r)t, + <(xop-*r")'r]
t.s.v. Force
+ gz[.(*r-^,)', * <(xr,-^r")"]
For a unit step input the integral square values are:-
u7, (rr" +mr" )








l.S.V. Ty re Deflection
(X2 
o r)* a "o ,'
+ 2Bz
2
mr*m2) Az + ml kzmr (ml+m







. r ftllp+t- -
2
m m p*mk P
+
k rp m2p F
The întegral square values are minimised ¡f the front and rear are
independentìy minimised by selecting the appropriate values of Bz opr
and Bzp opr ês for t car models.
I .S.V. Relative \,/heel Travel





This quantity is independent of spring stiffness, and decreases with
increasing damping. There are no turning Po¡nts.
After having briefly examined the influence of damping on suspension
response of an uncoupìed system, it is evident that optimum damping
values can be selected for front and rear by treating them
independently.
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8.5 The inf luence of suspension sprinqs on integral square response
ln case of an uncoupled å car modeì (R=1.0), only the body force
and tyre deflection integral square values are affected by the
stiffness of suspension springs whi le the relative wheel travel
is completely unaffected.
l.S.V. Bodv Force
The value of spring stiffness kz that minimises the body force is





+ kzP t1 5," I tr"=+mzto K2 rJ2P
and
0n subst ¡ tut ion of
the result is
k2 (nr1+mz) kz ko "'




kz = ko iÉ*,L,
I ntegral square val ues
d i fferent va I ues of kz ,
us i ng H I LLMAN da ta and
2
ko a 2,2D tlro b2
(trt'-kob')t kzz 
"2








mrp*mzpr Bz r 0 (t,tz¡
ml+m2 Bzp
The value of k, that minimises the body force can then be calcul-
ated f rom eq . 8.32 as
4,2t




of body force have been calculated for
and plotted in Fi9. 8.3 for * car model
R=l .0.
F i9.6.3 lntegrol Scluare- bodg Force
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S ince the radial sti ffness of identical commercial tyres is known
to vary over rather wide ì imits, in addition to variations due to
inflation pressure, the graphs have been plotted for di fferent
val ues of tYre rad ia I st i ffness '
l.S.V. Tyre Defl ect i on
Differentiating eq. B
result equal to zero,
28 w i th resPect to
gives




koz a' b2 m
3
kz L2-ko b2
Eq. .834) can be
m p *ftì2P kzk











kz (mr +mz) 
3
a
a m rp *rTlz (kt Bz2bk lIr





ko- a' b' m p (mlp +m mzB o (8.35)
kr mz (k, L2-ko b') m1 (m1+m2) fizp Bzp
Eq. 8.35 can be solved for the value of kz that minimises the
integraì square value of tyre defìection, but only numerical
solution is possible which can be effected on a programmable cal-
culator or on an interactive computer terminal '
lntegral square values of tyre deflection are plotted against k2
in Fi9. B'4.
8.6 Funct i ona ì relationshi p between minimum performance i ndex and
P lIr
sp ring stiffness of an uncouPled L car model ( R=l.0) .
I t is of interest to investigate the relationship between the
minimum performance index, sPring stiffness and weighting factors
for an uncoupled model since it is to be exPected that some gen-
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The performance index for the uncoupled * car model, excited by
unit step input is given by eq. 8,26 as
| =g{kr Bz + + kr" 







+ qr{ + t +
I
Ez
(mro +tr" ) 
2
Bzp -r !ll!- - kzp mlp (mrp +mzp ) * kzf 
(mr, +mz" ) 
31 
1 Ì*[- =-tEzp-













Dif ferent iat ion with resPect to kr g ives
3
l
+ (:-[ï-)t - . kzp (mlp+mzp)''r 1 ',* TG'*Ti'ff r Bzlm
m p +mze )
tP mzp
after subst i tuti ng for
and
dkzp = -UrS b'
dkz kr' 
"2
the condition for minimum performance index becomes after
rearrangement of eq. 8.36 as
(8.36)
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ko 3aa b2 (mrp +mzp ) Bzpkz[1 l
(kz L2-ko b2)3(mr+mz) Bzp
ke3 aq b2 +m ")t 'nr'B l
(kzt2-ko b') 
t (rr*rr) Bzp
ko'.2 b2 mr" m









lþ is clear that the value of kz that minimÎses the performance
index is a function of system parameters, as well as function of
weighting factors P and q.
Eq. 8.37 represents a I inear relationship between p and q with
kz as a parameter for a given constant Bz/Bzp rat¡o'
The graph of p against q will have a horizontal slope when
'.r 






(uz L2- ko b2) (mr+mz) 3 mr? Bzp
o mr (mro *mzp ) Btko a2 b2 m¡ ( 8. 38)
2(krt'-ko b2) ulZp m1(m1+r¡2) Bz,
The value of kz calculated from eq. 8.38 corresPonds to the value
of kz that minimises the integral square of tyre deflection as
indicated previouslY bY eq. 8,35.
Fiq.6.5. FunctionoI Relqtionshíp bet
w ilh k¿ as q Pqr o rn'eter
kL
to
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The graph will have a vertical slope when
3
(k, L2-ko b2) f'[ rP +mrp ) Bz






lf Irin is plotted in the form of a carpet
p and q as parameters, the graph shown in
(8.3e)
pl ot aga i nst kz , wi th
Fig. 8.6 will result.
+mzp) 82 q
L
or { +L6 (m1+m2) Bz"
The vaìue of k¿ calculated f rom eq . 8.39 is identical with the
vaìue that minimises the integral square of body force'
The linear reìationship between p and q with k2 as a Parameter
is shown in Fig. 8.5 wtrich has been pìotted with data correspond-
ing to HILLMAN model for R=l.0.
It is evident from the graph that the values of k7 that minimise
the performance index for positive values of weighting factors
must I ie between the values that minimise the l.s.v. of tyre
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The region corresponding to positive weighting factors is
bounded by vertical asymptotes through the values of kz that
minimise the tyre deflection and the body force respectively.
The general character of the graph is similar to that obtained in
case of damping. lf one of the weighting factors is held constant'
and the other i ncreased, the mi n imi sat ion process wi I I converge to-
wards the vaìue of kz that will reduce the particular resPonse.
It follows that once the weighting factors p and q have been selec-
ted, the minimum value of the performance index and the correspond-
ing value of kz that minimises the performance index are automatic-
ally fixed.
lf the integral square value of tyre deflection is used as the sole
performance cr¡terion, it impl ies that q-roo, and the computer optim-
isation process wi lì lead to the value of k¿ that wi I I minimise the
integral square of dynamic tyre deflection, i.e. to the left-hand
a symptote .
Conversely, if body force
minimisation process wi I I
is the soìe performance criterion, the
lead to R.H. asymptote.
The reì at i onsh i ps a re shown i n
HILLMAN and CHRYSLER data with
8.8, 8.9 and 8.10 forFiss. 8.7
R=1.0.
To verify the validity of the graphs, the integral square values
of response, and the performance Índices for the models u/ere calc-
ulated using the program I'Performance lndex'r in ACSL digital simu-
ìation language shown in Appendix C. The weighting factors in al I
calcuìations were taken as
0 = B x l0-ro 9r 10.0, 9z 1.0
The performance indices calculated are pìotted against k2 in Fig.
8.il for the HTLLMAN model, and in Fig. 8.12 for the CHRYSLER
(n=r.o).
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The minima are listed in Table 8.1 from which it can be seen that
there is complete agreement between di rect calculation and digit-
al simulation results.
TABLE B. ]















Program INDEX 'l in interactive BASIC was also used to check the
resu I ts .
This program, aìso shown in Appendix c, calculates the integral
square values and the performance index directly from model Param'
eter values (for R=1.0), using the integral square expressions de-
rived from Parsevalrs Theorem.
There is complete agreement between the resul ts obtained by digital
simulation and by direct calculation.
The values of k, that locate the vert¡cal asymptotes have also been
calculated for different values of Bz/Bzp ratios, and are listed in
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THE I NFLUENCE OF RATIO ON SUSP
110.
NS I ON RESPONSE
conf¡ned to vehicle
i r. e. the modeì s
# ab is ex-
te rms .
COUPL I NG E9
9 1 lntroduction
AS
The investigations and results so far have been
models having rear and front motions uncoupled'
with a couPl ing ratio R=l '0'
The analyticaì solution of the model response when 12
tremely difficuìt due to cross-coupl ing and time delay
Thecouplingrat¡oisseldomunderthedirectcontro|ofthesuspen.
sion engineer since ¡t is determined by the factors such as the
locationoftheengineandtransmission,thedistributionofthe
passenger and ìuggage load, the styl ing of the bodywork etc'
Foranaveragepassengersedanwithfrontmountedengineandrear
wheeldrive,thecoupìingratioissomewherebetween0.Tand0.9'
larger passenger cars seem to have sl ightly larger values'
Theequationsofmotionforthemodelinvolvetheexpressionssuch
n(rz-ab) /L2 , n(r2+62) /L2 and m (r2+a2\ /L2
After substitution of the coupì ing R = 72¡ab' the expressions
become
mab( R-1) /L2, mab(R+b/ a) /t2 and mab(n+b/a) /tz '
ThegeneralsoìutionforintegralsquarevalueswilìinvolVethe
powers of these terms, in addition to t¡me-delay terms'
For a uni ty coupl ing ratio the terms invoìvin9 mab(R-1)/12 become
zero, and relativeìy simpìe solution results' The two other terms
involved become mz ênd mzp i 'e' that part of sprung mass associat-
ed with the front and rear suspensions respectively. ln case of 
a
coupìedsystemtheresponseisexpectedtoVaryWithvaryingcoup-
I ing ratio for a constant time delay (constant vehicle speed), and
also with a constant coupling ratio for varying speeds 
(aPart from
the common ampl itude multipl ier cV) '
111.
9 2 fhe I nfl uence of SPeed
Sincetheperformanceindexisagoodindicatoroftheoverallrel.
ative performance of a model, the indices were calculated for diff-
erent values of coupling ratio and vehicle speed using AcsL digital
simulationlanguage.Theresultsofthesecalculat¡onsareshown
in Figs. g.1,9"1a and 9'1b'
rt can be seen that the performance with step input excitation
deteriorates rapidly wi th increasing speed for R<1.0, and improves
slightìyforR>l.o.WhenR=l.0thesystemisuncoupled,hencethe
response is independent of vehicle speed (aPart from integral
square mul t i Pl ier cV) .




the range of coupling ratios varying from 0.6 to 1.3, and the
results are shown in Figs. 9.2,9.3 and 9.4 for integral square
values of body force, tyre deflection and wheel travel respectively'
TheperformanceindicesforthesameconditionsareplottedinFig.
9.5 against damping with the coupì ing ratio as a parameter'
The examination of computer results indicates that there are prac-
tical ìy no cross-coupl ing effects between the front and rear res-
ponses due to damping. The front resPonse is practical ly unaffect-
edwhenthereardampingisvariedandviceversa,i.e.thefront
response is determined by the front damper' and the rear response
by the rear damper. The maximum error resulting from the neglect
of cross-coupling effects due to dampers will not exceed 0'5% for
allcasesinvestigated.Thusthefrontandreardamperscanbe
opt imi sed i ndePendentlY'
Onfurtheranalysisofcomputerresults,itbecomesevidentthat
the mean, square responses can be apProximated to a high degree of





for the front and rear'
For an uncouPìed sYstem
Ct = kt/2
Cr Bz + Cz/Bz
C¡ Bz + C+/Bz
Cs Bz + Cs/Bz
( R=t .o) , the resPect i ve val ues are




















^ fnt*mZ1,6 = --
2
coupled system the values are complicated by
he coupl ing ratio and time delay' Cs evident
R-1) /t2, and rr12 cotresponds to m a o(n+a/a) /L2
ponds to m a u (R+a/b) /12 '





the graphs. Evidently, the relationships are not simple 
l inear




Since the integral square vaìues of response for a fixed 
value of
coupl ing ratio can be expressed in the form
Cr 82 + Cr*r/Bz for the front suspension
and Q p Bzp + Cr*rr/Bz for the rear suspension
where I = 1r3,5
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the performance index for the model can be written as
I = p (C1 B2+C z/ør7 + q(C z Bz+C'+/Bz) + (cu gr+culgr)
+g(Crp Bzp +Czp/Bzp) + q(Cr" B2p+Cap/Bzp) + (Cu" B2p +C ap /Bzp)
(g.t)
there
Now the front and rear can be independently optimised since




ãB; = Q for the minimum
val ue of performance i ndex'
To minimise the front response, *L= 0 must be satisfied' 
which
gives z , z. r
p (cr-c z/Br-) * q(c, - cr/Bz') + (c s'cø/Bz" ) = 0 ß'z)
and establ ishes the functionaì relationship between the weighting
factors for minimum performance index as
q (c: -c,r/gz2) + (c t-c, /822) ß,3)
C r - Cz/Bz2
p against q represents a linear graph similar to
uncoupìed sYstem w¡th R=l '0'
p
The equat ion of
the graph for an
2
The s lope tends to inf in i ty when B2 = cz/c1 ' arìd
to the condition of minimum body force, with lsFz




The corresponding value of q where the vertical I ine intercepts
the horizontal axis is given bY
CzC Cr c
9 v,s' = '
P lI. s'
zCs- 1
The slope is zero whe'" gf = C+/C3' and this value of Bz eorres-
ponds to the condition of minimum tyre deflectioll, given by
lsxo.lmin = 2 [*. The height of the 
horizontal I ine above the
origin is given bY
C+ Cs C¡ Cs (9. s)
Cr C,* Cz C¡
The coordinates given by eq . g.l+ and 9.5 def ine the point through
which aì I characteristics wi I I pass. Fig. 9.8 shows the conditions
for HILLMAN front suspension with R=0'7'
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lf the front damper is varied, the condition for minimum
performance index is given bY
cr-cz) +q(Bz2 c:-c,* )+(g22 cs-cs) 0 (e .6)
It is evident that for any selected pair of weighting factors p
and q, there corresponds one value of Bz that will minimise the
performance index, i.e. lm¡n can be plotted against Bz with p and
q as parameters. lt also means that once the weighting factors
have been seìected, the value of minimum performance index is
fixed for a given model '
p ßi
The computer program B2MIN shown in Appendix C was
at-e the values of lr¡n which have been plotted in
9.10 for HILLMAN model with R=0'7'
used to calcul-
Figs. 9.9 and
The general shape of characteristics is the sarhe for all coupling
ratios (including R=1.0), onìy the ìocation of vert¡cal asymPtotes
corresponding to ÇV.S. and pr.r. will vary as shown in Tables B'3
and 8.4 in Appendix B, and plotted in Figs' 9'11 and 9'12'
The graphs in Figs. 9.9 and 9.'10 show again that the computer op-
timisation procedure wiìl ìead to the value of damping that minimises
thetyredeflectionwhenqiscontinuaìlyincreased'andtothe
value of damping that minimises the body force when p is continually
increased, al ì other parameters remaining constant'
ThusthebasiccomputeroptimisationroutineremainstheSame'
i.e. select the weighting factors, minimise the performance index
from which process get the value of damping' then calculate the
responseandcheckif.theperformanceisacceptable.Foramini.
mum val ue of performance index wi th speci fied val ues of weighting
factors p and q, the corresponding value of damping rate can be







The damping rates corresponding to minimum performance indices
have been caìculated for HILLMAN model with weighting factors











in Fig. 9.13 for verification with computer results'
It can be seen that the values as I isted do agree w¡th Fig' 9'5
which was pìotted with the data from ACSL simulation results'
TABLE 9.1






































Fig. 9.1. \/qriqlion of PerÉo(motlce lndex
crnd coupting Rqtio.
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Fig. 9. f o. Vo ri qt ian ot Perf o r m qnce lndex- qnd cbu¡clingRotio
nILLMAN Model (Uqden) ;
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isr¿ -- c,B. *czlbz
ISKOI = Cr b¿ * Cq /ðr.
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9.4 Suspe nsion Spring S t ì ffness and Coupling Rat io
lftheoveralìstiffnesskoofthemodelistoremainconstantthen
the rear spring stiffness will be a function of the front sPr¡ng
sti ffness and vice versa according to the relationships









To get some idea of the system behaviour as the stiffness of the
suspension springs is varied, the integral square values of body
force, tyre defìection and wheeì traveì were calculated for HILLHAN
modeì us ing ASCL simulation, language'
The response WaS calculated for different values of kz and k2p,
keepingallotherparameterSconstant,includingtheoVerallmodel
stiffness ko. lt really means that the stiffness of rear suspension
springs is decreased according to eq' 9'B as the stiffness of the
front springs is increased'
The resuìts of these simulations are shown in Fi9s. 9.1\r 9'15,
9.16 and 9.17.
After examination of the graphs, the fol lowing broad observations
can be made regarding the response with varying susPension spring
st i ffness and couPl i ng rat io R:
L S. V. BodY Force ( t srz)
ThebodyforceatthefrontandrearSupportpointsgenerallyin.
creases with increasing value of the respective spring stiffness.
But since the overalì stiffness is to remain constant, the stiffness
132.
of the rear spring will decrease in accordance of Eq. 9.8 as the
stiffnessoffrontspringsisincreased.ConsequentIytheforce
at the rear supPort point wìll decrease and the force at the front
supPortpotntwrllincreasewithincreasingfrontspringstiffness.
Also the force increases at the front with increasing coupl ing
rat¡o, and decreases at the rear'
Thus the sum of body forces which causes the vertical body accel-
erat¡onchangesrelativelylittìewiththespringstiffnessand
coupling. ratio as seen f rom Fig' 9'11+'





tyre defìection increases with increasing front spring stiff-
and coupl ing ratio, whi le the rear tyre deflection decreases
increasing rear spring sti ffness to a wel I defined minimum'
then continual lY increases'
The sum of front and rear tyre deflections which forms one 
part of
the performance index generally increases with increasing spring
stiffness and decreases with an increasing coupì ing rat¡o'
The characteristics display wel I defined minima'
I.S.V Relative Wheel Travel ( r sxl 2)
Frontwheeltraveldecreaseswiththeincreasingvaìueoffront
sprìng sti ffness and with decreasing coupl ing rat¡o whi le the rear
wheel travel displays just the opposite behaviour with the result
thatthesumofthefrontandrearintegralsquarevaluesiscons.
tant, and enti rely independent of spring stiffness' Evidently 
the
wheel travel is mainly determined by the mass distribution in the
modeì.
The preliminary investigation of the modeì behaviour, having a var-
iablefrontspringstiffnessandconstantoveraìlstiffnesswill
notreVealifthereisanysignificantinteract¡onbetweenthefront
and the rear responses due to suspension springs.
For closer examination of the cross-coupl Îng effects the response
133.
of the modeì was calculated for different coupling rat¡os whiìe
maintaining a constant rear spring stiffness and varying the front
spring stiffness only, and then reversing the process'
This procedure is
model.
equivalent to a variable overal I stiffness of the
The results of these calculations are shown in Figs.9.18,9'19,
g.20 for varying front spring stiffness with a constant rear spring
stiffness, and Figs. 9,21,9.22,9.23 for varying rear sPring stiff-
ness \^/ith a constant f ront spring stif fness '
Al I graphs demonstrate clearly that there are strong




The interaction effects increase as the coupl ing rat¡o departs more
and more from unity. This is to be expected since the cross-coupling
terms may involve the powers of the expressions
mab( R-1) /L2, mab(R+a/b) /L2 and mab(R+b /a) /tz
as previouslY di scussed'
A number of reìationships seem to be linear functions of the spring
stiffness which is not obvious when the overall stiffness is maint-
ained constant since the rear spring stiffness is a non-l inear fun-
ction of the front spring stiffness'
0wingtothecompìexityoftheproblem,itísnotpossibletocalc.
ulate the integr-al square values by a direct analytical Process us-
ing the principal parameter values of the model ' lt is important'
however, to gain some insight into the relationship between the
weightingfactorsandthespringstiffnessforthecaseofminimum
performance i ndex.
A graphical relationship can be establ ished by carrying out a
large number of computer optimisation processes using Z-dimensional
searchtechniquesWithdifferentvaluesofweightingfactorsand
134.
pl ott i ng the mi n i mum va ì ues of performance i ndex aga i nst 
front
springstiffnesswiththeweightingfactorspandqastheParamet-
ers. The graph wÎl I then indicate the functional relationships
between the quantities involved' and will show the results 
to be
expected when the quant i t i es are v¿¡r i ed '
Tocovertheentirefieldofinterest'aVerylargenumberofcomp-
uter searches wouìd be required for a comprehensive 
plot which is
very expensive and time consuming in terms of avai lable 
computing
resources' unless the simulation is carried out on an 
analogue
comPuter.
A different approach to the problem would be to establish 
approxim-
ate functionaì relationships from digi tal computer simulation 
res-
ults using curve fitting techniques' The results would 
be suffic-
iently accurate over a ìimited range of modeì parameter 
values of
practical interest, and would show the trends to be expected'
Acloserexaminationoftestresultscaìcuìatedwithdifferent
vaìues of spring stiffness and damping rate' but maintaining 
a con-
stant overaìl stiffness, mass distribution and coupling 
ratio' su9-
gests that the integral square values of response due to 
steP input
canbecloselyapproximatedoveralimitedrangeofparametervari-
at¡ons by the exPressions of the form
I.S.V
S.V
= A.Bz +(Xs+Y sk2+ z "k22) 
/82 for the f ront suspens ion
= A 
"Bzp+ 
(X,*Y,k2r + z 
"k|e) 
/er, for the rear suspens ion
P
The coefficients Ar, X", Yr, Z, where s denotes an identifying
numericalsuffix,canbedeterminedfromACsLsimulationresults
using interactíve BASIc program COEF shown in Appendix 
c. The ex-
pressions wi I ì incorporate the interaction effects between 
the





for unladen conditions and in Table B'6 for laden conditions
(Appendix B) with the
square va I ues;-
fol lowing suffices relating to the integral
rear tyre deflection respectively












BASIC Program PERF1, aìso shown in Appendix C was used to verify
the'integral square resPonses for different values of spring st¡ff-
ness and damping. The agreement was found to be quite good' and
adequate to show uP any trends'
since the effect of damping can be investigated independently 
as
discussed in Section 9'3, the damping rates will be held constant
at lSOO tlslm during the investigation of the ef fect of varying
spri ng st i ffness '
\y'ith constant damping for front and rear' the sums of integral
Square values for tyre deflection, reìative wheel travel, and 
body
force resPectiveìy can be expressed as:
2
(Ro+ gek2+ Cekz )+(Ds+ Eokzp + rokr?p)
(Ar+ grkz+ C ¡kzz\+(D¡+Erkzp+ rrkzi)
^2
(Az+ Bzkz+ Czkz'¡+1Dr+ Ezkzp+ F zkzp)
ThecoefficientsA,B,C,D,EandFforasPecifiedcouplingratioare








The performance index can be written in the form
l = g(stsXrz) + q(slsxol) + (slsx12)
and for a minimum value of performance index
dl/dkz = o' hence
p IBz + Zkz c2 + E2(dkr" /dk) + ZFz kzp (dkr" /dkz))
+ q I B s + 2k2 co + Eo (dkr" /dk) + ZFo kzp (dkz" /dkù)
+ [ gr + 2k7 Cr + E1 (dkzr ldkù + 1Ft kzp (dk'" ldkùl





It is evident that for the condition of minimum performance index
there will be a linear reìationship between the weighting factor p
and q irrespective of the complexity of the functional relationship
of kz which determines the slope of the straight I ine characterist-
ics.
lf p is plotted against q for a specified value of coupling ratio,
then the graph will have an infinite slope when
Bz + Zkz C2 + Er(dkrr/dk) + 2Fz kzp (dkzp ldkz) 0 (e. I 6)
and the value of kz calculated f rom eq. 9.16 wil I minimise the
integraì square value of body force'
The graph wi I I have a zeto slope when
Bo + Zkz Ce + Eo (dkr" /dkù + 2Fo kzp (dkz" /dkz) o (9.17)
and the value of kz determined from eq. 9.17 will minimise the
integral square value of tyre deflection'
one would intuitively think that the optimum value of the spring
stiffness will be somewhere between the values that minimise the
tyre deflection and body force resPect ively'
137 .
The values of spring stiffness calcuìated from eqns. 9'16 and 9'17
for different vaìues of coupling ratio are listed in Table 9'2 for
the HILLMAN model, for unladen and ìaden conditions respectively,
and show the probable range of optimum stiffness'
TABLE 9.2




k. for min. k, for min.
Tyre Defl. BodY Force
LADEN
k, for min. k, for min.



















































lnteractive BASIC Program MIN shown in Appendix C was developed to
calculate the value of kz f rom eq. 9.14, for specif ied weighting
factors and coupì ing ratio, using a modified Newton-Rhapson routine'
FORTRAN Programs MlNlFZand MINIPLT were developed later to calculate
and plot lr¡n as a function of kz with weighting factors p and q as
pa ramete rs .
The graphs in Fi9s.9.24 and 9.25 show the relationship between the
minimum performance index and suspension sprîng stiffness for R=0'7r
with weighting factors as parametersrand in Figs. 9.26 t' 9.27 for
R=1 .3.
The graphs clisplay characteristics simi lar to an uncoupled system
(n=1.0) where increasing value of q wiìl lead to spring stiffness
that minimises the tyre defìection, and increasing value of p will
1 38.
lead to spring that minimises the body force, thus justifying the
pr i nc i pì es of computer search.
But again, once the weighting factors have been selected, the min-
imum value of the performance index and the spring stiffness that
minimises the performance index are al I fixed.
9.5 The influence of Vehicle SPeed on I nteqral Square Response
The vehicle speed has a two-fold effect:
(1) The integral square values of response due to random road
input are cV times that due to unit step input, where c
involves the road roughness parameter, and V is the vehicle
- speed.
(Z) The cross-coupl ing effects of front and rear resPonses
which depend on the time-delay between the front and rear
excitations for a given coupl ing ratio R.
The time delay affects the phase relationship between the super-
imposed cross resPonses. S¡nce the frequency of free osci I lations
is determined by suspension parameters such as the effective mass
and stiffness, the phase between the front and rear responses will
affect the ampl itude of the combined response.
lntegral square values of resPonse for the HILLMAN model with con-
stant suspension parameters are shown in Figs. 9.28 to 9.34 as a
function of vehicìe speed and coupl ing ratio R.
The response of an uncoupled system (¡=t.O) is independent of veh-
icle speed as expected, and the cross-transfer effects decrease
with increasing vehicle speed as indicated by decreasing values of
integral square resPonse.
The maximum values of integral square resPonse for the rear wheel
correspond to a vehicle speed of approximately 35 n/s, or a time
delay of 0.073 sec. lretween the front and rear wheel excitatíons.
This amount of delay is of the same order of magnitude as the
period of the hop frequency of the front wheel (O.OA¡ sec.), which
139.
suggests that the wheel hop frequencies may be mainly responsible
for the cross-transfer effecEs.
This view is further reinforced by the fact that the maxima for
laden and unladen conditions occur at the same speed, demonstrated
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1 O. STATE VARI ABL ES AND COVARIAN CE MATRIX METHODS
APPL I ED TO CAL CU LAT I ON OF I NTE GRAL SQUARE VALUES
10. 1 lntroduction
The response calculations of vehicle models with a coupl ing rat¡o
different from unity have been carried out by the use of ACSL
digital simulation so far'
ACSL is a special language developed for digital simulation of
dynamicalsystems,andassuchisusuallynotavailableongeneral-
purpose computing systems normal ly used in commerc'e and industry'
Itwouldbeanadvantage,howeverrifthemodelresPonsecouldbe
calculated using any of the more common computer languages such
as FORTRAN, BASIC or PASCAL for which the compilers are more
readi ly avai lable.
ThestartingpointineachcaseWouldbethealgorithmsbasedon
state variables and processed in the computer by a series of
matrixoperations.SinceBAslcistoolimitedandinflexÎblein
itsapplications,andPAsCALisstillarelativelynev''language'
this leaves FORTRAN 4 or F0RTRAN 5 as the obvious choice'
ln chapter 7 a closed form solution of integral square resPonse
wasobtainedintermsofmodelparametersforanuncoupledmodel




10.2 State variable anal ysis of a hal f-car model
lntheanalysisthatfollows,aslightlydifferent,lesscumber-
some nomencìature will be used, with symbols as under:-
k1 = front spring stiffness ks = rear sPring stiffness
c1 = front damper rate ca = rear damper rate
mI = front unsPrung mass m3 = rear unsprung mass
k, = front tyre st i ffness k ¡ = rear tyre st i ffness
162.
m = total sprung mass
J = body mass moment of inertia
L '= length of wheelbase
a = distance of front axle from body centre of mass
b = distance of rear axle from body centre of mass
Vertical and pitching motions are only considered, and body support
point forces ur and u3 are assumed to exist between the axleS and
the body at the front and rear, respectively. The model, shown in
Fig. 10.1, has four degrees of freedom and eight state variables.
Note that yt, yz, y3, yq and yc rePresent vert¡cal displacements

















Fiq. 10.1 DYNAMIC VEHICLE MODEL
The equations of motion are:-
(y.- yr)Ç - ur = mr ir
(y¡- yr)ku - u3 = mg yg
êur - bu, = ¡ä
ur+u2 =mÏc
where 0= (yr.-y)/L
Also yz = Yc + a 0= Yc * .(Y,' V+)/t













whích give yç ("yu+bVl.)/t







a ur - b u3 = J(iz - iòtt = mr'(ï, - Vu)/t
and u1 * u3 = t(" y-u + b ir) /t
ur = (yr - yz) kr + (ir - yz)ct
u3 = (yr - y+) kg + (ia - i,*) ce
whe re
and
Define the state variables as fol lows:-
XI YI - Ya
x2 Yz - Yt
x3 y3 - yb
xl+ y4 - y3
Since a ur - b u3 = nì r'(iz - ïr)tt
and ul + u3 = m(b Vz + a Y+)/l-
it follows t at
ïz = xø = ur(l + a'/r')/n + us










i, = ir = -xr k^/mt - ut/mt




where {w }= [yu io]t denotes the input velocity disturbance
(to.tt)
vector due to random road profi le.
and coefficient matrices B¡
0010





-k¡lm3 0 0 0
0000

















































(t+az / 12) /n
The disturbance inPuts Yu and Yo
following the same Path, excePt
D = L/U with respect to t" .
B
identical for the wheels


























where !(t) is scalar white noise with intensity cV'









the weighted sum of mean












+ qe(Ys yo)2 + qu(yu rr¡ 2]atÌ
qqare the weighting factors, and E{'} denotes
can be expressed in terms of selected state













































































Since the performance index is an average value taken over an
finite time period, ¡t is independent of the initial state of
system. To simplify calculations, the assumPtion will be made
that the initial state is zero'
tn-
the
As the white noise disturbance w, and w. originate from the same
Source, and have zero means, the covariance matr¡x of the disturb-
ance vector according to (63) is
{ wr (tr) w, (tz) }
{ wa (t, ) ,r (tz) }
E { wr (tr)





DIRAC ô-function, and D denotes the time delay LlV'
ui and u3 were given by equations 1O'9 and 10'10 as
u1 = (yr-yz)kr + (ir-iz)cr





or v/( tt,tzl="u[å Nutt'-t2)+cv









The performance i ndex










E{ /t[ ^t 
F Rr Fr x + x Q xr]dt]
o
=rTi i tt J'¡*'{r n' rr + Q)x lat
Lim 1 ,t frfxr
J+ooJ -'ó I




{*(t) } = A{x(t)} + s{w(t)}
where 4=[1 +81 Fr
The matrix equation 1O'16 has the solution
x(t) = o (t) x(o) * ¡a (t,t)s(t)w(t)¿t
where 0(t,t) is the state transition matrix'
FRrrT+Q
system can be described in terms of system matrix equation
(ro.t6)
(10.17)
previous statement regarding the in itial state'
matr¡x, equation 10.16 can be written as
of 
to(t,t) B w(t)dt (ro.lg)
Since x(o)






10.2o is based on
a matrix, then
= ,lt wr (r)
-_ Ít dr lt
Equat ion
and M is
the theorem that if x and y are vectors'
xrMy=tr(yxrM)
lntegrating and taking the expectation of both sides of eq' 10'20'
the result is
Br or (t,t)dt R /t o (t,'r')g w(tr)drt 
(lo'lg)
tr[ w(t')wr (t) Br or (t,r) Ro (t,r') B I at'(10'20)
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E t /' x(r) n x[t) ¿t ]
o
.r 
tdt It d'r It tr[ e{w(1')wr(t}at or(t,t)R o(t,t')g]
ooo
o, lt 
gw(.t'r) Btot (t,t) n o (t,t')dt')
.rtdt 1td'r .rtô (t'-t)
ooo
ul o(r -t+o)d (t,r)n o(t,t')dt'
uf /t ¿t /toT(t,t)n o lt,'r-D)dr
DT










For further development ¡t is advantageous to partition the 8 x 2 matr¡x
B into two column vectors b1 and b2, i'e' g =[ b' i u'] "t 
in ref ' 69'
and to express the covariance matrix of the disturbing vector as in eq'
10.14, i.e.
w(t',T) å] u,''-t+D). F tô(t'-t-D) 
]= cv{ t¿ to tr'-.)* [3
Hence,
BVJ (t ' ,'r) Bt =
= cV I B Brô(t'-t)+b1 br2 6(t'-t+D)+b2br1 ô(t'-r-o)]
0n substituting the right hand side of equation 10'22
the result is
+ br
+ bz br .f oodt I' or (t,t) n o (t,r+o)dt ]
T+D
(to.zzl




X R x dt) =
cV trlB BT
+urbi
or(t,t) R o (t,'r')dt'
b, bl ô('r'-a-o)d (t,t)R o (t,T ')dt'] (10'23)










dt Jt br.f tdt It
oo










From the proPerties of state transition matrix it follows that
o(t,r-o) = o(f ,r)Q (r,r-D)
and 0(t,t+D) =Q[t,t) O (t'r+D)
\./ith these substitutions equation 10.24 becomes
168.
bi P (t) o (t,t-o) ¿t
.f-o ø, f, o (t+D,t) P (t+o)dt] (10'25)
T











where P(t) represents the symmetric matrix function
p (t)
T
0 (r,t) R o (t,t)dr ( 1 0.26)
It may be shown by differentiation rco that P(t) satisfies the 
matr¡x
di fferential equation
p (t) AT p(t)+P(t)A+R (to.zl)
Foralineartime-invariantsystemP(t)approachestheconstantsteady
state value Þ as T tends to infinity (nef' 66) ' and Ê(t) 
*o'
Eq. 10.27 can now be written as
T p+ÞA+R (ro.zB)




Equ. 1028 can be soìved for Þ which
involving 16 simultaneous equations'
t i on by comPuter i s thus feas i bl e '
For a time-invariant sYstem
o(t1,tz) = eXPI nttr-tz)]
is an 8 x B syrffnetric matrix,
EvidentlY, onìY a numerical
thus
sol u-
Hence o (t , t- o) o (t+0, t) =e
AD (lo.zg)
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,rt g{ cv trf
p ¿¡ + br
T




+ u, bI Þ .r t'oot (t+D,t)dt]
o




Since b1, bz , bz b r
can be exPressed in
Prog ram I NDEX i n
formance indices
in this chaPter.
The p rog ram i s
ELI MI N, TRANS,
T = cV a, I g gt +2 e br bz Þl
' , F and exp(lo) are square matrices ' €9' 10'29
the final form as
AD
F0RTRAN 5 (Appendix C) was developed to calculate per-
by state variables and matrix operations as outì ined
fai rly ìong, and comPrises the




The data used was that corresponding to
coupl ing ratio R=0.7'
TABLE 1 O. 1
unladen HILLMAN model having a
COMPARI SON OF CALCULATED PERFORMANCE I NDI CES '







Per o rma nce
50
0.820\587
0.823890.821610.80487o.l60t+6Prog ram I NDEX
(Covariance Matrix)
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The overall computing cost by matrix methods is approximately tb'¡ce that
of ACSL simulation for the same amount of end results, The main cost
areas seem to be the setting uP and solving the LYAPUNQV equation, also
developing the solution for exp(ao) in the form of a series.
ACSL digital simulation language, on the whole is much more versatile
since ¡t also provides the complete time response of the model in addition
to mean square val ues.
171 .
1 1. ANALOGUE COMPUTER SIMULATION
11.1 lntroduction
The electronic analogue computer is weìl known for its versatilitv,
in simulations relating to all types of dynamical systems, and it
was used for that purpose almost exclusively before the development
of digitaì simuìation languages.
The outstanding feature of the analogue computer is the extreme
flexibil ity associated with the setting of the model parameter
values during the simulation process and di rect interaction between
the machine and the operator so that possible trends in the behav-
iour of the model are immediately noticed'
However, the analogue computer has its shortcomings aìso, charact-
erist¡c to its principle of operat¡on'
Since the signal-to-noise ratio has an economical ly achievable
limit in any electronic device, the accuracy of the analogue machine
depends on the qual ity of components used in its manufacture. ln
any case, the signal-to-noise ratio is finite, hence the accuracy
and repeatabi I i ty of an analogue machine cannot paral lel that of
-a digital computer.
ln d i rect s imulat ion an accuracy of the order of 0. 5% to 1"/" is
typicaì, but can be considerably worse depending on the type and
number of operations in sequence. ln order to reduce the percentage
error in simulation to as low a value aS possible, ¡t is necessary
to operate the machine at signal levels approaching the output vol-
tage limit of the machine, hence the magnitude scaling becomes a
necess i ty .
The scal ing process is somewhat cumbersome, and not always a
straightforward process since the maximum values of model response
must be known in advance. ln most simulat¡on problems the maximum
va ì ues of response can on ly be est i mated approxi matel y, and th i s
uncertainty can become embarrassing when suddenly one or more amp-
I ifiers wi I ì overload during simulation, indicating that the
required analogue signal levels exceed the voìtage limit of the
mach i ne.
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The only remedy then is to rescale the whole problem which can
be quite tedious, moreover there are no guarantees that ¡t wilì
not happen again if d¡fferent parameters are varied. Hence int-
erruptions in simulation process are to be expected.
Time scal ing is also necessary if the time resPonse of the
physicaì system approaches that of the machine or if the output
is to be recorded on a ìow-speed plotting device such as an X-Y
chart recorder.
The problems associated with scaì ing do not arise in digital sim-
uìation since a magnitude does not have to be represented by a
voltage, hence the growing popularíty of digital simulat¡on. Also
the accuracy and repeatability wiìl far exceed the capabilities of
any ana l ogue mach i ne.
But the digital simulation process is not as fìexible as the
anaìogue simulation since for each model parâmeter change a new
run of calculations would be required with a new set of data cards,
also the actual user of the results is somewhat remote from the
process, and the direct ì ink of observation as the simulation
proceeds is lost.
The analogue machine used to simulate the dynamical behaviour of
L car model in connection w¡th this thesis was the model EAI-580
Analogue Computer at the School of Electrical Engineering, S.A.
I nsti tute of Technology, Level s Campus. The photograph of the










The basic features of the machine are outlined in the operating
manual, and wi I I not be discussed here'
The computer has been used for sirni lar s¡mulation studies qu¡te
extensivety on Previous occasions as outì ined in references (¡O)
and (Zo) .
11.2 Mathematical Model and Parameter Val ues
The haìf-car model shown in Fig. 11.2 was used in analogue comp-
uter simulation. The input to the model was a unit steP appl¡ed
to the front wheels at time t=0, and a delayed step appìied to
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= (xr-xz)kz + (ir-*r)Bz
= (xrp -xzp ) kzp + (*rp -i<zp)Bzp
= -f z/mt + (xo-xr)krlmr
= -f zp/m¡p+ (xop-xrp) krp/mrp
= (f r+f rr) /n
= (. f, - 6 f2p)/J













Add¡ tîonal relationships are:-
xr=X+aÔ-G
*z = *.^+ aô
U
The simulation was based on HILLMAN model with the following






















= 1 55860 H/m
= 1800 Ns/m


















11 .3 Scalinq, Machine Equations and Patch i nq
Since the nraximum output of the machine is one machine unit (lOV),
and the maximum physical quantiaY "r"* must 
be represented by a
corresponding machine quantitY I X]max less than or equal to one
m.u., the scale factor can be expressed simply as:-
Scale factor = Max. phys ical quanti ty/1m'u'
or S. F *r"*/[*]r"* = "r""/1t' u
Now the nag i tude of the phys i ca I quant i ty X is given by
x = s.F.[x]
where IX] ¡s the corresponding machine quantity in m'u'
Thus it is necessary to estimate the expected maximum values in
proposed simulation, and then to rewrite the equations of motion
in terms of machine quantities before the problem can be patched
on the comPuter.
The following scaì ing
the modeì:-
f 2 = 90000[F2]
fr, = 90000[F2p]
'" = 360[f,1,f" = 16txrl
rc = 1 .6[L]

























= 1 .6 [x1]
= 3OOo [Ï 1P]
= 5o [i,"1










with the scal ing relationships shown the machine equations
now be expressed as:-
90000[r, ] = 1 .2[xi zf 19972 + 50 [ i" ]t 8oo
or Lrr) = o.2663lxtzl + t.oooo [itz]
Similarly
lFzyf= o. 3oo8[xrr"] + o.8ooo[irr*]
Ix'] = -0.5832[rz¡+ 1.616t[xor]
I i'"J = -0.55121F zp] + 1 .5272[xo t"l
Ir"l = 0.4950[ Fr] + 0.4950[Fzp]
I O I = s .1227 [rr] -o .96621F zYJ
Iir] = [U] + o.l48s[,i]
Ii,*] = [L] - o.7338lOJ
IxrJ=[x"] +o.5aB9[0]
IxrJ=tx,] -0.7338[0]
I xo ,"]= 0.6250 [xop] - [xt"]
lxrrÅ= 1.3333[xt"] - 1.33331x2p)
I i,z]= t.zooofi,]- o.32oo lxr]
I i, r"J = I .2500 Lirp] - o.4ooo [izr]
lf the real time is denoted by t, and the machine time

























or dt¡.,- = ß
h/henß<l.0,thesimulationprocessisfasterthantherealtime'
and vice versa.
The integration relationships incorporating the magnitude and
t i me sca I es a re now exPressed as : -
lIxt ßo/g) / [x1] dr
(37.s/Ð /[i] ar
(60/Ð / [ü'" ]¿r
(¡1.25/Ð /[ i'"] ¿r
















The computer patching diagram for simulation of the *-car model,
together with al I potentiometer settings and ampl ifier gains





time scal ing of the simulation was effected by simply altering
integrator gains to suit the needs of computation.
For general simulation and measurement the problem was slowed
down 10 times (ß = 10) while for the purposes of plotting on X-Y
plotter the probìem was slowed down '100 times (ß = tOO).
The input excítation to the road wheels was a step of one machine
unit, the step to the rear wheeìs being delayed by a time interval
a.r = (L/v) ß.
The time delay was derived from the computer time base by use of
the comparator and the electronic swi tch on logic panel . The













FIG. 11.2 - DIAGRAM OF TIME DELAY CIRCUIT
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The operation of the time-delay ci rcui t is as fol ìows:-
For a conputer time-base setting of I sec the time-base ramp rises
lincarly from zero volts to lm.u. (10 volts) in that time interval.
lf now the potentiometer P04 is set to value equal to the time
deìay D=L/U, the reference voltage input to the comparator will
be - D volts (O<l). The tîme-base voltage will require D sec to
reach the same value but of opposite sign. As soon as the sum of
the reference voltage and that of the time-base reaches zero, the
comparator drives the electronic switch to conduct, thus applying
the unit step through the switch to the summing junction of ampl-
ifier 75. The output of the amplifier is a delayed step function
which is then applied to the rear wheels of the rnodel.
As the computer time base is changed when the simulation is speed-
ed up or slowed down, the circuit wiìl always maintain the correct
time-delay relationship relatively to computer integration
i nterva I .
To obtain the integrals of mean squared values, the responses were
squared and integrated according to patching diagram shown in Fig.
11 .3.
0wing to shortage of integrators
for separation of front and rear
it was necessary to employ switches
integral square val ues.








(1/ß) Í{1 .6[xo'] ] d'r =
(1/ß) 1 1.2[x,r] ]'d, =
(1/ß I{9x1ou[ rr; ]'d. =
2
(2.s6/ g) /[xo '] dr2(t.44/ß Ixtrl dt
(o.8lxlor o/ß) I[r 2]2 ar
The scaìe factors with ß = 10.0 are thus 0.256, 0.144 and O.8lOxl0s



















F I G. 11 .3 - PATCH I NG D I AGRAM FOR I NTEGRAL SQUARE VALUES
11.4 Results
The response of the model to a unit step input was monitored on
C.R.0. screen, and was found to fulìy agree with the results
obtained from digital ACSL simuìation'
Typicaì responses recorded on HEWLETT PACKARD X-Y plotter are
shown in Fis. .l1.4, corresponding to a road speed of 30 m/s. A
more comprehensive set of graphs corresponding to different road
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ln Fig. ,l1.4 only the accelerat¡on and velocity of the mass
centre as well as the angular acceleration and velocity of the
body are shown for comparison with the results from ACSL simul-
ation which are shown in Figs. 11.5 and l1'6'
It can be seen that there is a good agreement between analogue
and digital simulation results.
The simulation pertains to å-car unladen HILLMAN model with a







= I 55860 N/m
= 1 55860 N/m
= '1800 Ns/m
= 1 8oo Ns/m
Bz
Bzp
As soon as the agreement between the results of analogue and
digital simulations had been confirmed, additional simulat¡on
runs were conducted at vehicle speeds and varying susPension par-
amete rs .
ln these investigations the attention was mainly focussed on
integral square values of response and performance index as def-
ined in previous sections of the thesis.
It was soon noticed, however, that significant differences did
occur in the values of performance index as demonstrated by
graphs in Figs. 11.7,11.8 and 11.9.
The corresponding anaìogue and digital computer results are tab-
uìated in Appendix A in Tables 41, A2,44, 45, A7 and A8'
The integral square val ues and the performance indices from
analogue simulation were significantly lower than the values
obtained from digitaì simulation. lt was also observed during
anaìogue simulation that there was a random error associated
with repeatabilitY.
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involved in analogue simulation, the aPParent scale factors for
integral square vaìues were calculated from the rat¡os (t.s.v
Digital)/(l.S.V Analogue) for relative tyre deflections, wheel
travel and body force respectively. The values are I isted in
Tables A3, A6 and A9 in APPendix A.
The examination of the calculated ratios in the tables reveals
that a large discrepancy exists between the theoretical and actual
scale factors for integral square values of tyre deflections,
whi le there are relativelysmal I discrepancies in case of wheel
travel and body force.
The theoretical scale factors calculated for integral square
responses are ìisted beìow which then can be compared with the
actual scale factors calculated from comparison of anaìogue and
digital simuìation results.
Theoreticaì scale factors :-
l.S.V. Dynam¡ctyredefìection O'256^'/m'u'
l.S.V. Relative wheeì travel 0.144 ^2/^.u.
l.s.v. Body Force o'Btxloe N2lm'u'
t.S.V. Body acceleration 12.96x103 (n/sz)'/^.u.
The mean values and standard deviations of actual scale factors
are listed in Tabìe 11.1.
TABLE 1 1 .1
SCALE FACTORS CALCULATED FROM ANALOGUE SIMULATION RESULTS
SOURCE TABLE A9
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The data listed in Table 11.1 indicate that there are constant
systematic errors as wel ì as random errors associated with integ-
raì square values of response. The results shown were taken on
different days, and the potentiometers were checked and reset
before each simulation run. Also careful stat¡c checks were
carried out before the actual s imulat ion runs '
The systematic errors can easily be compensated for by applying
appropriate correction factors to integral square values, or by
adjustment to potentiometers 00,05 and 09 of the summing amplif-
ier 4.l, and then in the absence of a random error the summing
ampl ifier output wi I ì agree with the performance index as obtain-
ed by digitaì simulation.
0n the other hand, if the random error is significant, it is not
possible to establ ish the precise ìocation of minima in perform-
ance i ndex cha racterÎ st i cs.
Typical characteristics are shown in Figs' 11 '7,11'8 and 11 '9'
ln Fig. 11.7 the suspension parameters are held constant and the
road speed is varied while in Figs. 11.8 and 11.9 the road speed
is constant and suspens ion spring sti ffness is varied.
It can be seen from Figs. 11.8 and 11.9 that the characterístics
are very flat, and near the point of minima the performance index
varies only by 0.3% for +10% variation in spring stiffness about
the val ue that min imises the performance index'
This observation raises two questions:-
(i) What is the maximum acceptable uncertainty in parameter
values that can be tolerated in a parameter optimisat-
ion Problem.
(i i¡ 1nlhat magnitude random errors can be expected in the
values of performance index obtained in analogue simu-
lation.
It is rather d¡ff¡cult to give a precise answer to (¡), but a
figure of +5N would be about the maximum error that could be tol-
erated, which means that the random errors in performance index
r 89.
should not exceed 0.15%.
It can be said without hesitation that thîs order of accuracy and
repeatabi I ity cannot be obtained with a general purpose analogue
machine, hence an accurate quantitative analysis on the basis of
analogue computer resul ts appears to be impracticable.
It is of
expected
interest, however, to examine the accuracy that can be
in present anaìogue computer simulation'
The performance index is expressed as
o2-2222
= q{.^árt *.rãr">}+ {<xizt * (x1ru'} * p{<Fz> + <Fzp>}
or
2 2 2
= g(Xott, *.<xrz)s + P.<Fz (tt.t)s
where s denotes the sum of the resPective integral square values
for front and rear susPensions.
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This gives
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and Sl, Sz, S3 êre the corresponding scale factors'









the variance of scale factors.
(tt.o)
l9o .
ol= tt¡ti: , Ì'or1 + {[x ,'r) r]'ol, {PLr}1, }'or'
c2-2
= {q ."oit, oS,/S 1 }'+ 1axt2>s orr/Sr}
+ {p .<Fz2r, oS ,/lr}'
( I 1 .7)
The percentage errors expected in the value of performance indices
have been calculated, and are listed in Tabìes 43, A6 and A9 of
Appendix A.
The mean val ues of exPected
are ì isted below.
From Table A3
random errors in performance indices









It is clear that the random errors will be relatively small, but
nevertheless wi I ì exceed the desi red 0 .15%, hence the analogue
computer results will be of doubtful value in an accurate para-
meter opt¡misation Process.
At this point ¡t is also instructive to
errors in integral square vaìues listed
TABLE 11 .2
exami ne the sYstemat i c
in Table 11.2.











































The examination of vaìues listed in Table 11.2 reveals that the
errors in integral square values of wheel travel and body force
are general ly within the range of the accuracy expected from an
analogue machine, but overalì they seem to be a little hi9h. This
is mainly due to multipl ier errors, and subsequent integration of
errors.
The errors in integraì square value of tyre deflections, hou'/ever,
are far in excess of the error usually associated with analogue
simulation. The reason for this large error is probably explained
by reference to Fíg. 11.10 which shows the plots of outPuts, from
ampl ifiers 75 (xot) and 76 (Xolp) against time.
FRONT TYRE DEFLECTION
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FtG. 11.10 FRONT AND REAR TYRE DEFLECTIONS
(from ampl ifiers 75 and 76 respectively)
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It can be seen that the siqnaì exists only for a very short Per¡od
of the total integration interval, and amplifier output is zero
for the rest of the interval.
This means that the integrators following the muìtipliers will be
integrat¡ng the multiplîer errors for the most part of the integ-
rating period, and the error would increase with increasing integ-
rat i ng peri od.
Hence,
sq ua re
the exceptional ly large error associated with the integral
value of tyre defìection.
Set the requ i red we i ght i ng factors on potent iometers
00 and 05.
Vary spri ng st i ffness for mi n imum performance i ndex
Pìot graphs of minimum performance index against spring
stiffness rvith rveighting factors as parameters'
11.5 Summary
The aim of analogue simulation hras to establish the susPension par-
ameter val ues corresponding to minima in performance indices so as
to establ ish the relationships between the weighting factors and
corresponding minima of performance indices for different values
of coupl i ng rat io.
The process, in principle, wouìd be simple and take much less time
and computing effort wi th associated computing costs than the dig-
ital simuìation, provided the accuracy of the analogue comPuter is
adequate for this PurPose.




During the actual simulation it was found that the situation was
much more compl icated, mainly because of very flat characteristics
of the performance indices in the region of minima, and random
errors in computed values of performance indices which tended to
mask the location of exact points of minima. 0wing to shal lowness
of the characteristics the analogue computer just has not suffic-
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ient repeatabil ity in order to establish the points of minima
wi th adequate rel iab i I i ty unl ess large numbers of readings are
taken for each test point and statistícal processing of results
i s i ntroduced.
The accuracy of direct response of the analogue computer when
compared with the results from the digital machine is very good -
less than 0.5% error, but after multipì ication of signals and
subsequent integration, the in¡tial high accuracy is gradually
lost aìong the line of processing so that the errors become
significant, especial ìy in the case where the signal occurs only
for a very short period of the total integration interval, and
the integrators integrate onìy the mul tipl ier errors for the
rest of the intervaì.
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12. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
ln this thesis the techniques of optimal controì theory have been
applied to the analysis and synthesis of linear' Passive suspensions
for road veh i cl es.
The process of optimisation involves the minimisation of the quantity
known as the performance index, with the v¡eur to obtaining a suspension
that has opt¡mum characteristics.
The performance index is a function of several design variables, and
is a measure of dynamic behaviour of the suspension with respect to var-
iabìes such as accelerat¡on, veìocity and displacement.
The technique of optimisation, although quite straight-forward in
theory, involves some compl ications when it comes to its practical
implementation.
Probably the most difficult and grey area in its application is the
representative form of the performance index, i.e. which variables would
most appropriately describe the optimum system'
The other aspect of concern is the choice of suitabìe weighting
factors, i.e. which variables need be penal ised more heavily than others
in order to achieve the best overall characteristics for the suspension.
By optimum performance ¡t is impl ied that aìl critical quantities
that contribute to the overall resPonse of the system must have oPt¡mum
val ues.
ln the present attalysis of the problem, the mean square vaìues of
body acceleration, tyre deformat¡on and relative wheeì travel were taken
ês the critical quantities since they directly reìate to ride comfort,
road holding and vehicìe handling. ln an ideal system all these critical
quantities should have minimum values when appropriate susPension para-
meters are chosen.
ln the case of passive suspensions some of these resPonses can be
minimised by a suitabìe choice of suspension parameters, while some
have no minima at al l.
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Furthermore, mi n i ma of d i fferent responses corresPond to d i fferent
va I ues of s uspens i on Pa rameters ,
Hence, the selection and design becomes a comPromise, a trade-off
of one performance feature against another, often dictated by subject¡ve
opinion of the designer or a testing team.
Since the whole aspect of rroptimisationrris rather subjective, ¡t
may be expected that different designers will arrive at slightly differ-
ent solutions for the same basic model since there are no absolute perf-
ormance standards. As there are no rexactr sol utions, di fferent des ign-
ers will come up with sl ightly different troptimaìrt systems by accepting
different performance criteria. Much will depend on the exPerience and
subjective opinion of a particular designer as to which aspect of perf-
ormance is considered to be more critical.
Additional uncertainties such as the tyre stiffness and the payload
wi I I further compl icate the issue. Shouìd the suspension be optimised
for tyre sti ffness that corresponds to speci fied inflation pressure or
should allowances be made for the spread of stiffness characteristícs
assocÍated with commercial tyres? Should the temperature effects be
considered for a vehicle traveìling on a hot bitumen road typical to
Austral ian summer? Should the susPension be optimised for a laden or
un I aden passenger veh i cl e?
It is partly to the advantage of the designer that the minima of
responses are relatively flat so that the changes in suspension param-
eters about the nominal values wilì resuìt in very slight changes to
response, hence do not significantly modify the overal I behaviour once
the basic parameters have been chosen.
It has been demonstrated that the performance index in the form of
weighted integral square values of response is not an absolute measure
of suspension quality but onìy serves as a characteristic quantity in
computer optimisation process for trade-off studies'
ln the process different values of weighting factors will result
in different values of minimum performance index but may correspond to
exactly the same system, while a specified value of minimum performance
index may correspond to vastly different systems as dictated by the
196.
we¡ghting factors.
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FtG. 12.1 RELAT IONSH I P BETWEEN M IN. PERFORMAi'ICE
INDEX AND WEIGHTING FACTORS.
Another compì ication associated with the optimisation and trade-off
studies is the fact that lS0 standards specify the recommended limits
of maximum acceleration in terms of exposure to vibration without any
reference to corresponding road input spectrum'
lf it is assumed that continuous 8-hour comfort limit applies to a
good motorway for a vehicle travelling at near the maximum permissible
road speed (lOO t<m/frr on most Austral ian principal roads) , then some
answers must be found for the foìlowing questions:-
( i ) l,/hat i s a reasonab le cont inuous period of exposure to
vibration in a vehicìe traveìl ing on a poor road (duration
of travel ) ?
(¡¡) \^/hat road roughness and veh i cì e speed wou ld adequate I y
describe the conditions of travel I ing on a tyPical rough
road where the bottoming of suspension and road holding
become the ì imiting criteria of performance'
Computer optimisation routines in ì iterature are often appl ied to
tracked vehicles, and for very good reasons. Here the roughness sPect-
rum of the track is confined to relatively narrob, limits, and the accel-
t64
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eration I imits can be specified in terms of acceìeration spectral
density. Also the speed of the vehicle is fixed by the design of the
system. Thus there are f ixed specif ications which the system \^'¡ I I have
to meet, and trade-off studies are carried out to meet the specifications'
The situation for a road vehicle is vastly different since the road
roughness varies enormously for different types of road, hence it would
be desirable to compare the reìative characteristics of different susP-
ensions without any reference to the level of input excitation to the
road wheeì s.
one method of achieving this is to plot the mean square values of
body acceleration against tyre deformation for an arbitrary level of
random input, with the wheeì travel as a constant Parameter.
The presentation of vehicle response in this form el iminates the
road roughness as a variable. The procedure is discussed at length in
Ref. (85) where the simulations were carried out on an analogue machine
with random signal input to å-car model, and the RMS value of total
dynamic body deflection (tyre deflection + wheel travel) was taken as a
constant parameter.
The simulation was conducted as follows:-
R.M.S. value of total dynamic deflection þras calculated for typical
val ues of spri ng st i ffness and dampi ng. Then the spring st i ffness was
varied which changed the total def lection. Now the damper l^/as varied
to restore the initial value of total deflection. The Process was re-
peated for a whole range of spring stiffnesses and damping, and finally
body acceleration was pìotted against tyre deflection for a constant
vaìue of total deflection as a parameter.
Simulations were repeated for different values of total dynamic
deflection, and the resuìts when pìotted gave a graph of general form





















R.M.3. 0ynomic Tgre De{lection
FIG. 12.L - RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN BODY ACCELERATION
AND DYNAMIC TYRE DEFLECTION
After a number of graphs had been plotted' an envelope as shown in
dotted I ines was drawn, and the opt¡mum suspension was defined as one
which resulted in minimum value of tyre deflection indicated by letter
rrorr in Fig. 12,2.
lnstead of using digital or analogue simulat¡on, the integral
vaìues of responses due to Step input can be calculated from model
meter values using Parseval's Theorem.
squa re
Pa ra-
It was shown in Chapter 5 that for t-car model with a unit steP input
the integral square values of resPonse are given by the expressions:-
. 2- kr 82. - kz (mr+mz)aur-, " Z Br-
2(xo 1) = 2ktmz
( m +m









It can aìso be shown that the integral square value of total dynamic
deflection is given bY:-
.^1,, =*ìH?*t,ry. k,g-.',) .fffi'f, fiz.t)
tg9.
For a constant value of total def lection t^t'r'= CONST., the
relationship between damping and susPension spring stiffness is given
by
2




lf now the spring stiffness is varied the value required of damping
for constant total dynamic deflection of the mass centre is given by
the solution of the equation
B;-(consr)ffi ,,mz3kr - 2 kz mz2. kr2 (mr+mù ] = O-116r), -ñ;;---]-
The spring stiffness k2 can now be varied, and corresponding damping
calculated from the quadratic such that the integral square value of
total dynamic deflection remains constant.
The computer program 0PT1 shown in Appendix C was used to calculate
the integral square values of response corresponding to t-car HILLMAN
models. The results of the calculations are plotted in Fig. 12.3 for
the front suspension and in Fig. 12.4 for the rear suspension respectiv-
eì y.
The optimum values of suspension spring sti ffness and damping rate
were obtained from the graphs and are I isted in Table 12.1 for comparison.
TABLE 12.1 OPT I MUM SUSPENS I ON å-CAR MODEL
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It is expected that the values listed in Table 12.1 will be close
to the vaìues that minimise the integral square value of dynamic tyre
deflection.
ln Chapter 5 it was shown that for minimum value of dynamic tyre
deflection
kzopr - kl Dtfnzl¡¡'tf z
and BzoPr
After substitut¡ng the values,
kzopr = 12765 N/n
Bzopr = 1832 Ns/m
and
kzopr .= 250U7 N/n




for the front suspension




which are very close to the previous results.
A similar analysis can be extended to å-car model
al constraint of constant overal I static stiffness, i
with the addition-
e. ko = CONST.
The integral square values for a coupled nrodeì (n*l .O) can be ob-
tained by analogue or by digital simulation, but the process would be
lengthy and rather expensive in terms of computing costs if carried out
on a digital machine.
The computations for an uncoupled modet (R=l.O) are relatively
straight-forward, and can be carried out using equations shown in Chapter
B. The calculations were carried out for {-car HILLMAN model (n=t.O)
using interactive Basic Program 0PT2 shown in Appendix C, and the
results are plotted in Fi9. 12.5 for the modeì having an overall stat¡c
sti ffness ko = 4081 3 N/m.
Theltoptimumil values obtained from Fig. 12.5 are shown in Table 12.2.
Performance index shown was calculated with weighting factors
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OPTI}4UM SUSPENSION å-CAR MODEL
HILLMAN DATA (UNLADEN), R=l.0, KO = 40813 N/M)
Sum
The suspens ion parameter val ues and I .s.v. response for the conditÍons
of minimum dynamic tyre deflection, minimum body force, and minimum perf'
ormance index were also calculated, and are listed for comparison in
Tables 12.3, 12.1+ and 12.5 resPectively.
TABLE 12.3 SUSPENSION PARAMETERS AND ISV RESPONSE FOR
MIN IMUM TYRE DEFLECTION




Rel at i ve wheeì travel
Body Force
Perf. I ndex
Spri ng St i ffness
Damping rate
Dampi ng rat io Ç
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Dampi ng rate
Dampi ng rat ¡o Ç













12.4 SUSPENSION PARAI4ETERS AND ISV RESPONSE FOR
MIN IMUM BODY FORCE (R=t.0, ko = 40813 N/m)
Sum
Total dynamic deflecrion 0.192597 0.19\273 0.386870
Dynamic tyre defìection 0.01735\3 o'0335\2 0'050895
Relative wheel travel O .153222 0.181669 0.33\89
Body forcs 1.61518E8 1. l6o38E8 2.7755689
perf .. lndex 0.45598 o -60992 1 '0659




(¡=1.0, ko = 40813 N/m)
Spring sti ffness
Damp i ng rate
Damping rat¡o 6
































3 .603 1 6E8
0.80078
ln addition, caìculations were carried out for further two combinations
of suspension spri,ngs and danrpers as under:-
(l) Springs selected for minimum body force, and dampers for
minimum tyre deflection for the given spring
(Z) Springs seìected for minimum tyre deflection, and dampers
seìected for minimum bodY force.
The caìculations were based on equations developed in Chapters 5 and B.
The results are listed in Tabìes 12.6 and 12.7 resPect¡vely.
(utt-t-¡lnru å-Car Model, Unladen, R=1..0, k0 = 40813 N/m)
TABLE 12.6
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Total dynamic deflecrion o.109786 0.0799\51 0.189731
Dynamic ryre deflecrion 0.014530 0.021037 0.035567
Retatívewheel rraveì 0.084648 0.064660 0.149308




(Spring selected for min. tyre defl., dampers for min. body force)
Spri ng st i ffness
Damping rate
Damping rat¡o 6
LS.V. Res D.) nse
Spr i ng st i ffness
Dampi ng rate
Damping ratio 6
I . S. V. Response
Total dynamic deflection





The integral square yalues due to step input excitation are only
relative indicators of susPension performance and do not di rectly dis-
pìay the expected behaviour of the vehicìe on the road. A better aPP-
reciation could be gained if the model resPonse is referred to some
actuaì road speed and associated road roughness parameter 
I'crr'
For a more direct comparison of different susPensions, the response
was referred to top speed of 100 km/hr on a good motorway (c = lxlO-6)
where the performance criterion is mainly the R.M.S. acceleration level
as the basic yardstick for ride comfort, and at 35 km/hr on a rough
road (c = lxlO-a) where road holding and susPension bottoming are the
I ímit ing factors.
The fol lowing quantit¡es were calculated for each condition:-
R.M.S. acceleration of centre of mass ('Ë>)




(i i ¡) Maximum relative wheeì travel (xl, tat)'
The expected maximum values of response were taken as 3x R.M.S.
response.
The results of these calculations are listed in Tables 12'8 and
12 .9 f or compa r i son .
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TABLE 12.8 EXPECTED RESPONSE AT V=100 kmlhr, c=1x.l0-6m
(HlLLMnru å-cAR, unladen, R=] .0, k0 = 4oBl3 N/m)












































TABLE 12.9 EXPECTED RESPONSE AT V=35 kn/hr,




l- ron t Rea r
c=1x10-qm









































The comparison of responses listed in Tables l2'B and 12'9 suggests
that there is probably I ittle to choose between the different combinat-
ions of suspensions based on different rroptima'r'
The suspensions listed under 12.2, 12.5 and '12.6 exhibit the charac-
teristics very similar to suspension optimised for minimum tyre deflect-
ion (lZ.Ð, whiìe suspension 12.7 has characteristics similar to susPen-
sion that has been optimised for nrinimum body force (12.4).
The suspension optimised for mÌnimum body force has the lowest poss-
ible R.M.S. acceleration as expected, but rather large values of relat-
ive wheel travel thus indicating excessive stat¡c deflection for a laden
vehicle.
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Among alì the combinations of suspensions listed in Tables l2'8 and
12.g, the maximum variation in vertical R.M.S. acceleration is onlY 207'
while the corresponding variation in relative wheeì travel is 607" for
the front wheels and 70% for the rear wheels respectively. Hence, a
relatively large Percentage of wheel travel would have to be traded off
for only a smal I improvement in ride qual ity'
The tabulated values, in general, agree with the observations of
T. DAHLBERG (36,37, BÐ who concìudes that optimal road holding is
found for suspension parameters lying in the vicinity of those used in
today's passenger vehicles, while optimal ride comfort criterion will
result in much softer suspensions such that the loading of vehicle would
resuìt in excessive stat¡c deflection.
The comparisons between different suspension systems so far have
been made without any reference to seat dynamics' or more aPPropriately
to the response of passenger/seat interface. This aspect has been inv-
estigated by the authors of Ref. (86) quite extensively by studying the
input-output spectral densities and transfer functions of the front seat
of a typical passenger sedan in actual ride tests'
It was found that the seat acted as a low pass fiìter to vertical
acceìerations, v,/ith a resonance peaks at 4.9 Hz and 2l+ Hz resPectively'
The seat attenuated the frequencies above 6 Hz, with an attenuation of
approximately 10 dB at the wheel-hop frequency of 10 Hz'
The general effect of seat dynamics is to filter
cy vertical motions whi le passing or even ampl i fying
cy lateral motions.
the h i gher
the h i gher
frequen-
frequen-
since the pass-band for vertical motions is within the frequency
range to which the passengers are most sensitive, it can be assumed that
the seat input acceleration as measured on the floorboard of the vehicle
is a good indicator of the expected ride qual ity'
These observations were conf irmed by the authors of Ref . (27) wf'o
observed that the floorboard and passenger/seat interface RMS accelerat-
ions were of about the same magnitude. The authors came to the conclus-
ion that the evaluation of ride qual ity can be based on the accelerat¡on
spectra measured eíther at the floor or at the passenger/seat interface'
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The magnitude of RMS acceleration recommended at either of these
ìocations range roughly from O to 0.lf* g fot a smooth r¡de (interstate
highway), 0.04 g to 0.06 s for a medium ride, and above 0.06 g for a
rough r i de.
The authors also proposed a ride indicator R as a measure of ride
quaì ity, given in terms of R.M.S. accelerat¡on a(g) measured at the
floorboard. The index is expressed by the equation
R = 5.55 - \9.\a
and varies from R=l to R=5 with R>4 corresponding to ride in a good
automobile on very smooth interstate highway at 80 kn/hr, 3<R<4 to an
automobile ride on a typical state highway, and 2<R<3 for an automobile
ride on a rough secondary road. (ln table 12.8 for comParison,
4.50<R<4.67).
It can be stated, in conclusion, that despite the large number of
research papers publ ished on various methods of optimisation of passive
suspension systems, there is no unique method that would be a complete
answer to the probìem. Each of the methods have their own characteristics
somewhere in-between the opt¡ma for minimum body force and tyre deflection
resPectively.
Apart from the techniques discussed in this thesis, frequency response
methods (15, 38,42,88) have been applied quite successfulìy, but the
finaì conclusion is stilì the same: there is no uniquely defined optimum
suspensíon, and the finaì choice wi I I depend on individual subjective
j udgemen t .
There is no question however, that the theoretical analysis of the
probìem and possibìe computer simuìation wilì go a long way towards
selecting an acceptable combination of suspension springs and dampers.
Theoretical analysis will also be very useful in pointing out the
directions to be taken even in the case of seat design so as to eliminate
the resonant peak, or shift it away from the sensitive low frequency
region. This,implies a hard seat from the point of view of static behav-
iour but one which would have improved dynamic response. Apparently
manufacturers have realized this and are replacing seat sPrings by foam
211 .
rubber or simiìar material.
ln addition to simulations with random input excitation, the tests
with individual road i rregularities commonly associated with road con-
struction, such as sPoon drains need to be considered in the light of
final choice. lt is necessary to know how badly the suspension will
bottom when crossing a typical drain, and the subsequent behaviour of
the vehicle, but again the judgement is subject¡ve'
Aìl in all, the starting point for the design of a suspension can
certainly be obtained by calcuìation or by computer simulation, but
the final decision regarding the design would still be subject to indiv-
iduaì subjective opinion with due regard to characteristics of the roads
over which the vehicle is expected to be driven under normal conditions
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TABLE A1 VARY I NG SPEED
ANALOGUE COMPUTER SIMULATION RESULTS
MODEL : H I LLMAN å-CAR; R=0 .7.
kz = 19972 Nln Bz = 1800 Ns/m
kzp = 22563 N/n Bzp = lSoo Ns/m
Speed n/s 5 10 15 20 25 30 40 50 60
Pot. sett ing 0.5131 0.2565 0.1710 0. 1 283 0.1026 0.0855 0 .064 1 0.0513 0.0428
4 xo'zrl 0.0525 0.0525 0.0525 0.0526 0.0525 0.0525 0.0525 0.0525 o.0525
{ xozuJ 0 .0810 o .081 9 0 .0845 o.o84l 0 .0852 0 .0860 0.0855 0 .0846 o .0830
/[xo'zr] +/[xott"]
rlxÎr)
0. 1 334 0. 1343 0.1369 0.1361 0 .1377 0. I 384 0.1379 0.1372 o.t3s6
0.5452 0 .458 1 o.\738 o. 501 B 0 . 52BB 0 .5468 0.5116 0.5871 0.5997
llxr'rrj 0. 3918 0.4\25 0.5447 0.5658 0.5693 0.5635 0.5463 0.5328 0.5209
Iixl,\ /[x 2ttzp) 0.9368 0 . 9006 r.0185 1 .0615 r.og82 1.1103 1.1179 1 .1205 1 .1207
llr z2) 0 .2115 0.2021 0.2010 0.2028 o .2049 0.2066 0.2089 0 .21 03 0.2113
¡1r.,3) 0.20\3 0.2091 0.2259 0.2295 0.2339 0.2346 0.2306 0.2265 0.2236
I Ír ,' I IIF zP2) 0.4156 0 .41 12 0.4267 0.4323 0.4388 0 .441 2 0.4395 0 .4368 0.4350
/rrÏI 0. 1 035 o. og42 0 . 1041 0. 1083 0.1182 0.1219 o.I145 0.1079 0. 1 085
Il x'1.G, o. 1 738 o.1g04 0.2813 0.3252 0.3553 0.3103 0. 3855 0.3931 0.3982
/t02 I 0.2993 0 . 3190 0.3176 0.3113 0.29\7 0.2873 0.3043 0.3119 0.3125
0. 704 l 0.7312 0.5573 0.4397 0.3\25 0.2882 0.2227 0.1 843 0.1572
/[o2 1.6932 0.8716 0 .4360 0.2632 0. I 582 0.1089 0 .0634 0.0462 0.0384





Speed m/s 5 10 15 20 25 30 4o 50 60
ISXO l 0.014541 o. o 1 4187 o .0141 74 0 .0142365 0.014293 0 .0 1 43393 0.014426 0 .0 1 4497 0 .0 1 4546
tsx01P 0.021\75 o. o2 1 683 0.022350 0.022365 0.022566 0.022785 o.022lg\ 0.022500 0.022202
S ISXOl 0.0360r5 0. 035870 0.036524 o. o366o 1 4 0 .036859 0.037124 0.037220 0.036997 0 .036748
0.079478 0 .066886 0 .069052 0.072939 0 .076 1 6B 0.078708 0.082321 0 .084664 0.0862302
ISX12P O .057 1L:2 0.065464 o .078611 0.082435 0.0830 1 7 0.082439 0 .080370 0 .07846 1 0.0770313
S ISX'I2 0 .136620 0.132350 0.147724 0.15fi1tr 0.159186 0. 161 146 0.16269 0 .1631 525 o .1 632615
ISF2 1 .7311E8 1 .6479E8 1 .6459E8 1 .6609E8 1 .6754E8 1 .6892E8 1 .7088E8 1.7190E8 1.7241E8
ISF2P 1 .7042E8 r .72ooE8 t .8448E8 1 .8839E8 1 .91 42EB 1.9252E8 1.go4oE8 I .87¡oE8 1 .8503E8
SISF2 3.435988 3.3679E8 3. 4907E8 3.5443E8 3 . 5 896E8 3.6144e8 3.612988 3.5920E8 3.5750E8
I SAX 136t+.\zz r 244. Bg 1 365.00 1431 .85 1536.63 1603.3911 1 555 .08 1\31 .27 i\2.01
RMSA 0.082596 0.111575 0. 1 4309 o. r6968 0.195999 0.219321 0.2t+9\1 0.26986 0.291Bg




DE L: H I LLMAN å-CAR; R=0. /
= 19972 N/n Bz = 1800 Ns/m
= 22564 Nln Bzp = 1800 Ns/m






CALCULATED SCALE FACTORS FROM ANALOGUE SIMULATION RESULTS
Speed m/s 5 10 15 20 z5 30 40 50 60
ISXOl 0.2770 o.27oz 0.2700 0.2706 0.2723 0.2731 0.27\8 o-276t 0.2710
tsx01P 0.2651 o.26I+7 o.z6\5 0.2659 o.z6\9 0.26\9 0.2666 0.2660 o.z6t5
S I SXO l o.2100 0.2671 0.2668 o.z6t7 0.2677 0.2682 0.2660 o.z69l 0.2110
ISX12 0. r458 o. r 460 o .1\57 o. 1 454 0.1440 o. t 439 o. r44o o.r44r o. r 438
I SX'I2P
SISX12
0.1458 0.1479 0.1444 0 .1 \57 o. r 4¡8 o. r 463 o . 1471 0.1\73 o. I 479
o. r4sB 0.1470 o. t45o o .1455 o. r 449 o.r45r 0. 1 455 0,1456 o .1\57
tsF2 0.8188 0.8154 0.8189 o.8r87 0.8117 0.8r76 0.8180 0.8174 0.8162
ISF2P 0. 8342 0.8226 0 . 8166 0. 82og 0.8184 o. 8206 o.8z5t o .8269 o.8zt5
SISF2 0.8267 0.8190 0.81 81 0.8 r 99 0.8180 0.8192 0.8220 0.8223 o .821 8
I SAX 13183 13215 131 12 13203 1 3000 13153 1 3581 13265 '1 3088
ol x lo3 2. \31 2.404 2. \68 2.481 2 -5to 2.528 2 -5t+8 2.522 2.507
otlt 
% 0.315 0.312 0.312 0. 309 0. 308 0. 308 0. 309 0. 307 0. 307
3otlt 
%
0.945 0.946 0.946 0.927 0.924 0.92\ 0.927 0.921 0.921
N)
TABLE A4
VARY I NG SP R I NG MTE
Speedv=20m/s
M0DEL: HILLMAN å-CAR; R=0./






Front Spring Rate 1 6000 1 8000 20000 22000 24000 26000 28000 30000 32000
Pot. 03 0.2133 0.2400 0.2667 0.2933 0. 3200 0.3\67 0.i7i3 0. 4000 0_4 67
12828
Rear Spring Rate t+Szlg 28972 22500 19023 t6853 15369 1 4291 13472
o -682 o . 3863 0 . 3000 0.2536 0.2247 0.2049 0. 1 905 o-t796 0.1710
0.0529 0.0525 0.0521 0.0519 0 .051 6 0 .051 3 o .o5l 4 0.0516
0.0884 0. 0837 o. o842 0 .0849 0 .0858 0.0866 0.0873 o .0878 0.0883




0.5642 0.5322 0.5053 0 .4868 0.\733 0.4630 0.455 I 0 .4486 0.4427
0.5043 0.5453 0.5692 0.586 1 0.5989 0.6087 0.6166 0.6231 0.628322/[xrr] {Xrrol 1.0686 1 -0774 1-0752 1.0729 1 .0722 1 .0717 1 .0715 1.0112
IÍF "') 0. 1 963 o .1992 0.2035 0 .2088 0.2148 0.221\ 0.2287 0.2367 0.2t+t+9
ilç,3) 0.3623 0.2596 0.2305 0.2176 0.2107 0.2067 o. zo4 I 0.2024 0.2012
I.F,'1 ¡r,i) 0. 5586 0 .4586 0.4339 0.4263 0.4253 0.4279 0.4326 0 .4 388 o .446 1
¡ x"'l o. 1 403 0. 1 168 o.lo4 o. r081 0. 'r075 o. 1 078 0. 1 085 o. r 096 0. t110
4 i'l o. 3789 0. 3451 0. 3306 0.321\ 0.3154 0.3109 0. 3082 0.3063 0. 305 1
0.4313 o-33\5 o, 31o l 0. 3024 0.3076 0 . 3014 0.3037 0.3075 0.3121
rl,þ'l 0.77\1 o .l+gao o.\267 0.4136 0.4213 0.4406 0 .4644 o.49zt o.5zi4
rlþ'I 0.3487 0.259\ 0.2509 0.27\1 0 .3082 0.3t+67 0.3857 0.\221 o.\579





MODEL: HILLMAN å CAR, R=0.7
ko = 40812.7 Nlni gz = Bzp = 1800 Ns/m
0.023212
o .155294








Front Spring Rate 1 6000 1 8000 20000 22000 24ooo 26000 28000 30000 32000
Rear Spring Rate 45239 28972 22500 19023 16853 15369 1\291 13472 12828
0.014340 0.014264 0.014236 o. o 1 4243 0.0 1 4280 0.014346 0.0 1 4439 0 .0 1 4559 0 .0 1 4705
0.022364 0.022367 0.022539 0.022714 0.022867 0.022998 0 .023112
o .0384 1 5 0.036628 0 .036603 0.036782 0.036994 o .037213 0.037437 o .037671 0.037917
ISX12
ISX12P
0.080888 0.076378 0.072896 0.c70284 0.068323 0.066822 0.065647 o .064706 0.063936
0.073583 0.078763 0.082479 0 .085 1 75 0 .087 1 53 0.088633 0.089766 0 .090652 0.09 1 358
SISXI2 0. 1 54470 0.155141 0.155375 0.155459 0 .155475 0 .1 55455 0.155413 0. 1 55358
ISF2 1 .5996E8 1.6256E8 1.6610E8 1 .7031E8 l.75l3EB 1 . Bo5EB 1.8640E8 1.9280E8 l.996grB
ISF2P 2.955488 2.11glEB 1 .881 8E8 1 .7781 E8 1.7226E8 1.6893E8 1 .6679E8 r .6535E8 1.643788
SISF2 4.5550r8 3.74\tE8 3.5428E8 3.48 1 3E8 3.\tlgtg 3.4943E8 3.53 1 9E8 3.5816E8 3 .6406E8
1826.31 1519.05 1\37 .19 1\07 .35 1 398.04 1399.\9 1407.66 thzo.52 1436.95
I NDEX 0.903025 0.820992 0 . 8048 34 o.80 1 785 0.803326 0.807127 0.812341 0. B1 8598 0 .825716
TABLE A6
Speed v = 20 m/s SCALE FACTORS MODEL: HILLMAN å-CAR MODEL, R=0./
Front Spring Rate 1 6000 1 8000 20000 22000 24000 26000 28000 30000 32000
ISXOl 0.2690 0.2697 0.2112 0.2734 0.2751 0.2780 0.2815 0.2832 o.2B5o
ISXOlP
SISXO'I
0.272t+ 0.2672 0.2656 0.2655 0.2647 0.26\0 0.2634 0.2632 0.2629
0.2713 0.2685 0 .2684 0.2683 0.2691 0.2699 0.2705 0.2712 0.271\
ISXl2 0.1434 0.1435 0.1443 0.1444 0.1443 0.1443 0. 1 442 o .1442 0.1444
lSX'I2P o. 1 459 0.1444 0.1449 0.1453 0. 1 455 0.1456 0.1456 0. 1 454 0.1454
SISX12 0. 1 445 0.1440 0.1445 0.1450 0.1450 0. 1 450 0.1450 0.1450 0.1450
ISF2 0 .8149 0.81 61 0.8162 0.8157 0.8153 0 .81 53 0.81 50 0 .81 45 0.8154
ISF2P 0. B 157 0 . 8163 0 . 8164 0.8171 0.8176 0.8173 0.8172 0 .8169 0.8169
S ISF2 0.81 54 0.8165 0.8165 0.8166 0.8168 0.8166 0.8134 0.8r62 0 . 8161
I SAX 13017 1 3006 13018 13019 1 3005 12982 1297\ 12961 129\5
o¡xl0 1.990 I .888 1 .883 r .890 1.900 1 .911 1 .922 1.934 1.9\7
otlt 
% 0.220 0.230 0.234 0.236 0.237 0.237 0.237 0.236 0.236
3otlt % 0.660 o.690 0.702 o. 7oB 0.71 1 0.7r r 0.711 o.7oB 0.708
N
o
Front Spring Rate 1 6000 r 8000 20000 22000 24000 26000 28000 30000 32000
Pot. 03 .2133 .2400 .2667 .2933 .3200 .3\67 .3733 .4ooo \267
Rear Spring Rate \5239 28972 22500 19023 1 6853 15369 1\291 13412 12828




0.0534 0.0529 0.0525 .0.0522 0 .0518 0.0517 o.0517 0 .05 1g 0.0523
0.0893 0.0846 0 .0852 0 .0862 0 .0869 0.0879 0.0885 o. 08Bg o .0894
2/[xo']
2




4x 1,1 + ilx1,,1
0.606 1 0.5745 0.5473 0.5268 0.5111 0 .4982 0.4882 o.t+791 o.\723
0. 5046 0.5424 0.5656 0.5837 0.5986 0.6110 0.621t+ o .630 t 0.6313
1.1105 1.1165 1.1129 1.1101 1.1092 1 .1093 1.1094 1 .1095 I .1095
Ilr, 2 l 0. 1 gg0 0.2025 0.2079 0.2127 0 .21 90 0.2261 0.2337 0.2\21
rlF 21 1 0.3667 0.2637 o .z 348 0.2221 0.2153 0.2113 0.2087 0.2071 0 .2059
IlF r') + IIF z?P) 0.5657 0.466 r o .4419 0 .4345 o.\3\2 0.\37\ O.\t+23 0 .4490 0.\567
/[ L',] 0. r501 0,127\ 0 .1221 0.r208 0 .1212 0.1225 0.124t+ 0.1266 0.1290
r[ x"' ] 0.4063 0.3792 0.3711 0.3665 0.3639 0.3639 0.3632 0.3641 0.3657
/[ o'] o.\129 0.3139 0.287\ 0.2776 0.2733 0.2716 0.2716 0.2729 0.2150
/to'l 0.6662 0.3717 0.2879 0.2628 0 .2603 0.2708 0.2859 0.3065 0.3282
TÍþ,] 0.2682 0.1437 0.1102 0. 1 144 o. I 350 0 . 1621 0. 1 930 0.2235 0.2519
I 0 .8918 0.8r45 0.7986 0.7952 o.7gsz 0.8003 0.8050 0 .8109 0.8179
ANALOGUE COMPUTER S I MULATI ON RESULTS :
TABLE A7 VARY I NG SPRI NG RATE
Speedv=30m/s
MODEL: HILLMAN å-CAR, R=0.7,
ko = 40812.7 N/n; Bz = B2p =
0.2509




M0DEL: HILLMAN å-CAR, R=0.7.
ko = 40812.7 N/n, 82 = Bzp = 18oo Ns/mACSL DIGITAL SIMULATION RESULTS:
I SAX
Front Sp r i ng Rate 1 6000 1 8000 20000 22000 24000 26000 28ooo 30000 32000
Rear Spring Rate t+5239 28972 22500 19023 16853 15369 14291 13\72 12828
ISXOl 0.014412 0.0 1 4353 0.014339 0.014359 0 . 01441 0 0.014490 0.014596 0.01tt129 0.0 1 4888
ISXOIP
SISXOl
0.024416 0.022746 0.022787 0.022980 0.023164 0.023321 0.023\53 0.023565 0.023662




0 .086965 0.082379 0.018662 0.07576\ 0.013516 0.011745 0.070320 o.o6g145 0.068 1 58
0.073989 0.078718 o .082485 0 .08540 1 0.087653 0 .08942 1 0.090840 0.092005 0 . 09298 1
0. 1 60954 0.161097 0.16il46 0.161165 0.16r169 0.161166 0.161160 0.161150 0.161139
ISF2 1.621688 1 .651 1 E8 I .6898E8 1 .7351 EB 1 .7864E8 1 .8432E8 1.9052E8 1 .9l23EB 2 .0442E8
ISF2P 3. 0065E8 2 . 1 600E8 r .9231 E8 1 .8204E8 1.7656E8 1.732988 1 .71 20E8 1.6980E8 t.6886r8
S ISF2 4 .628 1 E8 3.8111E8 3.6t29¿8 3.5555E8 3.5520E8 3.576rE8 3.617288 3.6704E8 3.732888
1975.86 1673.63 1 602 .89 1584.81 I 587.40 1 600 .87 1621 .16 16\6.26 1675.02





M0DEL: HILLMAN å-CAR, R=0.7
0.507o .507 0.507 I o.roz0.5070.5070.5040.468 0.\923 
ot/t 
%
0.1690.1690.169o. 1690. 1690.1690.1680.1640.156ot/ t z
1 .\251.4161 .4071.4001.3911 .3831 .3761.3761.438o¡x103
129851 3004130321 3068130971311913128131371316\I SAX
0.8173o .81 750.81780 .81 760.81 810.81830.8175o.8it70.81 81S ISF2
0.8201o .81990.82030 .820 10 .820 10.81960.Br900.8199 0 .819 1ISF2P
0.8147o .81 470 .81 520.8152o .81 570.81570.8r280.81 540.8149ISF2
o .1\52o .14520.14530. 1 4530.14530 .14520.1448o. I 443o. 1 449
I SXl 2P
SISX'I2
0.14590.14600.1\620. 1 4640.14640.1463o. 1 4580. 14510. I 466
























kz = 79972 N/n














= 5 .6655t+x 1 Ot o



















= l3 .1+085 C5
= 3.88037x.l0-6
= 13.5619
3 . 89't45"l o-t
tsxl2



































































Cr = 8. t5342xl0b C: = 3.93350x10-6 Cs = 1 9 .81 I Bxl o-7
1 .5 C2 = 7 .57696x10I0 c+ = 13.9558 c6 = 19\.566
2\6
COEFFI CI ENTS FOR


































cz = 5.936ooxl oI o
ct = 7.6Ol8txlo4
Cz = 5.\641 7x1 01 o
Ct = 7.5498zxl O4
Cz = 5.O45Z5xlO1o
Ct = 7 .t+9g13x10q
Cz = \.68542x1010
Cs = 6.07009x10-6
C+ = 21 .5038
Cs = 5.72151x10
Cq = 21 .7171
-6
Cs = 5.44100x10






C+ = 21 .79t+31
-6
cg = 4.875ooxto-'
C+ = 21 .712\5
ce = 4.74608x1 o-6
C+ = 21.6180
I SX1 2P
Cs = - 1.\1621x10-5
Cs = '152.609
Cs = -l .3501 72x10-6
Cs = I 52.892
Cs = - 1.0757\x10'6
Cs = 149.467
Cs = -6.oìo2zx1o-7
Ce = 1 \3.2792
Cs=0
Ce = 1 35.28t+



















HILLMAN FRONT DAMPER OPTIMISATION DATA






































































































1.1 -7.113 !10.9 1.407
1.2 -6.490 880.4 1.348
1 .3 -5.884 847.8 1 .289
'r .4 -5.364 817 .5 1 .23\










































APPEND I X B
TABLE 8.5













































































































































































TABLE B .5 Lcont 'd)











































































































































































APPEND I X B
TABLE 8.6








































































































































































APPEND I X B
TABLE 8.6 Lcont'd)
















































































































































































FI LE C1 (FORTRAN)













































FROGRSI,I EêOFT { OUTFLIT, TTIFE Z=[ILITFLIT )
DIIIENSI0N E3{10), FR'i10, 1g), F'r!(19, 1Er), &1 (1,9, tø)
DIl'lENSI0l.¡ 0R(18), RG,i18), Rl{,:19, 1ù)







25 FOR14HT,I lË.}i, 11HDIl14FER RÊTE J
PR I l.lT 3ß, ,: B2 ( I .¡, I =1, 10 )
3g F0Rt4FT t 15X, 1øG11. 5 )
D0 90 .I=1, 1B
D0 86 I=1,18
R=. 25E-18+2. 0++'iJ-e)









R 3 = ( ,: fì l'1 1 + ff 14 2 ) 'r' *, 2 
", 
,¡ 'i ?. 0 * 51{:1+ Ê l'12 {' Fl ll2 )
R 4 = H ll !-,Ì 2. - 5 lt' 2'r, Ê ¡,1 t,t' ( fi ll 1 -r fi 14 2 ),Ì I I,li I * Ftll 2 )
R 5 = ,i 5 l( 2 'i 5 l{ e s { fi 14 1 + ff t'lZ ) 't *'J J ¡' ( 2. ü't, 'l 5l( 1 ,t,Fll||) ú:{zl .t
Q=,í R* ': R0,ùLl+Ê-fiä ) -R1)./ ( R4+F{5-t:j:'sEr'E!)
U=RB,r.B+Ft2¡'[ì
)101 = Rs* +E +,i R4 + R5 ),/E:
l{13=R1,48





R = ( I * { R 4 + R 5 - R 3'F E't' B ) + R 1 i ¡"1 R E't' E * B - R 2 )
Rl((L J)=R
P 0 ( L .I.) = R,r. Ll+ n {,}iø1 + }i1 2
BB CONT I NLIE




























95 FORI.IRT(/,6H ''RHÚ,,,2ØH,:i+HF'ET:F. INDEX 1'IITH "RHOO ff5 PFIRFII,IETER)
D0 109 J=1, 18
PRIItT 110, RG{J),'íPR'l L J), l=1', tg)
lBB CONT] I.¡UE
118 F0Rl4HT'í1)i, 1G11. 3, 2)'i, 10G11. 5)
PR I I.IT 115
j.j,E F0RNffT,í¡,, SH ',81',, ä1).:,3:iHFERF. Il'¡DEþl l,,lITH 'G1n
D0 t2ø J=l, 10
PRII'¡T 110, GR{J), (PG'l L J), 7=t' t'ø}
128 CONTINUE
PR I NT 138
138 F0Rl'.lHT,í ¡" 6H " RH0 ", 28)'1, f 8Hl,',FLLlE5 CtF u û1n I'I I TH
D0 148 J=t' LE
PRINT 110, RGtJ), 'lQl( L J), I=1, 1B)
148 COI.IT I NUE
PRII.¡T 159
159 FDR14FT{r', -5H "G1", 21}i, fÊ:HUÊLLIES C¡F "t:H0" l'¡ITH
D0 168 J=1,10
PEII'lT 110, Gfi(J),'íRli'iI J), I=1,1É)
1f5E CONTI I'IUE
Ê5 PffF:FII'IETER )
, T:HCI U ff9 FffRÊHETER)




Fr LE c2 (ronrnnu)
The program plots lr¡n aÇainst damping rate
p and q as Parameters t-Car Model '
PROGRFI.I B2PLT
Bz for different damPing rates of
PR0GRFt't EË0FT 'i 0UTFUT, THFE 2=0LITPUT )
DII'lENSI0l.¡ Bf'í90), FR'í98, 1ß), F&i98, 10), G1{98, 1ø)
DIlrlEN-qI0N 0R,í1El), RG'í 1B), Rl{'198, 1ß)
DÊTH Hl'11, ff142,51(1, Slr;2/ 2É. 5Ë1, 28Ê.94, 155Er6El. ' 1'9972. ø/
CnLL PL0T5'í 5HCFlL25)
cÊLL rJliI5,10. 0, ø. ø, !oHPERF. Il'lDE)1, tg, l-€'., 9Ø., ø. ø' ø. t' -L)
cFLL R)1I5{9. g, ø. E, lEHDFll'lF',ING 82, -tg, t$t. , E. Ø, ÊFtÊ. ' t'øø. , -t')
B=7Ê0.0













R3= { { RI'l1+Ht4e)'F+e'., t"i2. E*5li1,t'Êl42't'Hl'l2 )
R4=Ht,l1 ,/2. - 5l(2'r'ßl,l1i:,:ff[41+ËÌ42 ) ,] t SKl'r'Ê142 )
R 5 = ( 5 1( 2 ,r. 5 l{ 2 +,í lì l'l 1 + R H 2 ) *,t' ì'., ¡t ( :':. E {' ( 5 l{ 1 + fl!12 ) * * 2 )
0 = ( R +,í R I * Er + E - R ä ) - R 1 .¡ ¡' ( R 4 + E 5 - t: 3 * E {': E! )
u=R0ÈB.hR2,/B
l(01=R3+,8+ ( R4+R5 ),/F
){12=R1,/B
G1(L J)=Q
FR { L .T.) =R,FU+G't,}i01+¡:1 e
IF,IFR(LJ).GT. 1.6) G0 Tcr 40
IF':FR,í L "T), LT. 0. g) G0 T0 45G0 T0 5ø
40 pR,í L J'r =1. 6
G0 T0 50
45 FR{L J)=0. 0
5B C0l,¡TIl.lLlE
Gl.T= ( J-1 )
6=9, g*GJ
CiR':rT:ì=[i
ft= ri Q$'l R4+R5-Rf ,tB't B ) +Rl ) ¡'i RÉsEl*E-RA )
El('lL.I)=R
pe { L .I ) =R+U+ Gt'F}it(l +},iI?
IF':FG,i J, 'T). GT. 1. b) G0 Tn 6gIF'lP[i,. L .I). LT. 0. 0) G0 Ttl Ê:5
G0 T0 s8
60 P0(L J)=1. 6
G0 T0 8rl
bS Pß':L J)=0' 0
B0 C0NTII'lLlE
CRLL LII'¡E'iE!,800. ,1ø8', FR'í1, J), û. fr' u' 1' 9Ú' g)






























































*lr+*,1+*¿,*Ai) VA NC E1 C 0NI














































TD =t',¡ilVß =r¡fiJ-A14À =M'Ilì/wtl
\,t Il = I'l '¡ A / i4:JSTFI =Ç.8{'i'l4
STFlP =9.U'i')1iJ
J =Rìki"ir¡Ari(RZP =A*A/ ( dX0 =0.0X01 =XO-XIXIz =Xl-X2Fl =K1,1<x0lVX12 =VX1-VXAX1 =(Fl-F,ZVXl =Il'llLG(
X1 =il'ITEG(FZ =K?*\LZÂX2 =AX+A¡i'A
VX? =lilTEG(X? = I ll ì E G (XOP =FCNSiv(X0lP =X:JP-XlXIZP =X1P-X2F1P =Kl{.XûlVXl2P =VXlP-V{XlP =(ÈLP-FVXlP =ii'iTl:G(XIP =lilTE;(FZP =K2P'i'XiAX2p =^X-B{.ÀVXZP =INTEG(X?P =il'iTEG(AX =lt?.+tzaPHI =(A{,F2_VPHi =(VXZ-VISX0I =lNTIG(ISX0lP =li''ITEG(ISX12 =INTËG(. iSXl2P =INTtC(
ISVX12 =Il'iTf:G(
o ]yIl2P =IrrTEu(- ISI:2 =lÌ'lTt-ù(
ISF2p =IilTEG(
ISVPHI =Il'liEG(ISÂX =lÌ'lT[G(Rr4SA =51)RI(IPR =5,55-¿¡
PR
























program calculates compìete time response and integral square values




























































PERFORMANCE INDEX (continued) " "
a,-______
**+ *i<**,1.{,ÂD VA NC ED C 0N t I ¡{t.i0us 5 I MULA TI 0N L ANgUA GE+ *f**t *tt
ACSL S.A.I.T.-'1ÊiliÍnu-i lÈVÈi r:rr -BL/03tIO. 10.49,36. PAGE
TERMT(
END
ACSL RUN-TIMr: EXEC VilSi0N 1 LEVIL 5il 81/03/IO. 10.56,38,
=K1 *Saì T ( I ¡ X0 1*V'11. 0E-06 )
=Kf*îJ¡¿ i ( Ij (0 IP+V*1. Ct -0f: )
= SQil l- ( I SX 1.2'lV*1. 0E-05 )










Í ñ09 x = s I s x l2 +l J. j,s I s x01 + Rlll-lr's i sFz
C ll'lT =R 5 H ( I-.¿ t. LT,0.0r C IN Tr 0.I )
T.GE.TF)
TITLf ="c[J^DRAT]C PERf-lR"rAiJCF INDEI-DaJTPUT Tr ISX0tr ISxtzr ISF2rI SÂxr K2Pt rs
I ND F Xr SI SX0 1r S I SX 12 r 5 I Sl- 2 r PR r "l'lC I lluT'l
5r4lOYrY¡*
rl






































































































PftIllT " "' t'82"'"E2F'
FRII{T tt "' "[{2rr' 
rrfZFr




REBÞ f'l1, I'12, l'l:i, 144, l{1
ÍìEHD H, [!l; L, lt3, 81, Ê2
F0R lr,ã=1Ê,8Er0 T0 l2Et00 STEF 5EB
c.I = l( 1 *' f!¡ 1 + l( z't:l(:2+ ( 141 +ll2 ) ¡'81
D = 1( 2,/ l{ J-': Ei,/ L ) "' 3
l( 4 ='l J( E'r'; f1¡' l- ) ^ F:'.1,¡ Ù
c I = l{ 1'r' Et 2 + t{ 4 * l{ 4 a,i f'l I +l'.l 4 ),t E2
51=,i'C1+C¿',.\,;2
C li= ri t i 141 + l'1 e ),)Ilzi^2r't{1 )'t'81¡'2
C4='l'í ,í 143+t44 ) /'l'14 ) ^?,;Kt) l:ElZ¿ 2
C 5 ='i 1,1 1,/ ä - l{ 2 + l{ 1 +: ( 1'l 1 + ir42 .t ¿' l, }r' f l: f'l 2 ) ),; E: I'
C tj = ( lll<,/ 2 -lr. 4 + 1,1 3 {' t t4 f + t4 4 ) .t'í F. 1'l' 14 4 ) ),} E' ?
C I = ,l ,: { 1í e ^ 21 N,,i 14 1 + ltl} .t ^ i'.t r' 12 * ( l( 1 + Ì'l 2 ) 
'' 2 ) ) 
'¿ 
E' L
c B=,í { 'l li 4 ^ 2 ) +': t4 f + l'14 ) '':i 7 ,} 12+ 
( l(1'Flt4 ) ^2 .t -t 
"g':¿5l=C3+C4+f,5+[6+C7+CE
5 j=,í':1,11+14E ),/81+ { l',lf +l'14'|t f'Ê?|t,t2
I 1 = 1 8. ,l*': c 3 + C 5 + C: 7 ) + El. E - 1 ø'l; c. 1 r/ e +' 5't' ( ¡'lL +11? 7',t Et t
I2=1[r.+,1C,1+C6+CS)+8.E-1ü'ËC2/'2+'5{:r1l'13+Ì'14)lEtz
I =8. E-18*,5L+10. t:52+5f
PfìIllT" ""'FF{fl l'l T"' "REÉR11 ' 
rrsLllil n
Pfì I l'¡T " L'H1'lFEÉ5 ", E 1" Etz
Pr{ I l.lT " !iFIì I l¡G5 ", l(2' }('4
PtìIN-f "f:0ËC8", C1,¿2, C2t'2' 57-
pRIl.¡T "TVRE DEFL", Cf+c5+c7, C4+Ctl+[:E¡ 52
F Fl I ll T ,, 1,1 H E E L T R t¿'L " , 5't ( l',l1 + 142) / Êt ' . 5',l' i l'l3 + 14 4 ) /É7 ' 
g',=(
FfìIl¡T "Il'¡DEli", f1' 12' 7
FRII'¡T
r¡E'{T 1{3
DRTH 48. 82,435. 52,70' 31,4¡1.55', 21ElErEtEl
DHTB 1. 466, 1. 3::4,2. Êe8,4114Ê:. ' 16É6. ' f¡ìBB'
EI.¡D
o
The program calculates the integraì square response and Perf.
lndex with p = I x 10-10, Ç = 10 for varying kz Complete response,
uncoupì ed system (R=l .O) , k0 = const.
259
Fr LE c5 (sns r c)
PRO6RHI,I I I.¿DE}{2
PRII'¡T " "r "F3", "82F"
PRIl.lT " "r,, 1{är, r.},'ePil
PRIllTt' ", "I5F2"r "I5FZFrrr, rrcI5F2"
PRIllT" ", "f 5Fi81", "I5)':Et1F","515¡:91"
FRII'¡T " ', "I51i1Ê"r "I:llll2Pttrtt::I5).:1e"
PRINT
REHD Ì'11, 14ä, l'l:-, l'14, l(1
REHC' Fi, E, L, l{:i, [i.7, E,?
FttR E1=1e,ßú T[r 24üE STEF 10rl
c 1 = l,l1,rE 1 + lizr,Ìii+,1 I,l1 +f4 ¿.'j i E,t
D=1{2r'li3-{8,/L)-'ä
I'14='i l{ I +'l ff ,''L ) ^i ) ¡'D
C 2 = l,í I .f' Et e .F l{ 4'r. l( 4,t- ( Ì,1 f + l l 4 7,; Ei 2
51=,1C1+CA),/e
C 3 = {'i ( 11 L + I'1 2 J,/ ll ¿ ) ^ 7,} I':. t ., >t: Et L i 2
C4= i t ,; f'l_l+l'14 ),/114 ) ''2,s1!.:.1,:t *,62r'2
C5= ( llt,t2-112*'l'11'r"i 141+14e ) ,; f.Yi.I*'llZ ) ) ,ÌE'!I
c 6 = ( 11 3,/ 2 - li 4'r, ll f 'r, { f,l j: + 1,1 4 },/ ( H. 1 + ll 4 ) | t' Et?
c 7 =,1 ( ( lt t ^ 2 ),t- i l'1 1 + l{ e ) ^ 3 ) r',l J *: ( [' I *. ]1-¿ ) - i ) ) ¡' F 1
CB = { ,i 'i 1(4 ^Ë ) +',: 143 + ¡14 ) ^ 3 ) ¿"i e4,{ }{ 1't,l,l4 ) ''2.t ) ¿'EtZ
5 3= E3+ C4+C5+ Cr:+[: ¡+CE:
5 3 = {';. I'1 1 + ll e ),/ 8 1 +'.' 14 l + 14 + j ¡' Ei ! j t' 2
I1=18. *' '1 Cf +f,:i+[:l i + Et. E-18+'C1 t'Z+. 5¡' ( t,l1+142 ) ,]EiI
I 2 = 1 0.'r' ( lì { + [: tl + C Er ] + Er . E - LØ,t, E Z r' 2*. 5 ¡r, ( l,l l: + t'l 4 ) t' Et 2
I =8. E-184'51+18r. r'52+5r-
PRIllT" rr, rrFROllTu, "REFI R'r "Sllf'l "
FRII.¡T ''DFII'IPER:.'" 81, Eia
FRIIiT "5FRIl'165", l{2, l(4
PR I l'¡T " f:ClRIE ", CIt'2, C'¿,]2, 5L
Pl{Il.¡T " Tl'RE DEFL',, Lì::+L-:5+C7, C4+[:Ê:+Cg, 52
pRI l.¡T,' llHEEL TRr¡'L,,, 5'r. il,|1+ll?) ¡',81, . 5,r,ills-+1,14 ),;E2, gla
PRII'lT " INDE).;", f 1, 12' I
PRII.IT
I.IEþ:T E1
DRTH 38,57É1,3s-4.935, 5+. +31, 3481. 145, 1558;Ëg
DHTH 1. e9eÊ;, 1. 2¡2Ê,2. 565+, +241,5, 199¡2, l.SErEl
EI.¡D










































calculates complete integral square
10-to , g = 1o for varying 82 ot
ku = Const.
Bzp . Uncoupled system
FrLE c6 (snslc)
The program caìculates I
p (å-car model ) .
260.
*-car uncoupled (¡=t .o),The program calculates
model for varying front
PROGRBI'I DHI,lP
10 PRII.¡T,.BeF'.,,,80D1. FttREE.',',TVRE c'EFLu, 
..l.lHEEL TRUL',
eg REBD I'11,1'.12, l'.l3, l'14,1{1
3O RERD Fì, B, L, I{J, I(Ë, E1
35 FOR Bã=13ff0 T0 e4gB STEF 2g
4 B C1=l(1 *81+l(2*l{â+'í 141+142 ) ¡'81
50 D=l{2 ,)l(3-,',E,/l- ) ^2
f;0 f(,f= ri l(2+,1 F,/l-.) ^2.t.tt
7 ø E2=K1 + F 2 + li 4 't'l{ 4 * 'i l'l f + l'14 ) ,/ B 2
BB 51={C1+C7'.¡,/2
g ll c3=,1 t i 141 + 1'12 ),/l'12 ) ^2,rJ(t ) +81¡'2
1 0 B C 4 = ( 'í { 14 3 + 14 4 ) ,/ 14 4 J ^ 2 ¿'l(I'.t + B 2 ¡'2
1 1 B C 5 = {. 111,,t 2 -}( 2't' 14 1 + ( Ì'.l t + 1i'ê) r¡ ( l{ I + 14 2 ) )'/ E! 1
140 C6=,i 113ì2-l(4+14f '$( 143+144) ¡'( l(1+l'14)') '¿Et?
130 c7=,1,í t ll2^2) +,: 141+142) ^J).r( !',r'( lt1*r{2) ^2) ) /e'L
148 DB=,1 ¡í,í 1r.4^2 ) +'i l'13+144 ) ^f ) r":2'+ ( l{1'l't44 ) ^2 ) ) '/Fa
15g 52=C3+C4+C5+Ct+c7'lcB
1b0 53=,i ,l1,11+l'li.i ¡'Ê1+ { l4f +l'14 ) ¿'E ?),t2
t 7ø I =Ð. E-10't,51+10. a$f +53
1Sg PRIl¡T 83,51 ,52,53, I
190 l.¡E)1T B2
EB0 ÞHTH 48. 82, 435' 52,79' J1', 471' 55', 210e6Ê
tié DHTH 1. 4b6, 1. 354,2' szg' 411+6' 19279' {ËBB
2?ø E 1'¡ D






" FERF I l'{C,EX "





























R E Ê D 1,11, 14 2, I!,1 , l<2
T I.IPUT A
pRIl.¡T "J,l 1=',,ll1, "J,l 2=tt,112
FR I l'lT " Ji1= ", ltl, " l(2= ", l(2
PRII'¡T "01=", G!
PRII.¡T
FRII'¡T"F2 0ftT", "FERF INC'Eli"' "E0DT
F0R R=8 T0 f0E-10 STEP 2E-18
H=l( 2* l{!+ r{ 14 I + 1'12 ) ¿'2
C = 141 / 2-]<2 'r' l,lL 't* ,l l,l:1+ l,l2 ) ,/ { l( 1*,J'lZ )
D =,í 1( ä'F l{ e +'í l'l 1 + l'l 2 ) ^ 3 ),/ ri i *';l t{ I * f4 2 ) ^ 2 )







I'l = ü,/ B
I=R+F+G,ßT+li
PRIIiT E, I, F, T, I.I
NE}1T R
DBTH 3S. 58, 3 j4. 94, 1$$[r15B, t9972
EI.¡D
261.
FILE c7 (ronrnnru l)
The program caìculates the lntegraì Square Response and Performance lndex for
!-car Model, using state variable algori thms and matrices.











PR CGR A i.'l I t,j D í. x
t'Hii'' rin,rctÁl cALcLjLAl l r-T
'iiûiNG 
FotlP DIGhËEs cl FP
lvuanls trSF(l At'i.t
iKA"--ËxiÑr rvt't $IllFlisi[B Ri¡e TYËi. irlFFNts;ìßr/- BDDY r^sljäl ntlnv r,15s fl-ii'lll'l,FrÉül r{al¡r uÑsFÊilìi/J i,l:15b¡,.ä n;Ãp ut"SrRl.iNG l'rÅSS
uìe" l;lGlH t:.ìI !¡{=i.L1li!Ãã; oisiÀ¡c¡ il ç11 ii'ç'r"1BG DÎitÀNci. l'f -c,i-tllPlXr rñhHT sFf tNG !Tlliñsxä PÉÁ'¿ sFPII'c :ìTlF_Ft'(cj- rallT DÄ¡'l[,< itåJi
öi RiÁR [.4¡1FrR R¡ITL,.
g I llìlÏ;i: â ['it|,,i3 i [ Ë i'iitöirfiiTÎ,j\ A[,( br i l, l]uJl il I
öî r.ÈriS in¡r I ; l. i ¡ ) I ii*' [! ri-' )
öÞr ñiÍi È t¡r = t 1iEL, r-r r s I ¡Ttr
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iiXr¡irrt 3fDY ,Iô"'Àtx'¡'l!{ J:oY Ilv¡t
lix'rlsq FRlt'l' !l I
i¡ïYi2,'t'1 RIAP. l-'l i'
l{ !l Li t)
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FCF rr ÀT I I liX t?3tsURITE(2¡l]71 (G
F0Rl¡AT(T.XtG-;2,!.





















!nÀnT'r Ë i 2.5t L0).t 7H RATI 0= tEL?,5 I I I






tu ilî'íli'8'o[,aiii 8il¿ð"oH'iil,nuL ÀR / )



































INË CFCÈi t ( P ¡A¡ Ct|.frNJrl'!--I-Y¡.FLJI'ItV LiL,AI TUN !? +I{1
oñ' Þi àoii7l t tt(8 r8 )r Q(8r tr I
.f .ÂND.L.Nr- 'J) Cl lLr ?1,.i.a¡Ú;t.co.J) (íl lr.' ?-?
: i : Â ñD: L. ñt . i. I ñö. K. [.c.,.1. 4l'lD . !-. \! . I I:i : Ãi'ó; i: ñË : i :;ii'ö. K; Ñt . J.¡Nû.L.F 0.I I
(tl, ¡ U (l r l') r l'=J þ ¡ JÇl.t.il--l rI'
[¡ ii:,- il¿ttrl ]J t13l I(T4t3
C ULL::r¡'S tIi tlt-i Àl'tl
) JLI-Cl,tU¡rl,S tL?¡4H 1Û












) P( Jit.,)'-(j (tt Jt tz.
l,[-.J.Äl''[,.K.iit. J.Âlit].L.\!.I I GQ Içì ??





















Gil T i.r 2
=Â(LrI)
0
'A ( Kr J I
.I.Âlrll_).L.
. I . A l'll . L .
.IrAl"D.L.-Á(LrJ)
o A I Kr I )
;
?5 P(l'rL^4)"0.Gr Tij zt)
26 P(lúrLri)'A(K¡I)
GC fil ?-0
¿7 F( ltrLlt)'Â (Kr t )+A (LrJ l
2û c0NTIlrtJt







r¡árr.irr*- r d., É,ðr- !û*-ñ¡Þ--e- 't 
at'?'-tÐ-ÞEaÐ---- -t'_t-Ð-----_'
l,lATpR 11t\?3 0PT''.i FTI- 5'ü+518 8(
The program prints out matrices arranged in rows and columns
















I F ( JB-'z ) 5 t 7 t 9


















t L? I t l14 t?XtZG12'5 I ) )
t'i,3 I I lI4t 3X t t 12 tTHGIZ'5 I l'
J ) r N =1r I )
265.
6FTI' f .ü+51â




StJBR0UTI NE t L I Mj.l¡ ( r t Gt It l.i t 0Nr JHAXr DE TrF ÀTI 0)
VII';G SIþI.JLÀPTI,L PIVUTINI t-üfI¡JATTNN I.'I
DI HENSIîN Â ( ?( t'! ? ) r G ( B ¡F') t r ( 3ó,
) Firtti rr CiTATI[ii'j
uÈr ) /,4 l'1 [ 
^ 
Nr ] . L I . .
DT.I iJT. COi F FI C1¡ ITT TATT iX¡ AI.D CTM¡,ARf h ITH CR IGi NAL













hl l. ('jl. l'1 1












2 Í.1r 1,, i 0i,l
? Jol.rNt't'lr
Ë Af.{' ¡lilFÀN+¡ [f S, ( A ( Ir

























A f I r J I = A ( I r J )- f:A
CSNTII.iUi:6
.S,--rLVi., Tt¡ç lltPiF-.TÊl"lGtLAFi SLf (iF i!U4lI0
iÈiÀôs t t^(NFqiìr N¡¿0f:) ¿êtl'ìt Àl'r ).lf . j..i-8 I Gtì T
i t N i o t'l i = ô ( ù i Q-þ' r J i'1¡ x I / A I l'' l: a f' r l'l r c t{ I
DtJ I L.2rltEÇlt
I'N[1i\l+l-L
St.iF"Â ( Ir JMÂ¡ )
1¡rl:[+1.
Dr,l ? J'IPtrt';0¡
SLM,SUI4-A ( Ir J ) 1X ( J IX(Il-SUt'l/A(.lrI)
r¡li.0N
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CT*'Ä ( I lQi,ir,J I
IS BY RÂCK SLIBSTITUTIOI.;tt 10










731L73 LPT..J FTÌ. 5.C+518
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ô i ; ; B i ; ô ti i ¿j; È i; í i á;8 t ; R i B r I i r s i e i e ) r T ( I r B I
THrs suBFnri'tIr;Ê cÂLcul=lrís TLiF- iIaT!-:lgANsIr{ql¡-IAIE.IX FflR A
crvÉN BxB sysl:ir,,-ùIiñii Èí¡¡r'!'DïÉFÉneñ't' vÀiutS ot vEHrcLE sPEED
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€a--t r3- Öñ--5--s--*- ÚÐ----
SUBROUTINE TRANS (continued) ' ' "
"iffiñi------1il173 i.iPT"il
I


























I ( (t (Ir J )r J= jrN)r I-1rN)
N
N
t?-1tl S otÀTF iX " BB1' !..?*Rl lliïs t j.'J) eJzrtNlrl=1rN)


































tZLlt R t';lTRIY = [XP(APl*BlP?Tlll
i itt tIr J ).r J' lr h¡ )r Irl¡ N)
tGLi.rr, t































































B00y þi 1\S S
dr'íõi tr.;Ëlt¡ Aiuü1'-ù.lF fl'
nlil''li[ïËi['iìs !îi ì


























The program calcuìates lr¡n for varying values of damping with p and 
q as
parameters. å-Car Model .
PR0GRÊl'l B2li I l''l
Úü1OB PRTIGRÊN E¡I'III.I iCILITFLIT, TFIF'E 2=OLITF'LIT)
0tl11B DIllENgILll.l E¿t,t-El), FFj'i181, LJlt),Fa(1-ø' 1É), Gll(1É' IEl)
60115 DII'lEl'¡5I0N 0t:(1Er), Ee(1El), RF: (tØ' l-ø)
0{l118 DHTff 83, Ct:/lBllti. ,. i,s
0(t1e0 DHTH C1, C::, t:5."¡.5Eü55E4, l:.5+ÉSÊ'1É;E-É' -4' i:j:6r:ri:E-?/
Btt13ø DHTH C!, C'-l, cË,Ì5.::ä17¡781u' 13 ''JE?þ:'!J', Ll.?' çt'5t5t¡
o{1140 DßTFt PL,F'l:, Fli¡''E:. Erilj:9E4,5. rä151i:E-É', -1' r::;tJ17E-Ëi
0015ø DHTR P2, F4, F6i¡. EtEr44+81"81,2'L. 717øEt' !'1?' Ei91Et'/
0ll1150 B=708.



















































e5 F0Rf4HTt 16þ:, 11Htrfil'IF ER t:ÊTE)
INT 38, {83(I),7=1, lEt)
F0RllHT ( 15).:, 1ÉG11. 5)
98 J=1, lE
8g I=L, LÚ
. 25E-1ff ,1,2. g'l-*, ( J-2 )











){ 0 1 P = p J *: f:l 3 + F' r[ ¡I [i ].
X 1 2 P = P 5't' F J: + F' tl ¡'[l]:





R=- ( C5-1r6,.',i B.$Ër) +Lìs'í ll3-u4¡',( B*E ) ) ) '/ ( L-:1-i:ë¡' 
( El:l:E:) )
Rl((L.[)=R
pLì( L .T ) =ft+: i F3+F3F i +È'l' { }':È11+}'iUllF ) + ( }:12+'!:13F',)
8O COI.¡T I NUE
90 CtrNTIl'lLlE
PtiIl.¡T 95
95 FClR14ÊT'í¡', cìH "t:HÜ", ÊBl'l' ::4HF'Et:F' Il'¡C'Eþ: t'lITH 
nRHCl"
D0 180 .T=1, 1B
FRII'¡T Lt81, Fl[.](J), (FR( L J), I =L' LØ']





















FILE c3 (fonrnnu) continued.....
110 F0É14FlTtl!i, 1G11.3,:¿þ:, 18811' 5)
PRINT 115
115 FtlR14FlT(¡.,5H ,,fì1,,, e1}<:, ]:]:HF.Et:F' IHD'E}: t,lITH 
n6!1" n5 FFlRFll'IETER)
D0 lAB .T=1, 1û
ÞnlruT !-t É, trR{"T}, {FG{ L JJ,I=t'' t'll)
126 t0NT I t'luE
FR I I'lT 1:ie1
13g F0R14HT{/,6H ,,8H0,,,36}.i, ?ÉHt¿'FtLLlES ttF 
u6llu l.lITH ,'F:H[¡u H5 FtlRffl,lETER)
D0 149 ,I=1, 1Lì
pRIl.¡T t,tB, Rtl(.T), (Gl( L J)' I=1' lEl)
140 [ONT I NLIE
PRINT 158
lSg F0RllÊT(/,, FH ',ü1,,, A1þ:,3EtHUFLLtEg tlF 'RHCl" lllTH 
uGll' Fl5 FFlRFll'IETER)
D0 160 J=1, 1É
FRII.¡T 118I, GÉ('T), (RH( I, J')' I=L' IE)





Fr LE c9 (sns t c)
The program calcuìates coefficients A,














































I NPUT l{1, }':2, þ13, }i4
REHD 81, F2, F3, E4
REÊD l{1, 1{2, l(3, }(4
R 1 =,1 li f + B Ê - l,l 2 + E: I ) 'Í B 1 + Ê 2 ¡' ( Et?^ 2 - Et 1'^ Z' )
R 2 = ( )1 e,l Ê f - l1 f 't' El 2 ) + ¡l 2't' F J,/ ( E i: ^ 2 - Et? 
^ ? )
R 3 =,l ¡i Ì +: F 4 - }i 4 + E 3 i + Ël :( + El 4."'i Ei 4 ^ 2 - Ê'=r' 
^ 2 I
p 1 =,. ¡' 1,r, F !*;t-t! -l( a t B 1 + E I ) .r ( E 2 + E 2 - E: 1'1', F 1 )
p ? = llt 3,I E :: *' tj l: - ll. i't' E 2'l Ll 2 ) ¡' ri [! ]: + E f - E 2 *Et 2 )
P 3 =,1 [/ ì *: E: 4 +, [r' 4 - 1( 4 + E 3 + Ê 3 ) .r f E 4 {: E¡ 4 - E 3 
* F f )
81=,1 '11(1'ÈBe ) 
^2-,í l(2+81) ^2"t,' 'i El2+E :¿-E't+81)
O e= t ,l l{2+83 ) ^ä- { l(3'l-FZ 1^27 '} ':E:(*El:(-E:2'{';rl2 )
03=,i ,111-**E 4)^2.- " 144*F3 )^?") 

















Rt=lqt/81- ': li+Vl$l(t+Z+li1'r'Ì{1 ) '/ { E 1*F1 )
g t = li 2,t E 2 -'. ){ + \''r, K z + ¿ a: 1{ i * l{ 2 ) ./ i E 2 * B 2 )
H f = !i f ¡' E s- - { }i + !' *' l{ 3 + Z *' l{ l< + l{ l( ¡ ." I 6 I + B Ì )
H4=}i4,/F4-,i )i+ t',r*l(4+z+l(4+ll.4 ) / ( E4+84 )
Fì=,. Ê1+ffä+R3+F4 ),/4
PR I I'lT " !'1 'r, rr YA rr
PR I I.¡T V1, Y2
PRII¡T ")il"' ")4 1rr' 
rrliSrr
FRINT 71.,22, Z-ì
PRII'¡ T "Rl", "F2"' "F| 3"' "ß4"
PRillTBl, ll2, R3, Fì4
FRI IiT ttRt', tt)4""tVtt' 
rtZtt
FR I I.IT B, }i, V, Z
onrn 1808, 2008, 1740, 2982' 5
DnTB 2Ë563. 5, 1;825. 3, 22563'
EI.ID




Fr LE c1o (sns r c)
The program calculates lntegral Square Response:





B, L, K3, R
1,, 82, l(2




OOl9O REFD Hê, }i?, V?, ¿?
OOEBO REHD HJ, }{J, Y3, Z3
09218 REBt) Ê4, li4, Y4, Z4
002?B REHD H5, )i5, Y5, ¿-5
90238 REBD F6, 11Ê" 16, ¿f;
ø9240 D=l(2'll(3- '; B,/L ) ^2
80250 l(4=,í ( ff ,ÌL'.t ^ 2)'t,l(e,/D
0B3f5B 51=Ê1'r,F1+ { }i1+V1+t(2+21*,}i2+}(2 1 /e't
0 0 2 7 B 5 2 = F 2'f F 2 + ( l{ 2 + \' 2 * l{ 4 + Z 2.$ li 4'l' t{ 4'.t,t Ê 2
0 0 2 B B 5 3 = H 3,t $ I + rl )i 3 + l'.-f * l( 2 + ¡ 3'f, l( e {' t( 2 ) .' E 1
ø02gB 5¿t=Ê4s82+,1 )i4+l'4'Èl(4+24+t(4'r'l(4') /e?
BB3B0 55=H5't'ËI+'í )i5+ \'5'l l(2-tZ5'rli2¡'l{ 2:t /Ê't
0831B 56=H6't E2+ { }1Ê,+Y6'r,1(4+e6+K4,f'l(4 ) '/BagB3AB I1=10. ,t-51+8, E-10'F55+5f
ø0338 I Ë=18. 't'53+F. E-1fJ{.56+54
88340 I = It'rI2
00:150 PRII¡T " CCIUFLII'¡G R =", R
9836B PR I I'¡T " r', rr FR0l'lT u, " REffR ", " 5Lll'1 "
BB37B PRINT ''DRI'IPER5'" 81, B2
80380 PRII.¡T "5FÊING5", l{2, l{4
00390 PRII¡'f t'¡:¡ft¡ì8", 55, 56, 55+5Ë
BB4Bg FRII.¡T "TYRE DEFL", 51,52,51+52
00,118 PRII'¡T "llHEEL TRUL", 5r-, 54, 53+54
88420 PRIl.lT "IllDE){", I1-' 7?-' I
OO43B PRIIiT
gø440 DRTH 1. E9¡S, 1.467e,, 2.5654, 4ø9t2.7, ' 7
45ß ÞRTH 3. 9ß8842E-6, 15. 98É;7, -2. 931'6E-4 , 7. ø9Ë'945E-9
4riB DRTff 5. ¡33392E-Ë', 27.5252, -4.5E;323E-+, S.839328-9
4¡ø DRTH -4. 711fF1E-7, 244. :85, -8. 4Ë1É;168-3, 1. 44238-7
488 DHTF -1. 8741+ËE-6, 212.7ø2, -3. 941t466E-3, 6. g04g6E-g
498 DFTH ¡5¡11.5, f. Ê;865ä6E1t, -1. S4ti9EË, 1i4.4





The program calculates kz that minimises the Performance lndex 
for specified
values of q and P.
H I LLMAN, R=0.7, (taden)
PROGRHl.I I'I I N
gBIOB REFD Ê, B, L, [{J
OO1lB REßÞ Bß, BO, IB
gOl2O REBD H1, 81, C1
0B:1.30 RERD H2, F2, Ca
OOI.4B REFD DO, EO, Fü
Bg15g REBD 01, E 1"' F I'
OOTbO REHD D2, E3, FE
tø1,7g DRTR 1. 292Ê' , L' 2728' 2' 5É'54', 42+15'
gB18Ê DRTF . 01575F56, -1' e:18175E-7' -J' 9715428-12
0g198 ÞFTR .1687jj9, -7.236988tE-Ëi' 1. l249l1E-1ß
00288 DßTR 1, 5810gE8, -1' 1025E3', ' 9768?5
00210 DHTB ' Be42t'1S 2' -2' :c69117E-?' t'' 
g525ErEE-12
g02?B DÊTH . rã+aâti5, -7' 2828Ê:78-7 ', -2' 147Ê53E-11
00230 DÊTft r. s+4557E8,541. S8Er4, ' 89113548
tB?40 IIIFUT l(2, ti, R, C
0g258 l-'RIl'¡T "C0LlFl-ING RHTI0 ="'C
80268 Gtl TÜ erB2É0
Bø27 B l(2 =l(?-. ¡$r:5i./I J
BB?80 D=lt2,/l{.3-'i B t'L"'^ 2
00490 l{4=,1 'l H¡'L ) ^2 ) +1(2/t)
00100 D4=- ( ': l{4¡'l{2 i't'( B¡'ß ) I ^2




00350 R3='l E0+2*'l(4+F6 ¡'rD4
003158 R4={ E1+2)Fl(4ì\F1 ) +04





0 B 4 2 ø T 4 = ! + C E + fr 5 + R 3 + 2 * p 4 't' F ü 't' C' 4
80438 T5=2*'Cl+05+R4+e't'D4't'Fl+D4
00448 Tb =2,rC2+D'5+R5+!+'þ'f 't'FZ*'lt4
r 00458 I3=T4'l.G+T5+1. +TÊ"1'R
80460 IF ff85'í5i):)1. E-12 THEII Bg27E
0 B 4 7 0 5 4 = H 0 + tj 0'l- li: + Lì Ú 't' l{ 2 '$ }i 2
B04BB 55=R1+81+l{¡+ct+l(2'r'l(2
B 0,1 g B 5 b = H 2 + F 2 '1. l( 2 + C 2't'l{ 2 'l'}{ 2
B B 5 B 0 5 7 = D 0 + E ß 'ü l( 4 + [: [t ]F 1( 4 '[ l{' 4
08518 5B=D1+E1*'1(4+F1't'l(4{-}í4
B05eB 59 =D?+92*l(4 +F2+l(4'l'l(4
V = 20 m/s.
273.
Program MIN (continued)






' 80b0g PRII'¡T "RH0""'fi"' "l(2",''l(2F""'0IiÙI(z"
; BB6tB PRINT R, Q'l(2' 1{4' 53' 00620 PR I l'¡T
0Br;30 PRII.¡T " ", "Û11Ø!.ÌDl{2u , "tNtl/EtKZn' "ÞF?lC'K?',
BO154E PR I NT " FROI'¡T ", RB, R1' R2
' oBSso FRII'lr " RERR", Ri, R4, Ê5
g0bb0 PRII'lT "5Ul'1"' 5B' St' 52
00670 PRII'¡T
00680 PRINT rt r" "TïRE DEFL", "I'IHEEL TÉì,'Lo,l'B0D'Y F0RCE""PERF
8g690 PRIIIT "FriCll'1T", 54, 55, 5ti, I1
0B7BB PRII'¡T "REFlR"' 57' 58' 59' I2
00718 PR I I'¡T " 5Lll4 " ' T1' T2' T3' I
BB;'20 FRI I.¡T







The program calculates Min. Perf. lndex as function of q and p for a given
value of kz.














































REffD FI, E, L, I(J
REÉD É[.I, ÊIO, C[i
REHD F1, E:1, [:1
REfID î1¿, EI?, C?,
REFt) DEI, EÉ, F[t
REFID [.1, EL, F1-
REFD Dä, Ei, F2
DHTÉ 1. 0978, L. 4Ê,7Ê;, 2. 5Ê'54, 4E|9L2. î
DRTF . 01581457, -1. 556ljr7AE-7, i' 7Ë:3:EtE-I?
DFTH . 1l:15¿9, -4. r:41¡1ËrE-€"7.I'LE-1"'L
DBTH 1. 54514E81, -t-|19. 5, 6. :1?l:75E-2
DFTH . úZSihgh 2, -?. Ë,ErZ7Er?E-7,5. 2Er1t:4518-L2
DFTH . 18191:146, -1. É:7r:kl518-€', ?.1r:49r:6E-11
t)HTH1. 5r,i41ãES, -459. 5S47, . ø8lil:24F5
IHPUT I{.2, C
PRII.IT ''LìI-tUFLIIIG RNTII-J ='" C]
D = l( 2,/ l{ j -'1. ¿7,t l]t'- 2
l( 4 = 'i ,í È,, L .l 
-'iJ J +, l:..'¿,/ Ë,
D 4 = -,1 { l.i.l,rl( f j *' i El ¡' Ft',i i ^'¿




Ê3=,. EEt+Ê*,]i4+Fú ) ¡l'04
R 4=', E I + 3 >r.]i4+:l- 1 ) *'¡t4




F0tt ß = rl Ttr 5 STEF 1.
R=-iG,r,5F+5L'.Irt57
5J=ßs5lJ+C1+ti"t:5ã
T4 = 3 *: C É + [, 5 + t: J + i +, [, 4 +,F B +,ç' 4
-Í 
5 = î!*: [: I + tj 5 {i R rf f ! :¡: f,r r{ *: f f *: þ {
T 6 = 2 s CZ + ¡r ¡i l: ti 5 + I +'0, 4 *'F i$:D4
I 3= T r{ *: ft + T5'},1. 1' T ti+,¡1
5 4 = F ß + F ß *, li i.r- ¡ ¡t r+, [{. 2'+'lr: i
5 5 = f] 1 + É I $ li e + t: I +' li ã *, l{ Z
I 6 = H i + Et ã a; Jr. f + ll 2 *, l( i +' l" 2
5 I = [¡ g + E Et *, li 4 + F q']' [( 4 +' [1.4
5 B = D 1, + 81"*, li 4 + p 1 + ti { +: [i.'f






























pRIl,lT ',RHfl ,', rt6tt, "liZ,,rt, l{.'¿t'", ',tI l'ù},1.2"
PR i NT R, Q, KE, I(4, 5f
PRII'¡T
PRIl¡T " ", "DllElli?'iri?"'"D'\itZ/'D'FZ"'
PR I NT " FÉ0NT ", Rß, R1' t:3
FR I I'lT " F:EFIR ", Ri, t:4, R5
PRI l.¡T "5Lll'l", 581, 5L, 52
FRII.¡T
'E,F2/þK.2'
FÉINT ,' ", "Tt'tE D'EFL",', I'IHEEL Tt: !'Lu' "Ei ClDl'
PRII'lT "FR0NT", 54, 55' 56' I1
PRINT "REFiR",5¡, 5Ê'!19, IZ





O, O FERF I NDEN'
FrLE C13 (snSrC)
The Program calculates kz that minimises the Performance lndex for given values

























REHD H, B, L,1(3
REffD Hß, Eg, [:O
REÊD Iì1,81, C1
RER[' HE,82, C3
REÊD DCI, Eß, FE
REIIÞ D1, E t"' F I
RERD T2, F.2' F?
DÊTH 1. 897S, L. 4676, Z. 5654, 4ß912. 7
DHTB . 015s457, -1. 55É:07tlE-7, r-. 715f€tE-12
DHTF .1i15e9, -4.34i:71SE-Ë,, l. 11E-11
rrRTff 1. 54514EÊ, -Ê19. 5, ri. 99_T75E-2
DHTF . ú257696ä, - 2. t'8127ø?E-7, 5. 291'Et+98-t2
DRTfl . 109i146, -1. ti73ü:ì1E-ti, 2. 1l:493É:E-11
trÊTF1. 5bf412EÊ, -459. 5847, . 0Er3iZ4g5
Il'¡PUT l(2, G, Ê, C




I'14= ('l R¡'L ) ^2 )'t'l( 3,/D
D4=-,í,l l{4,/l(e I {' ( Lì,/ß ) ) ^2
























































R 1 = B 1.t e,F l( 2'l'C 1
R2= B2 + 2*ll ?+C2
Ê3= { E0+2+l(4't F0 ) *D4
R4='i E1 +Z+l(4'r,F1 ) *D4





T4 =2*GE + D5'l-R3+ e {,04 +F ß'FC,4
T5=2+C1 + D5,l-R + + ä *,D 4'sF 1+ D4
T6=2+Cã + D 5'l R5+ 2a,D 4 sF2'FD4
I 3=T4,t,G+ T5s1. + TÊ;*R
If- RE5t53))t.E-t2 THEN 00278
5 4 = lì 0 + B 0,F l( 2 + C 0,t, l{ 2 + li 2
55 =ll1 + E1 + 1( e + Ct + l( 2",1(2
56= R 2 +Be'Fl( 2 +C3'l'l(2 )t [{2
5 7= DB+ E g + li 4 + F0{- 1ç 4'r1(4
5 B = D1 + E 1't' 1(4 + F I + 1{ 4,*li4
59=D 2+ E2{.1( 4+ Fe+l(4,F}{4







FR I llT " RH0 rr, rr G t', t'li2 rr, rr l/2F ", t'f,'I ¡'Dl(2 "
PRINT R, G, I(E, I(4,53
PR I I.¡T
PRIl'¡T rr r', "D).1El1¿'Dl{2" ' "lt'¡11'2/l¡l{2", "C'FZ,}ÊtI(.Z"
"FR0l{T", fi0, R1, F:2
"REffR", Fii, R4, R5
" 5U14'!, 5ß , 5I' 52
r r,, "TVRE ['EFL",
"Flì01'1T", 54, 55, 5Ê', I1
"R[:RR",Sit,5S,59, ]2
"5Ul'1", T1, T2, T3, I
0øe4B
276.




The program calculates lr¡n and q for series values of kz and p. L'car Model.






















































REffD H, B, L,l{3
REHD FB, Eß, CE
REBD ff1,81, C1
REfìD Ê3,82, C3
REf]T, DB, EB, FE
RETlD D1, E1, F1
REFÞ Ù?, E2' F2
DHTH 1. 8978, 1. 467E,,2.5Ê'54,48812, 7
DBTH . 915845¡, -1. 556ü7BE-7,3. 76lBE-12
DHTR . 131529, -4. 34-î71ÊE-6,7. tl'E-tt
DHTF 1. 5451488, -819. 5, 6. 99f758-2
DflTfl . 0257 t'9b2, -2. [,S27ü7E-7, 5. 2918498-t2
DffTß .109i146, -1. b73û51E-6,2. 1349:(t'E-11
0Ê'rR1. 56i41e88, -459. 5S47,. 8S332495
I I,¡P LIT R, C
Pl{IllT "C0UFLIl'JG RRTI0 =", C
PRIl¡T "RH0t', "G1", "K2tt, "l{?F" ttDLrlll(Z"
F0R l(3=1û:800 T0 24080 STEF 1ÉB
tt=liä,/l{i-(8,/L)^2
l{4=,1 i H,/L ) ^3 ) +l{2,/D
D 4 =-,:.'í l{4/'lr:e ) tl' { E./B ) J ^2




R j = i E 0+ 2'Ft{ 4,FF ft )'1. D 4
R 4= ( E 1 + 2't, l{ 4'r.F 1 J'F D 4




Q = -'í tì,r, 5 e+ 5L'.' / 9,ø
53=G+5ú+51+R'r.52
T 4=?+cEr+ D $:r:ft l+ 2+ D 4 +F 0'l D4
T5= Ê+[ 1 + 0.5*R4+ 2 +' D 4 + F1 {. D4
T 6 = I lr. [ 2.È D 5*R5+ Jr' [¡ 11 +Fe'ft D 4
I 3=T r1't:ft +T5,¡,1. + T6{rR
5 4 =ß 0 + E 0 +'l( 2.1- C0'f l( 2't l( 2
5 5 = H t + Bt'r,t( 2 + C I +l(2'* ¡(2
5 6 = ff ¡ + B3't' 1( Ë + CA {: 1(2 {çl{ 2
5 7 = D g + E ü,s i{ + + r ß'x l( 4 + l{ 4
5 g=D 1 + E1'r-l(4+F1+l( 4+ l{+
5 I = f¡ 2 + E 2't l( 4 + F : {- t( 4'l'l{4
I 1 = R'r, 5 l; + {l *. 5 rl + 5 5










The program calculateslr¡n for series of kz with p and q as parameters.



















































PR0GRRI'l l'IINIF (0UTFLlT, THFE 2=0LITFUT)
DIllEl'¡5I0l{ 5l{F'i1B), PR'í10, 1B), Fü'11[], 1ÊJ, GI(19, 1Ê)
DII'lEl'¡5I0N 0R'l1B), RQ'í18), Rl(':10, 1B)
DHTff R, B, l,lE,5l{:-,/ 1. ß978¡, 1. 4Ë:7t,2. 5654,4FS12.7/
DHTR Ft0,88, C8./ .015Ê457, -1. 5gË;ü7ÉE-7,3. ?6lc8E-12/
DHTH H1,81, C1,/ . 131529, -4. l+j71SE-Ê:,7. 11E-rt,l
DHTH Ê2, Ê12, C2¡' 1. 54514ES, -819. 5, t'. 99¡-l3E-2,'
nRTF Dg, EB, FE,/ . ß257Ë9t,4, -2. Ë,Ê27ft7E-7,5' 2gtg49E-t?/
DÊTFl D1, E1 , FLt' . 109j14Ë, -1' É'¡3Et51E-Ë, 2. 114936E-tt',/
DFTH t2, E2, F2t't.56i412ES, -459' 5847, . 68332493/
5l(=16098.
f¡0 e0 I =1, 10
5l(=51{+1088.
5l(F': I ) =51(
20 c0l.JT I l.luE
PRINT E5
25 F0R14nT'í1ol{, 17HFR0NT SFRII'lti ÊffTE)
PRII'¡T 3ü,,í51(F( I ), I=1, 1ü)
3E F0Rl'lF'f i15)i, 10G11. 5)
t)0 9B J=1, 10
D0 SB I=1,18
R=. 25E-18+Ê. B+*'i J-Z)





5l{2=51(F i I )
D=51(?/51(f -': E,rl,lB ) +tt.2
5l(4= { ,l F,/l,lB ) +'f,2 )'t'5112¡'D





R4= { E1+2. +51(4.'r.F1)'l'['4





01,1 L .I') =0
5 4 = H I + F 0't' 5 l'i 2 + C F + 5 l( 2't' 5 t(, 2
55 = F1 +B 1't,5 l(Z + ç 1't 5 l(e }l: 5l( 2
5 t, =ff ?+ ¡¡ 3*, 5 lr. 2 + C 2,r 5 l{2 * 5li 2
5 7= D ß +E g't'5 l(.1 + F B't q l( 4'È51(4
58= Þ1+ E 1 +5 l( 4+F 1 +, 5 l( 4 + 5 t{ +
5 9 = D ?+ E?'l'5 t{ 4 + F A'F5 l{ 4'* 5 tl 4







































pe ( L .I ) =R*,í 56+59 ) +G,t, i 54+57 ) + ( 55+58 )
BB COI'ITII,¡UE
9B CONT I I'IUE
PRII.IT 95
95 F0RNRT'it', 6H "RH0", 20X, 34HFERF. It{DE}{
D0 180 J=1,18
pR I l.lT 110, RR ri J.r, r{ PR ( L J ), I =1, 18 )
108 C0llTIl.¡LlE
118 F0R14RT(1)i, 1G11. 3, 2)1, 19G11. 5l
PRINT 115
115 F0R14HT,í ¡', 5H " Q1", 21)4, 33HPERF. I NDE){
D0 t2ø J=1, 10
PRII'¡T ttO, nR(J.),'íPG'iL J.), I=1,18)
129 C0l'¡TIl.luE
PRINT 130
130 F0Rl'lHT(,/, 6H "RH0", 2E¡:, 3SHt,'ftLUES 0F
Þ0 1,4ø J=1, 10
PRII'¡T tt g, RG{J), 'íCl': L J), I=1, 1E)
149 C0l.¡TIl.¡uE
PRII.IT 150
158 F0Rl'lHT'i¡', 5H "ü1", 21}i, f$Ht/ÊLUES CIF
D0 lbB J=1,18
PRINT tl,t, RR'íJ),'iRl({] J),I=1, 1g)




I.I ] TH 'RHO O ÊE PffRÊIlETER )
1'IITH UOlU H5 PÉRff1'IETER)
" 01U 1,,II TH 'RHO O TI5 PHRffIIETER)
,,RHCI' I.IITH UGIlN TI9 PFRffIIETER)
280.
FrLE C16 (F0RTRAN)
















































PRCIGRÊ14 l'lIl{IFLT (0UTFLlT, TFIFE Z=trLlTF'LlT)
DIl,lEl.¡5ItrN sl{F,í1ßEr), Ft:(1É9, 1Er), F6l (Lttø'!-ø)'Gt't (lErÉ' lEl)
D I1,lE1,l5I trN GtR,í 1Er ), RG t.1,ø), t:l{:( 1üur' lEr )
DRTH H, E, l'lEl, 5F.:i/ I' krg¡E:' 1' 4Ë76' e' 565+ ' 4ltltt'?' 7/
DHTH HE,80, CEr/' . 0158:45¡, -1. 55ËtjlTEIE-7,3:- 7€'3:tt|-t'?t'
DHTH Ftt , EL, 111¡', . 1l:1529, -4. l:43718rE-Ë' 7. I'LE-'Ltt',
DHTF ã2, Eií , E:'¿t' 1. 54514EE:, -Ei19. i;,6.99]718-2t'
DFTF 00, EF, FF¡'' . ErZ57Ê,9É'è, -?- t'rl37H7E-7" 5' ¿Er1Et4'18-'LZt'
ÞHTH D1, E 1,, FL¡' . 109r:14Ë, -1. É71tJ51E-6' t' 1l:49-1:ËE-1''L/
Onf n Ct?, E?, F?¿''L 563412EE:, -459' 5847 ' ' øEt'!'3:2+Et1/
CÊLL PLCrf 5 ( 5HCFlL35 )
cFLL H!{I5{El. 0, l:1. EI,IÚHFEt:F. Il,l['E]'i, 1ø' L€'. "Jø. ' 
É. El.', 8' 1', -1)
cHLLHliIS(Ef.Er,F!.Ø,12H5TIFFl',JE55l{.2,-!-2',21J'',Ø'Ø',t-7øøØ'',5Elg
5K=16gEtE1.
Þ0 3É I=1, lEtF
5l(=5K+1ElEt.
5l(F{I}=5li
EB CTII'IT I NLIE
DO gFI J=1, lE
D0 8Er I=1,1[rF
R=. 25E-1t-{'t'3. g*'*, ( J-3 )
IF(J_A. LT.0) GCr TCr F
GTI TÚ lE
5 R=tl.
1B COI'IT I NUE
ftQri.T)=ft
5l(2=5liF': I )
D = 5 K ? / -q|l: -': Er r/l'l Ei ) .+' + Z
5 K 4='l { Fl¡' J,lE, .l *,+,'l ) +; E }( e r/C'
D 4=- t ( 5l(4,''5lie l'i' t Eli'Fl ) ) +*,3
R0=Fg+2. +,5]{i+:f,[t
R 1 = Ê 1 + e. ,F 5l{ i 'F I I
R2=81+2. +51{'ä+[:e
R3 =,i E E+2. *,51{rf +:[ [t ) *:C'4
R4= ( E1+3. ,l 5l{{+'F1 i't'[ì4





eli L .I,r =¡.¡
5 4 = ff 0 +Ê i:t *, 5 lt 3 * C lJ't' Ç ll' 2 *: 5 h. i
5 5 = H 1 + B I f 5 l{ 3 + t1'f' c }{ i {::-'lr: 3
5 6 = H 2 + B 3't 5 t{ e + [l 3 +: 5 l{ 2't'5 l'. ¡
5 7= D 0 + E 0'1.5 li 4 + F Et +:5 F: 4 *: 5 li: 4
5 S = D 1 + E I +, 5 l{4 + F 1 *'5 1{ 4 +51(: 4






























Program MlNl PLT (continued)
pR { L J j =R'r- ( 5É, +59 ) +GI+ ( 9}++97 ) + ( 55+5El )
IF{PR{LJ).GT. 1'.€'l. Gr:r TCr 4El
IF(PR(LJ).LT.E1.É) G0 Tcr 45
GO TO SEI
40 PR'l L .T ) =1' 6
GO TO 5B







p o t L J ,r = É + ( 5 6 + 5I ) + ü *' ( 5 + + 5 7 ) + ( 5 5 + 5 Et )
IF(P8(L'T).GT.1'.E') Ëlt Ttr E'tl





BB COI.IT I I.IUE
CÊLL LINE,:51(F, LTfJErÚ. ,5ErÚ' , FFI{1, J) ' E' FJ' Ø
ðnll LINE(Et{.F, 17ÉErB. ,5EEr, , Frl(1, J), Et' Er' El




1, lEtÉ, Et )




The program calculates the sprîng and damper rates for a given total deflection C.



























R lii. Él l.¡ A r il r 1... :' l{' .1 r li"5
lil:::Êì[l Ì"1 ]. t l'11'l :, i'f-I Y i'í"1
lr,*,1'r\ ].û?7[l't'.l,4dt'/$r'Ll.]iólï4vliiiifilóOv40{i}J''5
[rrâ'f ñ :ìl{i},Iit:}r iil{ì}t}. $4 v li4 " 4'T v llll'ó ' ]'4
l:r0ïL liii);::: 1;11.C¡4lj fll :ll.ólî0 $T[:F J.
l:i 1 ::: ( l:t¡./1... ) ^i,l
¡:1:)r:; ( Il./1 . )'':il
[¡'î:::,li ll./ l\,$
l{ 4 ï: li::t *i [( :1. ./ ( li:'ì.- Il:iì )
R 4 ::r i:l il( li; I )h i ( ii ;,1./ i i.i :1. +' I'l lil ) )'" ;l )
¡:1,Ëi:::: ( ( l'i.:,il|( i Ì"i:1. +'i'f :,li ,/ ( li l. il{M:il) ) ^lìl ) )r ( ( M I+ì42) /:L)
[Lg::::f$ilt,.l.ii,: ( i i'l/+/'( Ì'i.5'rLi14 ) ) ^:ll)
t:i-l:::: ( ( li:4:ir ( l4:l+.1'1,q ),/ ( l{1.:+ì'14 ) ) ^lìl ) Í( ( (M.T'll'f 4) /';!)
¡:;1{:}::: í i..J.î.+.i44 )./ ( lf:¡ .l.f'l:i1 )
l:i '1. :::: ( Ì,i :|. ,/ ;:l -. lr :,1 r+i Ì"f 1. )|1 ( I'l l. '+'t1 :;l ) ./ ( li :1. ,* i'Í 1l ) +'l't l5 ) r{ rT 4
fij",t,,:, { iÍ::ì..'1;l--lr:4Í{i4:i{{ ( Ì'l:T 1'M4 ),/ ( l(1' sM4 ) +'lt7 ) *Itcr
ì:tí1",'f:ìi.lli ( fiì.1. )
|ì <|. :;:: f:ì f:i l:¡ í {:i 1:r )
Í:ì:,í:ïfl:iJ.)E|:{"1ù:¡:;1";1.' i (l:i;iî'-Ë:t)^.T) )\<F;:lil'Å!j'ìl/ß4
Fli l'ì{'T lríil y lti,} y litül y It4 r fì.I
¡lI x'ï' l{:il
l:i: Nl I:l
ltti.rìI.t i'l:1. r M? Y tr l.
iiÄì';i ?Ët,5?()v il{1}t3'94v).558c,0 :
l: l'.111 tJ l' L)
Èc¡n J{iir::: 1.4000 T0 ;5lt000 $TEF 1000
rl'= ( ( l'1:l.'f'È1:l )^?.) / (.'¿ftNi' Si"l?Í(M? )
lr="¡¡;10 ( I'iJ.'['M;lÌ ),/N].
Ir=ltlillcÉtXlt
X == [].* N lil * li J. ¿'l?
l'='l'l :1. ./:1- F :{t l"l 1. / llilt'tl
7.:::11î. / lì,f fJ +.tl
[-,::: " 
gj )fi [] ¡z /l
Il:: [t Í( tt '-' 2" / Ë'
j.F ft.,:.0 tt0 Ïfl 3:i0
tl='5itìft ( R )
[t i.l:= [:'* ll
[i,:i:: Ë'-'G
X:lr;ÉltíF:l+.Y /lJ:]
¡ ;5 := ¡r¡ ¡Y Ii.T.l'Y / U3
lr'r) =" lr 1. lfI:J?. / ? +' X / tJ?
F'3 == li l. il( [r 3,/ Ll + Y. / H3
Fltl: i{T N? v llll Y Xi'l Y F2 Y Q





The program determines the suspension spr¡ng rate for minimum tyre deflection, and



























The program calcuìates the spring and damper rates for constant front deflection
C1 and rear deflection C2.
Also calculates l.S.V. of Body Force and Tyre Deflection. HILLMAN *-Car Model.
(unladen) R=1.0.
l:.lT0ßrtAM Ül:1T:l
ö0ü90 l.l'll:rt.J'l' i.):1. r (.)lll
0010O [iü.AI.r 14:1. r i4lil I M'T v 144 I lt:l'
0Ol.l.0 l:t[.ôl.t A v Ë Yl..' Yli-5
t)01.?0 fiAl'rì ::Ì{j}'i:j;/óv i'l{i}fij'?4¡l i:j4*4'T'l'v ^?:16''l'4v J'fj:jË}óO
001.30 IlAl.Éì l. . oçizt,l y ..t. ,4(t'/ú r ll " i:ic¡11i4 r 40{i}:[11.7
001.40 f:'0|:f li|):,,,1.11000 T'f) :i000ü Sìl'H:Ë' 500
00 J. f.:lO l'r',"1i1,1,/liìT'- ( $'/l'.. ) ^:il
11û1 60 lir|::: ( ( ô./1... ) '''1;l ) ii(li;;1,/[l
noi.'¡<¡ ¡\'1.:::: ( ( t'tl + l-i:l j*:'1,) / (;ì*lr:l'liÌ4:il*14:il )
0o j ao ¡r¡i:l:::: ( ( i'í.5'l'i'f .,+ ')'-î!-) / ( lll'[lt ]' *Ì'f 'T'*¡t44 )
0 0 l. I 0 l:t '1. :::: li i:t:fi ( ì"1 l. 'l'Ì4 it ) ,/ li l.
0ü1ì00 Iliìl=li4:ft ( þr.î+'Ì"1"tr ) ./li 1.
ooil I 0 l.r'1. =,li'.!htrl J. :ltF l.
00 :.1:ll 0 fliir ::;li,{':kfl ''t{r1'1''t
00 :f ,T() X'1. :ï:It l. ;i(l{. lll }|{ lt.1.,/:'l
0ûí;140 f, i:rn:[tl:t;fçlt'{I(lt. :l .1 :ìl
0 0 :l ::j 0 \('.1. :.: l!'.t. i :;!. -. |:J'.1.'*:14'.1. / 14 iL +' I.t'.1.
0o i,Ìi.¡ 0 \'.!.t:::l"l";i,t ".t -.\J:.].)yit:5 / 144'llt:1.
O0ll 70'!".1. t:::l'\") / "t.'{'IJ l''l'll J'
0 0 il tl0 '!.i'.¿"PI4 ,/ Tt.'l'IJ:il+':Llll
0 0 ;,1 g 0 l:r .t. ;r . li iti {:l j. ,i rl 1.
00.i00 Ir'lt:::: + li;+;ü lll/' í\lll
O ü ;.i j. 0 l:( .1. :::: l::, l. Ii l:r :1. *'L'.1. / ít).
O 0 J "? 0 l:l:):::: |.¡::) gl l:1::l -.'1.'^] / Êtl,.l
00330 fl l. =-liitll:t ( ti l. )
Çö'340 flllil='f:ifil:i ( fil;l)
Û0311ï0 I:l:.{:::;l::' l' -'{:¡ l'
L10 :î C,0 Iì{ 4::::l::"'i-'fl'')
00.1.7O ){::j::::Ëì 1. I{IJ::i.f.y 1.,/lJ.I
00 _l f:l 0 X 4:::: Éì ;:r )l( It 4.{. y'^,1 /' IJ 4
ü 0 3 ï 0 [:"\::r li 1' * lJ :5 ,/;il +'ä 1 '/ IJ ':l
004 00 li ¡ì:''li 1. !íIJ4,/i'l +'ií,.'1,/F"1
0ü41. 0 Fl'(1: I'l I lill r U'?i I )i'T l, [:'.T v ( X']T'f']i-î )






tso/Tc 108/wG 9 (BSl Panel MEE/158/3/1)
General ised Terrain - Dynamic lnputs to vehicles, June 1972.
C.J. DODDS and J.D. ROBSON
rrThe Description of Road Surface Roughness"
Journal of Sound and Vibration, 31, (197Ð, PPl75'183'
3. J.D. ROBSON and C.J' D0DDS
"stochastic Road lnputs and Vehicle Response"
vehicle System Dynamics 5 U975/76), pp.1-13-
C. J . DODDS
ilThe Laboratory simulation of Vehicle service stress"
Journal of Engineering for I ndustry, May 1974, Pp'391-398'
J. D. R0BS0N, K.M.A. KAMASH
I'Road Surface Description in Relation to vehicle Response"
Vehicle System Dynamics Vol. 6, Nos. 2 E 3, Sept' 1977'
J. D. ROBSON
rrRoad Surface Description and Vehicle Response"
lnt. Journaì of Vehicle Design, Voì.1, No. 1, 1979, pp'25-35
7. J. D. ROBSON
ilThe Role of Parkhi lovski i Model in Road Description"







I A.J. HEALEY, E. NATHMAN, C.C. SMIrH
trAn Analytical and Experimental Study of Automobile Dynamics with
Random RoadwaY lnPutsrt '
Journal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement and Control, Dec. 1977,
pp.28t+-292.
V. BORMANN
ilMessungen von Fahrbahn Unebenhei ten Paral leler Fahrspuren und
Anwendung der Ergebnisse" (German)
Vehicle System Dynamics 7 (lgZ8) , PP'65'81 '
IO. A. SATTARI POUR
¡'The Effect of Road Roughness on vehicle Behaviourrl
Vehicle System Dynamics Vol. 6, No. 2-1, Sept. 1977, PP.157'161'
11. M.A. DOKAINISH, M.M. ELMADANY
t'Random Response of Tractor-Semitrai ler Systemrl
Vehicle System Dynamics ! (1980), PP'187'212'
12. J . C. \/AMBoLD, t^/. H . PARK, R. G. VASHL I SHAN
ilA New Random Data Description and its use in Transferring Road
Roughness to Vehicle ResPonse"
Journal of Eng i neeri ng for I ndustry, May 197\, pp.676-68t .
13. J.Y. \^/oNG
Theory of Ground Vehicles (Book)




14. N.S. NATHOO, A.J. HEALEY
rrcoupìed vertical-Lateral Dynamics of a Pneumatic Tired vehicle'l
Journal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement and control, Dec. 1978,
Voì.100, pp.3l9-325. :
15. D. RYBA
"Possible lmprovements in Ride Comfort"
Veh i cl e System Dynam ics 2 (lgll), PP'1-32'
16. P. R. BELANGER, R. GU I LLEMETTE
,,Passive Suspension Design for a Magnetical ly Levitated Vehiclerr'
Journal of Dynamic systems, Measurement and control, Dec. 1977.
pp.277-282.
17. J.K. HEDRICK, G.E. BILLINGTON, D.A. DREESBACH
,,Anaìysis, Design and 0ptimisation of High speed vehicle suspensions
Using State Variable Techniques".
Journal of Dynamic systems, Measurement and controì, June 197\,
pp.1jj-203.
18. D.E. NEWLAND
An lntroduction to Random vibrations and Spectral Analysis (gook)
LONGMAN (IgIS)
19. I . McCAUSLAND
lntroduction to 0ptimal Control (Aook)







"A S¡mple Method for the Analogue computation of the Mean-square
Response of Ai rplanes to Atmospheric-Turbulencerr'
UTIA Technical Note No. 32,
lnstitute of Aerophysics, university of Toronto, January, 1960.
2'I . W.G. BRADFORD
¡,On Errors in Pubìished Formulas for the Noise-ResPonse lntegralsrr
Proceedings of the l.E.E., Nov . 1971, pP'161\'1615'
22 c.G. NEWTON, L.A. G0ULD ê J.F. KAISER
Anaìyticaì Design of Linear Feedback Controls (Aook)
J. bJtLEY s SoNS, 1957.
23. J.K. HEDRICK
,,some 0ptimal control Techniques Appl icable to susPension system
Des i gn".
Trans. ASME Paper No. 73-lCI-55-
24. A. G. THOMPSON
"Digital Simulat¡on Techniques for 0ptimising Automobi le Suspension
Des i gnr' .
Presented at the I nter Society Sympos i um
,,computers in Automotive Design and Analysis" held in Melbourne,
0ctober , 1978.
25. M.M. ELMADANY, M.A. D0KAINISH, A.B. ALLAN
,,Ride Dynamics of Articulated vehicles - A Literature survey"
Vehicle System Dynamics 8 (1979) pp'287-316'
26. R.N. JANEWAY
rrPassenger Vibration Limi ts'¡
SAE Journal, August 1948.
5 288.
27. C.C. SMITH, D.Y. HcGEHEE, A.J. HEALEY
"The Prediction of Passenger Riding Comfort From Acceleration
Datarr.
Transactions A.S.M.E
28. R.A. LEE, F. PRADKO
"Analyticaì AnalYsis of Human
S.A.E. Transactions, Vol - 77,
Vo I . .f 00 , Ha rch 'l 978 , PP 34-t+1 .
Vibration"
paper No. 680091, Jan - 1968.
o
29. W.H. PARK, J.C. WAMB0LD, R.G. VASHLISHAN
,,Prediction of Objective Passenger comfort from Road Profi lerl
Journal of tngineering for lndustry, May 1974, PP.503-508.
30 Dept. of Transport Spec i f i cat i on, 1972.
performance specifications and Engineering Design Requirements
for the UTACV.
31, A.A. BUTKUNAS
IPower Spectral Dens i ty and Ride Eval uationr'
5.4.E. Paper No. 660138, 1966-
32. lnternationaì 0rga nisation for Standardisation'
'rGuide for the Evaìuation of Human Exposure to Whole Body Vibrationrl
I nternat i ona I Standard I S02631 -197\.
33. C. C. SMIrH
,'0n Using 1.S.0. Standards to Evaluate the Ride Qual ity of Broad-
Band vïbration Spectra in Transportation Vehiclesrr.






"A Study of the Available Evidence on Duration Effects on Comfort
and Task Proficiency Under Vibration".
Journal of Sound and V ibrat ion (1979) , 65U) , pp'1ol-12J'
35 T. DAHLBERG
¡r0ptimization Criteria for Vehicles Travel I ing on a Randomly
Prof i led Road - A SurveY".
Vehicle System Dynamics 8, (1979), pp.239'252.
36 T. DAHLBERG
rrParametric Optimization of 1-DOF Vehicle Travel I ing on a Randomly
Profiìed Road".
Journal of Sound and Vibration (lgll), 55(2), PP-2\5-253.
37. T. DAHLBERG
,,rRide Comfort and Road Hoìding of a 2-D0F Vehicle Travelling on a
Randomly Profi led Road".
Journal of Sound and Vibration (lgZS) , 58(z), PP'179'187
38. E. ESMAI LZADTH
"Design Synthesis of a Vehicle Suspension System Using Multi-
Parameter 0pt imi sat ion".
Vehicle system Dynamics J (lgZB), PP.83-96.
39. E.M. MTTSCHKE
"lnfluence of Road and Vehicle Dimensions on the Amplitude of Body
Motions and Dynamic Wheel Loads (Theoretical and Experimental
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